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Establishing and maintaining relations of cooperation that guarantee performance
within franchising networks, is a permanent and important challenge for franchisors and
franchisees alike. This challenge is constituted over time beginning at the very outset and
prior to ex the relationship proper. However, there are very few studies on the dynamics of the
franchise relationship (Combs et al., 2011; Dant, 2008). Recently, certain studies have
revealed the importance of approaching this relationship from an inter-organizational lifecycle perspective (Blut et al., 2011 ; Bordonaba-Juste & Polo-Redondo, 2008). These studies
thus approach the franchise relationship as a sequence of inter-related phases that incorporate
the relationship’s formation, exploration, and maturity.
During these different phases, the variables of trust, satisfaction, commitment and
loyalty play a central role in the quality of the franchise relationship. Besides, this quality is
strongly marked by the initial phase of the franchisee’s joining the network (Blut et al., 2011).
This phase is indeed a critical one, influenced by a multitude of factors related to the
franchisee, the franchisor and to the context of the decision to buy a franchise. In this regard,
Hing (1995, 1997, 1999) is a precursor of in establishing a model of franchise purchase
behavior. Grünhagen and Dorsch (2003) for their part have shown that value creation in a
franchising network is strongly related to the expectations and determinants of the initial
formation of the franchising relationship.
However, despite their potential importance, the studies published on forming the
franchise relationship remain rare and there have been few advances in understanding the
determinants of this process, even if, in France the Fédération Française de la Franchise
encouraged research into this theme with the study carried out by the CREPA in 1999.
Indeed, many elements remain to be analyzed, clarified and explained. In the present study,
the aim is to better understand the characteristics of the dyadic relationship between franchiser
and franchisee and to explore the initial process of forming the franchise relationship. This
means further enquiry in particular into matters of selection, and this from the two viewpoints
of both the franchisor and the franchise candidate.
Understanding the process forming the franchise relationship and its determinants
requires an in depth analysis of certain aspects that have served to guide us throughout this
study. It is mainly a matter of contributing some basic responses to the following general
enquiry:
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How can we characterize the determinants of the process of forming the relationship
between the franchisor and franchise candidates?
Several more specific questions follow from this general research question:
-

How do franchise candidates develop the intention of joining a franchising network?

-

How do franchisors select their future franchisees?

-

What are the contingent factors of these selection criteria in terms of activity sector,
size, age and the diversity of franchising networks?
Regarding these questions, we must mention that in the current context, growing

recourse to virtual information sources has transformed the decision and selection making
processes of franchising networks, as well as those of pre-contractual negotiations. In the
context of the growing importance of Internet, we have thus incorporated the following
second broad enquiry:
What are the role and the extent of the use of Internet (sites, social networks and other
virtual supports of information) in the process forming the franchise relationship?
This general enquiry breaks down into more specific questions:
How do franchisors use Internet and more specifically, their own Internet site, social
networks and other virtual information supports, in the context of the initial phase of forming
the franchise relationship?
-

What signals do franchisors transmit via Internet to attract future franchisees?

-

What information do franchisors divulge on Internet that is destined for franchise
candidates?

-

Does online communication differ depending on the characteristics of the franchise
network in question (activity sector, network age, size, percentage of owned units,
etc.)?
To answer these questions, we set up a multi-method and multi-level research

protocol. We have organized our elaboration of the problems evoked so far into four chapters.
The second chapter presents the results of the study carried out with franchise candidates. It is
8
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followed in chapter 3 by the results of the study on franchisors/network developers. The
studies on Internet sites, social networks and other virtual information supports will be
presented in chapters four and five respectively. Figure 1 summarizes the stages and the
structure of the report.

Figure 1: Structure of the report
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Although each of the four distinct chapters comprising this study can be read
independently, there is nevertheless an underlying progression in their organization. Chapter 2
deals with franchise candidates and in the context of their joining a network, it deals
particularly with the selection criteria and methods they use to seek the information they need
to make their decisions. Chapter 3 takes the viewpoint of franchisors/network developers; it
deals with the criteria that they use to select franchise candidates, and the means of
communication they adopt for initiating contacts and transmitting information.
Even though the examination these two viewpoints, highlights points of convergence
and divergence arising from each side’s perspective, one important fact emerges from our
investigations: online communications are highly important today. This is why we devote the
whole of Chapter 4 to a study of Internet sites set up by franchisors. We examined these sites
both in terms of their form and their functions in order to understand in exactly how they are
used. The results underline the divergences among networks regarding the scope and nature of
their Internet sites. Despite this, it remains true that Internet pages are generally used, unlike
social networks whose use is only emerging, and that we deal with in Chapter 5. Our
investigations show that use of social networks for recruiting franchise candidates is not yet
very widespread.
In the conclusion of this report we propose a reflection on incorporating online tools
into networks’ global communication strategy, itself organized according to their business
approach. This reflection completes our study, putting it into perspective with the studies
undertaken by the CREPA in 1999. However, before presenting our four studies, we next
expose the qualitative approach set up prior to carrying out those studies. Indeed,
understanding both the nature of the franchisee recruitment process (from the
franchisor/network developer view) and how a franchise candidate selects a network to join,
requires an in-depth exploratory study and diagnosis.
Prior to administering our questionnaires and observing Internet sites and Facebook
pages, we carried out an exploratory qualitative phase in order to refine and specify our
research methodology in greater detail. For this qualitative phase, we used the semi-directive
interview method with an interview guide because of the great flexibility and the wealth of
information that this method can generate.
The interviews enabled us to reveal/reinforce certain research directions and helped us
to elaborate the questionnaires used during the quantitative survey. The interview guide
10
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(symmetrical for the franchisors/network developers and franchise candidates/recent
franchisees) was comprised of broad general questions in order to obtain preliminary
information on the sources of information used by franchise candidates, notably with a
specific in-depth section on Internet use, selection and attraction methods used by both
networks and candidates.
We carried out fifteen individual semi-directive interviews with franchisors or network
developers from different sectors of activity with networks of different sizes, ages and origins.
We wanted to grasp the process forming the franchise relationship from a franchisor’s
perspective. Table 1 presents the profiles of the respondents who were franchisors/network
developers and the characteristics of their network.
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N°

Status

Activity Sector

1

Chief Executive Officer

Construction, energy and real estate

2

Head of sales

Hotels and restaurants

3

Development Assistant

4

Size of
network

Age
(yrs)

% of company
owned units

FFF
Member

Length of
interview

32

3

0%

Yes

1h08m09s

100

11

15%

No

1h44m12s

Construction, energy and real estate

53

6

21%

Yes

37m29s

Head of development and trainer

Food business

23

3

26%

Yes

49m54s

5

Head of development

Food business

31

9

29%

No

50m25s

6

Head of development

Construction, energy and real estate

165

12

0%

Yes

43m13s

7

Franchise development

Hotels and restaurants

82

19

20%

Yes

1h10m16s

8

Facilitation and network development

Personal services

19

3

11%

Yes

54m21s

9

Head of development

Personal services

56

3

2%

No

48m44s

10

Head of development

Hotels and restaurants

39

7

10%

Yes

1h13m50s

11

Head of development

Beauty

79*

6*

9%*

No

44m32s

12

Head of development

Personal services

54

5

20%

Yes

55m57s

13

Director

Hotels and restaurants

91

10

5%

Yes

31m33s

14

Development agent

Hotels and restaurants

250*

11*

0%*

No

38m17s

15

Development agent

Diverse other businesses

340

10

84%

Yes

37m54s

Table 1. Profile of respondents « franchisors / network developers » and the characteristics of their network
*Source: AC-franchise.com

It turned out to be interesting to interview several franchisors in the same activity
sector in order to see if there were any major differences in terms of the recruitment process
within the same sector. However, it was also necessary that the study cover a diversity of
sectors in order to have an overall view of the problem under investigation. These fifteen
semi-directive interviews were carried out either face to face or by telephone because of the
difficulties related to the franchisors/network developers frequently being away on business.
All respondents were interviewed by the same interviewer. The interview guide for
franchisors comprises four main parts: information diffusion, positioning for convincing
future franchisees, franchisee selection and assessment after they had joined the network.
Each of the franchisors/network developers interviewed accorded us 54 minutes and 11
seconds on average. In all, we had 13 hours 43 minutes and 16 seconds of recordings,
corresponding to a total corpus of 314 pages in Word. All the interviews were recorded and
transcribed in their entirety. The franchisors/network developers accepted us cordially. Some
of them gave us samples of communication documents and/or brochures for recruiting
franchisees, or applications from candidates.
After these fifteen interviews, the criterion of information saturation seemed to have
been reached. Indeed, the answers to the questions became redundant as number of interviews
progressed. Once the information gathered from different franchisors became similar and
stable, we estimated that we had collected enough information at that stage of the research to
initiate the quantitative approach. The interviews thus largely contributed to improving our
understanding of the problem area from a practical point of view and served to help us to
elaborate the empirical study, more specifically creating a questionnaire for franchise
candidates and the questionnaire for franchisors/network developers.
To echo the interviews carried out with the franchisors/network developers, we firstly
tried to carry out interviews with franchise candidates. In order to contact this specific
population that is notoriously hard to access, we posted a video message on Viadeo in three
different categories: « Forum de discussion » (Discussion forums), « Echangeons ! » (Let’s
discuss it!), and « Annonces et communiqués » (Announcements and communiqués). This
enabled us to interview three people. Table 2 presents the profile of the franchise candidates
respondents
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N°

Gender

Age

Career

Length of
interview

1

Man

40

Former executive then entrepreneur

58m56s

2

Woman

53

Director of social medical center

54m43s

3

Man

43

Joint CEO

45m30s

Table 2. Profile of franchise candidates respondents

The interview guide for Franchise candidates comprised three main parts: information
search, selecting the network and the strategy for convincing the franchisor. These three semidirective interviews were carried out by the same interviewer who had undertaken the
interviews with the franchisors. The interviews were done by phone because the candidates
were geographically dispersed. They lasted an average of 53 minutes and 16 seconds each and
were recorded. The whole of each interview was transcribed in Word, amounting to a total
volume of 56 pages for all the interviews.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that this approach did not enable us to obtain as
many interviews as we needed. That is why, in order to launch the study of the franchise
candidates within the allotted time, we decided to approach recent franchisees (those who had
been in a network for under a year) in order that they could inform us retrospectively about
their process of searching for a network and their decision to join one. Their recent
membership allowed us to think that they would still have specific enough memories of their
network search experience.
We then undertook seven semi-directive interviews with new franchisees (under one
year in the network), from different sectors of activity, belonging to networks of different
sizes, of different ages and different origins. Table 3 presents the profile of these new
franchisees and gives the activity sector of their respective networks.
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Sector

N°

Network
seniority

Gender

Age

Career

Length of
interview

1

Hotels and
restaurants

4 months

Man

43 yrs.

Former tradesman in
the sector

46m56s

2

Food business

9 months

Man

36 yrs.

Dining room director

53m35s

3

Food business

2 months

Couple

26 yrs.

Former network
employees

4

Food business

3 months

Man

50 yrs.

Executive in private
sector

42m45s

5

Hotels and
restaurants

1 month

Man

28 yrs.

Head of mayor’s office

38m37s

6

Beauty

1 month

Woman

49 yrs.

State employee

50m27s

7

Food business

1 month

Man

44 yrs.

Sales director and
former independent
tradesman

32m57s

1h03m08s

Table 3: Profile of new franchisee respondents and their networks

The interview guide for new franchisees was constructed by adapting the interview
guide for franchise candidates. It comprised four main parts: information search, selection of
network, strategy to convince the franchisor and assessment after being part of the network.
These seven interviews were all carried out face to face by the same interviewer who had
already carried out the interviews with the franchisors and franchise candidates. The
franchisees received us either at their point of sale or in a café so as not to interrupt their
clients. These interviews were very rich in information, as were those with the franchisors.
Each interview lasted between 33 minutes and one hour and all were recorded. The whole of
each interview was transcribed with Word, corresponding to a total volume of over 138 pages.
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In sum, 25 semi directive interviews were carried out with franchisor/network
developers, franchise candidates/recent franchisees. These interviews were all transcribed and
corresponded to a total corpus of over 500 pages. After coding, a thematic analysis of the
content was carried out (Miles & Huberman, 1991). This analysis resulted in the creation of a
234 page document where all the interviews and verbatim were classified by main thematic
area, such as:
-

The profile of the partners of the franchise relationship;

-

The advantages of the franchise: why becoming a franchisor and why becoming a
franchisee (human experience, capitalization, developing a business);

-

The development culture or philosophy (commercial, partnership or employees);

-

The development strategies (snail, at any price, controlled);

-

Tools of attraction (chain characteristics, network image and offer);

-

The selection process (selection, training and relationship);

-

Communication tools (offline and online).
This qualitative phase enabled us to better understand formation of the franchise

relationship overall and for all stakeholders of this relationship. Moreover, these 25 semidirective interviews served as a support for the construction of the questionnaire for franchise
candidates and the questionnaire for franchisors/network developers. Finally, the verbatim
obtained during these interviews will illustrate the arguments over the course of the following
chapters.
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1. Introduction
The formation and development of the franchise relationship can be studied from the
perspective of franchise candidates in the sense that candidates for franchising choose their
franchisor. The underlying idea of our model is the following: three types of mechanisms
contribute to the intention to purchase a franchise: the candidate’s initial motivations, the
emerging cognitive elements characteristic of decision making processes and the
characteristics of the candidates and their entourage. Candidates’ motivations for franchising
reflect the strength of their interest in becoming part of this milieu that in turn is based on
their perception of the advantages related to belonging. However, the existence of a
motivation for franchising then translates into actively setting out to seek information and
identify decision-making criteria in order to choose a franchisor. This in turn leads to the
development of a set of expectations as to the franchise relationship. It is this set of
expectations that can encourage the final intention to purchase a franchise. Finally,
candidates’ individuality and the social norms with which they are impregnated via their
entourage are also able to influence the decision to buy a franchise. We should mention here
that we have a self-evaluation of franchise candidates.
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Research Questions
In Chapter 2, we explore the process of forming of the franchise relationship from the point of
view of franchise candidates, and more specifically, the following research questions:
-

What is the profile of franchise candidates?

-

What are the main personality traits of franchise candidates?

-

What sources of information are used by franchise candidates and what is the relative
weight of online and offline information?

-

On which criteria do candidates base their choice to join a franchise network?

-

What are the expectations of franchise candidates towards franchisors?

-

What determines the process of the intention to buy a franchise?

This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, we provide a brief literature review. Section
3 details the research methodology and the results are presented in section 4. Section 5
consists of a discussion of the main results.
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2. Brief Literature Review
In his study on the selection criteria used by franchise candidates, Hing (1995)
identified various criteria such as the quality of the documentation the franchisor divulged, the
characteristics of the contract, entry rights and royalties and the image and characteristics of
the franchise founder. The guarantee of the start up package in terms of training and
managerial support seems to be a decisive element in the choice of a franchise network.
(Guilloux et al., 2008; Leslie and McNeil, 2010). Kaufmann and Stanworth (1995) showed
that adherence to a franchise network relies on the image and reputation of the franchisor, the
potential of profitability of the franchise concept, the level of support and the initial training
provided by the franchisor and the fact of belonging to a national franchising federation.
However studies on the criteria for selecting a franchisor remain rare, above all in
France. Moreover, beyond identifying criteria for choice, it is important also to think about
the selection process. In this regard, by assimilating the franchise candidate to a consumer,
Hing (1997) shed light on the theory of the process of forming the franchise relationship. The
process of joining a franchise network is, according to this author, similar to a process of
purchasing; it thus comprises the following sequences: 1) awareness of a need, 2) information
search, 3) defining evaluation criteria, 4) assessing alternatives, 5) choice and purchase
decision and 6) post purchasing behavior. This process has still been little explored
empirically in franchising.
By identifying the sequences of the process of joining a franchise network, Hing
(1997) largely contributed to conceptualizing the dynamic of the formation of the franchise
relationship. But a franchisee is not a « consumer » like the others, given that belonging to a
franchise network can be considered more as an act of entrepreneurship aiming to co-create
value (Grace and Weaven, 2011; Michael, 2009). In order to better understand the dynamic of
the dyadic franchise relationship, it thus seems important to incorporate the notion of cocreating value in the context of inter-organizational exchanges. Indeed, studies on the
formation of alliances and inter-organizational marketing can shed further light on
understanding the process of forming the franchise relationship and its determinants. These
studies on alliances have dealt with the criteria for selecting partners (Mohr and Spekman,
1994; Shah and Swaminathan, 2008; Wuyts and Gyeskens, 2005).
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They indicate that the notions of trust, reputation, complementarity, commitment,
credibility and value or financial profitability should be integrated into the analysis of the
process of forming the franchise relationship. Figure 1 presents the research model on the
determinants and the franchise purchase process.
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Motivations for the choice
of franchise

Entrepreneurial Capabilities
of the candidate

Information search and
sources
Expectations towards the
franchisor

Access to Financial
Resources

Intention to buy a
chranchise

Selection creteria of a
franchisor

Family Social and Material
Support

Candidate personality and social
values
Control variables
Age, sex, level of education,
previous experience, family
history

Figure 1: Research model on the determinants and the franchise purchase process

3. Research Methodology
3.1. Franchise candidates questionnaire
3.1.1. Constructing the questionnaire
The questionnaire was constructed according to the existing literature, but also thanks
to the qualitative approaches carried out with the franchisors/network developers and
franchise candidates. This explains why, in this questionnaire, we find scales of measure from
the literature that have already been validated by empirical studies but we also used ad hoc
scales constructed from the various interviews undertaken in the qualitative phase.
The variables from the literature measured in this questionnaire deal with the
perception of franchise assets, the account taken of access to financial resources, candidates’
personality, their entrepreneurship capacities, expectations towards the franchisor,
surrounding social norms, material and socio-emotional support and entrepreneurial
intentions. The ad hoc variables concern the citeria for seclecting a franchisor as well as
information sources used to choose one franchisor in particular.
Finally, the control variables concern franchise candidates’ sex, age, level of
education, number of partners involved in the project, duration of the undertaking, current
professional situation and family experience of franchising. The interest of these variables is
to see their eventual impact on the formation of the franchise relationship.
In all, the franchise candidates’ questionnaire contains ten main parts as well as the
control variables (See appendix 1).
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3.1.2. Administrating the questionnaire
The franchise candidates’ questionnaire was administered in several stages. The main
difficulty was getting in touch with the target of our study, that is, franchise candidates.
Indeed, there is no directory or federation grouping together franchise candidates; we thus
decided to administer the questionnaires during four trade fairs related to entrepreneurship
and franchising. The following fairs were selected; they are all important events well known
on the French market:
-

Journées Régionales de la Création et Reprise d’Entreprise (JRCE), Thursday 13 and
Friday 14 October 2011 at the Parc des Expositions, Rennes;

-

Top Franchise Méditerranée Monday 14 and Tuesday 15 November 2011 at the
Palais de la Bourse, Marseille;

-

Salon des Entrepreneurs Wednesday 1st and Thursday 2 February 2012 at the Palais
des Congrès, Paris;

-

Franchise Expo Paris from Sunday 18 to Wednesday 21 March 2012 at the Parc des
Expositions, Porte de Versailles.
We collected 99 questionnaires during the first wave that was not specifically related

to franchising, 266 questionnaires were collected at the second wave that was devoted to
franchising; at the third wave, devoted to entrepreneurship, we collected 225 questionnaires
and 385 were collected at the fourth wave which is the essential wave for all actors in the
world of franchising. We thus collected a total of 975 questionnaires for the quantitative study
with franchise candidates.
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3.2. Profile of franchise candidates
The analysis of our sample of 975 franchise candidates revealed the following sociodemographic characteristics.

3.2.1. Age of franchise candidates
The average age is 39.46 years old with a standard deviation of 9.8 years. There is a
wide disparity of age with candidates ranging from 18 to 71 years. The youth of a candidate
can be an asset even if such candidates lack experience (i.e. illustration in verbatim below).
“Well, in fact, above all the average age, you were talking just now of the average
age etc., in the network when I arrived, there was an average age that was, you
know, let’s say between 35-45 years old, and I myself recruited quite a few young
people. At the beginning, I was a bit worried about those people, because I said to
myself: besides, there’s a project that they opened a short time ago, because its
young people, so obviously they have no perspective about being a company
director, manager, etc. but in terms of the strength and energy they have when
they’re in their shop, well frankly, it’s a real success. I’m very pleased because
they are open and it works very well, so there you are, you shouldn’t be worried at
the beginning, I think. Yes, it was a good surprise. After that, you have to wait and
see, it hasn’t been long so far, so we have to look again in six months and see how
they get on. I think in terms of strength and energy and making clients feel
welcome, I have absolutely no doubts; after it’s a question of management,
financial management, that’s where sometimes you have doubts in fact, because
you really have to follow the business closely not to have unpleasant surprises. If
you don’t manage the stock well, if you have products that don’t move, even if you
manage well on the level of dealing with clients, on the level of your business, on
the level of the figures, it might not be so good. If you don’t manage the business
properly, you loose.”

(Head of development, diverse businesses)
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3.2.2. S
Sex
T
Two thirdss of the fraanchise canndidates are men (66%
%). Womenn are only 34% of
candidaates (cf. figuure 2).

Fiigure 2: Sexx of franchiise candidattes
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3.2.3. E
Educationn
T
The educatiional level of
o franchisee candidatess is fairly hiigh. Indeed,, 35% of caandidates
have a qqualificationn testifying to five yeaars post-high
h school stu
udy. Almostt 25% of caandidates
have a hhigh school diploma (b
baccalaureatte). All the other candid
dates have aat least a baachelor’s
degree ((cf. figure 3 and the verbatim beloow).

Figure 3:: Level of eeducation off franchise candidates
c

« I’m an engineer by trainning. »

(Reccent franchissee (3 montths), Food business)
b
« I am over-q
qualified. »

(Francchise Candiidate #2)
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3.2.4. C
Current prrofessionaal situationn
C
Choosing too belong to a franchisee network iss often the result
r
of thee desire and
d longing
to channge ones liife in the sense of s eeking to change job
bs. Indeed, 54% of franchise
f
candidaates are salarried employ
yees (cf. figgure 4 and verbatim
v
bellow).

Figure 4: Currrent profess ional situatiion of francchise candiddates
“At the moment I am joiint CEO in an
“
a SME, it’ss a group thhat distributees leisure
eqquipment, ca
amping carss etc. I’ve been
b
there for
fo 2 and haalf years. Otherwise,
O
w
without
tellin
ng you my w
whole careeer and CV, I’ve mostly worked in financial
f
esstablishmentts through ddistribution networks.
n
[…
…] So, there it’s true I throw
t
the
question backk a them sayiing: « how iss my profile today,
t
like ann employee, although
I am one....of
of course I know how to do business, I’ve woorked in disstribution
networks, butt its true thatt today, I thin
nk, well, fina
ally in my proofile, that is at 40- 45
yeears old, let’s say, moree or less the sales directo
or type, obviiously a fran
nchisor is
g
going
to find that interestting. What’s more, if I’m
m in the rightt branch of activity,
a
it
innterests him even more.”
”

(Frannchise candiidate #3)
“I’m an engin
“
neer by trainning. I workeed for over tw
wenty years as a middle manager
inn the privatee sector in coomputer science applied to telecomm
munications. I did that
inn a big group
p in the CAC
C 40 – I workked for them until the begginning of 20
008 and I
d various jobs
did
j
from sooftware crea
ation engineeer till I finnished as director of
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alliances in one of the group’s subsidiaries, so I was member of the board of
directors of a company with 1500 employees. At the same time, I had decided to
follow up my initial qualification by doing an MBA, which I did between 2006 and
2007. Then I started getting antsy with the idea of leaving and setting up my own
company.”

(Recent franchisee (3 months), Food stores)
“I started my career in sales, selling fine diskettes for certain of the majors like
Polygram Universal in my last jobs.”

(Recent franchisee [opening in process], Food stores)
“I have 10 years experience in managing information systems, 4 years in one
consulting company and 6 years in another consulting company [X]. I left [X]
because I come from the region of Bordeaux, for 3 years and I...finally, I wanted
after this....given the crisis, I would say they wanted to centralize all their
consulting in Paris and I didn’t want to go on with them.”

(Franchise Candidate #1)
Only 14% of franchise candidates are tradespeople; 14% are entrepreneurs or similar
(artisans or in the retailing profession, etc.). A total of 28% of franchise candidates are thus
already used to autonomy in their working life.
“I worked for myself in a consulting group. When Internet came to France, it was
the very beginning I created e-commerce sites and I created e-commerce sites in
France that sold para-pharmecutical products, because my husband was a
pharmacist.”

(Franchise candidate #2)
“I did that in 2008, I threw myself into creating a company and I founded a
software company in a domain that was highly specialized by working on the
results of research or adding value to research carried out especially by INRIA. So
the company was created, I ran it for two years, and there were about a dozen
engineers and then I had to make a choice in summer 2010, a decision that I had to
take quickly that led me to sell the whole of my share in the company of which I
was the director. So, a certain number of events, a rapid decision, and I find myself
in summer 2010 with time on my hands, availability, a bit of money that I had
taken out of the previous creation, then, from that moment, what should I do now?
Well there was no question of going back to work as an employee, once you have
tasted company creation; I think that psychologically it’s no longer possible. So the
first reflex is to say I’m going to do again what I’ve already done successfully, so
why not repeat the operation and I quickly realized that I would never find the
same enthusiasm to try to do a second time what I did so enthusiastically the first
time round.”

(Recent franchisee (3 months), Food stores)
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“We wanted a total change from running a bar, tobacconist, hotel restaurant in
2003, 2004 until 2007.”

(Recent franchisee [opening in process], Food business)
Only 13% are managers of company owned units in a network of points of sale/service
units.
“I joined [X] practically right after my studies because I did various internships
for the company, with the franchisor, in accounting and management and with a
well-known accounting firm. I had to deal with the accounting of several of [X]’s
shops. That’s where I really discovered how the company functioned and
everything about the profitability of a store etc. I have always liked this company
because I was a loyal customer before joining a store in 2007. So I began as
salesman/packer in an [X] in the Vendée region and I quickly became assistant
then assistant manager, so the right hand of the franchisees. Little by little, I dealt
with the shop management when the franchisees were absent, and then, little by
little, my idea was to become an[X] franchisee. For me it was always [X], I never
asked any other questions; it was obviously that company because I liked it a lot as
salesman, as assistant. For me it was obvious to be a franchisee.”

(Recent franchisee [2 months], Food Stores)
People without a job make up only 3%.
“I lost my job the 1st December 2009 […] so, at 51 years old, I found myself
unemployed and I set off joyously thinking that I would find work because I had
good qualifications, good experience, a good CV and I aimed high. And there was
nothing. For a year, they sent me round and round, I went for interviews, I said I
was mobile so I went to Valence, Lyon, Pau, Salon-d-Provence, Montpellier, and
Paris; I had three or four interviews and after a year, I realized that I would never
find another job. Now I’m 53, I’m overqualified, I know that I have more
qualifications than the people who are trying to hire me, I’m dynamic. […]So we
said: OK, let’s go, we’ll set up our own business, and it’ll be much better.”

(Franchise candidate #2)
“I set off again in the milieu of editing musical videos as sales director with a new
redundancy that happened in 2010. And there because I wanted stability and a
more regular life, I wanted to start all over again […] So the economic factors of
redundancy etc. that have come up today have made me doubly motivated to get
involved at every level, that is to commit financially, and psychologically, to set off
for the long term.”

(Recent franchisee [opening in progress], Food business)
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3.2.5 F
Family expperience and
a franchhising
F
Franchisingg does not seem to rrun in the family. In
ndeed, onlyy 6% of franchise
f
candidaates have frranchisee parents. Nevvertheless, it can be underlined
u
tthat the nu
umber of
franchissees in the French
F
popu
ulation is well below 6%, which sh
hows despitte everythin
ng, that a
family ffactor existss, even if it is only marrginal (cf. fiigure 5).

“Franchising
“
g, that’s why I know a bitt about it, wee were [X] frranchisees an
nd so, my
parents were with them foor 40 years, so
s they had their businesss for over 40
0 years.”

(Reccent franchissee (9 montths), Food business)
b

Figu
ure 5: Francchise candiddates’ family experiencce in franchiising.
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4. Results
4.1. Understanding franchise candidates approach in terms forming the
franchise relationship
4.1.1. Becoming aware of a need
4.1.1.1. Motivations for choosing franchising
The motivations for choosing franchising are relatively strong, with a score of 3.84 out
of 5. The reasons are varied, but remain essentially focused on the fact of “benefiting from the
resources and means of a network” and being able to “exploit a concept that has already
succeeded”. The attractiveness of a network can therefore depend on its capacity to highlight
these elements in the eyes of franchise candidates (cf. table 1, figure 6 and verbatim below).

Items

Average of item

Factorial
Contribution

Attract clients

3,75

0,664

Be more competitive on the market

3,55

0,644

Benefit from resources and means of a network

4,19

0,718

Exploit a concept that has already succeeded

4,14

0,736

Run fewer risks than being independent

3,57

0,554

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5; average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha1)

3,84 (standard deviation: 0,60)
1 dimension, 44% of the
explained variance
0,677

Table 1: Measure of reasons for choosing franchising
(Adapted from the work of Edelman and Yli-Renko, 2010)
1

The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was retained as indicator of the validity of the scales of measure used in this
questionnaire. This coefficient checks whether the statements of a scale of measure share common notions, that
is, whether each item is coherent with the set of other statements in the scale. In practice, Cronbach’s alpha is a
number under 1 that should be as high as possible. If the alpha score is satisfactory, the itms are coherent with
each other and can be added to make a global score, because they are supposed indeed to measure a same
phenomenon. The quality of the alpha is evaluated compared to an empirical threshold given by experience. It is
often estimated that a value over 0.60 is acceptable for an exploratory study.
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Figure 6: Reasons for choosing franchising

Franchise candidates are aware of the fact that the resources and means of the network

will enable them to benefit from economies of scale and supply facilities.
“The main reason is that you can’t just do it yourself. Well, just imagine going to
negotiate with the huge Champagne producers, as a single wine merchant or as a
chain of 160 stores. Obviously, the economies of scale are not the same. So today, I
don’t even see how you can do it.”

(Recent franchisee [3 months], Food business)
“The quality of our product is recognized and if we were independent, I think you
could have the same product quality but you’d have to find the suppliers, find...For
the same price, well there you are, and then there is the good reputation of the
name.”

(Recent franchisee [2 months], Food business)
“There is also the group purchasing organization that means that today, it is one
of the strengths of this franchise […] so we have a sales positioning that is
optimum also with this group that is behind us because today, buying for one store
or for forty is no longer the same thing.”

(Recent franchisee [opening in process], Food business)
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“It’s to take advantage of the prices too. The more [X] stores there are, the better
the prices we can get our supplies.”

(Recent franchisee [4 months], Fast food)

Exploiting a concept that has already succeeded enables franchisees to develop their

business more quickly and save time.
“Saving time means going more quickly and saving time and I want to capitalize
on others’ experience and I totally agree to pay them the royalties they ask for
because they save me that time, for me, it’s normal. I find it normal, they ask me
for 2% of royalties on the turnover, I find that completely normal; I’m paying for
the time I saved. What I would like is that there is a snowball effect, like it seems to
be doing, for the moment, it’s not very well known and it will end up by being
known and I will be on board in a company that is well known, that works without
having made too much effort in some ways and I agree to pay the 10 000 euros of
royalties of entry rights for that and I agree to pay the 2% of royalties for
communication, because if I start of at zero, starting of at zero would cost me far
more and wouldn’t make me any money straight away.”

(Franchise candidate #2)
“Today, the approach is effectively to turn to franchising, whereas more generally,
I would turn towards entrepreneurship. Effectively, I look at taking over a company
or a franchise knowing that for creating something, I am not exploiting that idea
for the moment because I don’t really have an idea, and then there is also the fact
in my motivation that I can start with something that is already working and that in
any case can expand and progress quickly.”

(Franchise candidate #3)

Attracting clients depends notably on the increased reputation of the franchise.
“The aim is to have the name for one thing, the name of the business which is
nationwide. It’s a name that’s been round for 25 years, so it’s certainly solid.”

(Recent franchisee [2 months], Food business)
“It’s true, my name is Jérôme X yes, I want to have a hotel, I’m going to put [X] on
it, but no one will remember that it’s Jérôme X, they’ll only remember that it’s an
[X]. That’s the big difference and also the strength of a network.”

(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
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“I was also looking for franchises because I wanted to begin to create my own
company with a franchise or at least to have a name etc. Yes, I wanted to take a
franchise to have a trading name.”

(Recent franchisee [1 month], Fast food)
Running less risk than being independent is characterized by the ongoing support given

to franchisees in franchise networks.
“There you are, and why also it’s because there is nevertheless a notion of follow
up and support on each side, that is , OK maybe you can’t do just what you like,
but they tell you :look, it might be better like this, there is also a notion of
consulting that is really important also. Anyway, a franchise has a notion of advice
which is not a notion of something else than....I mean taking a royalty on the
turnover, but it’s also a lot of support. Let’s put it in a block – its support.”

(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
“Maybe I chose a franchise because it’s easier, there is support after all. It’s above
all the fact that, when you have the experience of already having had a pizzeria
with employees and everything, I think you can do it alone, but after, at the level of
the creation, seeking the premises, it’s they who did everything.”

(Recent franchisee [4 months], Fast food)
Being more competitive on the market, that means having a stronger capacity for
innovation in franchise networks compared to independent businesses.
“The concept, the marketing, the actions they propose, there are always new
things, always something new. It’s true we wouldn’t have set up independently.”

(Recent franchisee [2 months], Food business)

4.1.1.2. Entrepreneurial capacities of franchise candidates
A successful entry into the world of franchising depends on various entrepreneurial
and managerial capacities. In order to use these capacities however, it is essential first of all to
be aware that they are necessary. Table 2 thus presents the way in which franchise candidates
consider different types of entrepreneurial and managerial skills to be important for their
future success as franchisees. Entrepreneurial and managerial capacities perceived by
franchise candidates obtain a score of 4.02 out of 5. The candidates questioned are more
confident about their capacity to manage the organization and the human resources (score =
38
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4.15 out of 5) than they are about their capacity to finalize their business plan (score = 3.98
out of 5) and find the necessary funding to set up their unit (score = 3.92 out of 5). Even if the
gap seems slight, this result shows that candidates expect more support from the franchisor in
the areas of sales and finance, in which the candidates feel to be less effective. It is a good
idea therefore to reassure them on these last two points (cf. table 2, figure 7 and the verbatim
below).

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

Convince others (eg. franchisors…) of my vision and my ‘business plan’

3,87

0,662

Contact others to obtain information on my project

4,05

0,628

Define my objectives and my ideas about my project clearly

4,01

0,676

Find the funding to see my project through

3,74

0,620

Guarantee my financial commitments in the long term

3,98

0,741

Keep my project financially profitable

4,05

0,764

Recruit and train my future employees

4,03

0,760

Supervise my future employees efficiently

4,18

0,799

Motivate and involve my future employees

4,23

0,798

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5; average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

4,02 (standard deviation: 0,58)
1 dimension, 52% of the
explained variance
0,882

Table 2: Measure of the entrepreneurial capacities of franchise candidates
(Scale adapted from the work of McGee et al., 2009)
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Figure 7: Entrepreneurial capacities of franchise candidates

“It’s true that with the crisis the last few years, even at the level of the banks, the
fact that it is [X] and that we’re only 25 really helped because I think that if we
hadn’t had [X], we would never have got the loan. For our personal contribution,
we didn’t even have the necessary amount for the store and they told us right
away: [X], they have partnerships with all the banks.”

(Recent franchisee [2 months], Food business)
“You go to a bank, you go to get money from a bank, and you have to say yourself.
You have to say: OK, this is what I intend to do, with such and such a product,
such and such a thing, there is a franchise behind me. Then it’s true that the weight
of the franchise behind you, well it’s enormous. Good morning, I’ve come to
borrow 50 000 euros all by myself, yes Sir, I have no real guarantee, ah, but there
is a franchise behind me. We take a look at what the franchise is worth, then we
look at whether they have any stores, and that carries a lot more weight. But
everywhere, everywhere in the sense that it’s as if we had, you know, someone
behind us that was backing us up, our partner. A partner, that carries much more
weight, a partner worth millions of euros, that’s reassuring for a bank, that
reassures the insurance, that reassures... Today, people need to be reassured, it’s a
pity but they need to be reassured. Why? Because they don’t take risks if they
aren’t reassured.”

(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
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This phenomenon is reinforced by the period of economic crisis our country is going
through at the moment.
“So in fact, it’s true that it’s a mixture of things, levers that are set up, you can see
it differently, but it means that today, I think, it would be a mistake not to do it.
That’s clear. And today, economically you can just observe that there is an
enormous number of franchises like [X] that have not suffered from the economic
crisis we’re in, we’re still in a bit today, it would be fooling oneself to say that its
over, we are still in it, and business, local commerce, all suffers more than before,
on an everyday level, I think I was right to join up with this.”

(Recent franchisee [opening in process], Food business)

4.1.1.3. Access to financial resources
For a franchise candidate, access to financial resources covers two dimensions
highlighted by the factor analysis: access to personal financial resources and access to
external financial resources. Concerning personal financial resources the average score is 3.41
out of 5 for facility of access. Regarding access to external financial resources, the average
score is 2.84 out of 5. Franchise candidates are thus more confident about their access to
personal financial resources than their access to external financial resources. Franchisors
support is nevertheless highly appreciated, above the median point of 3.0 (cf. tables 3 and 4,
figure 8 and the verbatim below).
Components
Access to external
financial resources

Access to
personal financial
resources

Banks do their utmost to help new franchisees open their
franchised unit

0,791

-0,178

The state and local authorities provide a great deal of help to
facilitate new franchisees setting up.

0,788

-0,061

Franchisors help new franchisees to find financial resources to
open their franchised unit

0,681

0,200

The family and personal resources are the main source of
financing for new franchisees

-0,023

0,974

Item

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

2 dimensions, 68% of the explained variance

Table 3: Measure of access to financial resources
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(A
Adapted fro
om the workk of Edelmaan and Yli-R
Renko, 20100)

Avverage of thee

Facttorial

item

Contriibution

Banks ddo their utmoost to help neew franchiseees open theiir
franchised unit

2,71

0,7
798

The staate and local authorities provide
p
a greeat deal of heelp to
facilitatte new franchisees setting up.

2,61

0,7
790

Franchiisors help neew franchiseees to find finnancial resources
to openn their franchhised unit

3,21

0,6
668

Item
ms

Global average (rem
minder: minimum = 1; m
maximum = 5;
averagee = 3)
Dimenssionality of the
t scale (AC
CP)

2,84
2 (standardd deviation: 0,65)
1 dimension, 577% of the explained
vaariance

Coefficcient of internnal reliability
y (Cronbachh’s alpha)

00,615

T
Table
4: Meeasure of acccess to exteernal financcial resourcees

Figure 8: Acccess to financial resourrces
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4.1.1.4. Socio-emotional support from entourage
The socio-emotional and material support obtained by franchise candidates from their
entourage obtains an average score of 3.56 out of 5. Candidates questioned thus indicate
average support from their entourage, even if the level of family support can be mentioned as
satisfactory (cf. table 5 and figure 9). This point is important, for it echoes the importance
franchisors give to family stability (cf. chapter 4).

Items

Average of item

Support from my family (eg. Spouse, parents, children …)
Support from my friends
Support from my colleagues in the workplace (ex. employer,
colleagues…)
Support from the franchisor
Support from other franchisees I have met

3,95
3,33

Factorial
Contribution
0,687
0,782

2,87

0,643

4,12
3,54

0,690
0,660

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

3,56 (standard deviation: 0,77)
1 dimension, 48% of the explained
variance
0,726

Table 5: Measure of socio-emotional support of entourage
(Adapted from the work of Carr & Sequeira 2007)

Figure 9: Socio-emotional and material support from entourage
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4.1.2. Candidates’ personality traits and social norms
The analysis of the franchise candidates’ personality traits shows the prominence of
certain traits that are often present in studies of entrepreneurship.
4.1.2.1. Need for self-determination
The need for self-determination obtains a score of 4.13 out of 5. Franchise candidates
are thus motivated by a need for autonomy, independence and a wish to take their destiny in
hand (cf. Table 6 and verbatim below).

Items

Average of item

Factorial
Contribution

I love situations where I have to find solutions to
problems

3,97

0,762

In general, I like to fix high objectives for myself

3,99

0,825

I am pleased when I have the possibility to take on new
responsibilities.

4,25

0,854

I always seek ways of improving my skills

4,30

0,812

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum =
5; average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

4,13 (standard deviation: 0,66)
1 dimension, 66% of explained variance
0,827

Table 6: Measure of need for self-determination
(Adapted from the work of Vandenberghe and Mignonac, in process)
“Quite simply because I no longer wanted to « depend » on a boss, I was always
used to it also, being in a family of entrepreneurs. Being part of a family of
entrepreneurs obviously, at a certain moment, you also want to play the game and
try to look as much as possible. For me, I come from a family of entrepreneurs, so
the reason that obviously pushes you to work for yourself, is to work if you have a
tiny capital that you want to make it work for you instead of putting it in an
apartment and then staying employee in the traditional way. So, there you are,
that’s why I also wanted to do that, because I no longer wanted to depend on
anyone, I no longer wanted people to say there’s this to do or that to do, I want to
be my own boss. Finally, for me, give orders, why not, but I want to be my own
boss above all and not depend any more on anyone […] but you understand why
you are working and you know what you will get at the end. Because it’s true that
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for our retirement, for us young people, we might not just get it like that, and you
have to make the money quickly and for me, I found the solution to do it this way,
capitalize on it this way.”

(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
“For me too it’s an investment, I had two options: stay doing what I was doing and
then we invested because I own the house, that’s it, it’s paid for. I said to myself:
for the future, for my retirement, knowing that there won’t be, for the retirement,
you have to think about it... So, I said to myself: build a house, two houses and then
rent them out, and then in 20 years, that’s when I’ll be retired, in 20 years
normally. Or it was to take on something like this, hoping to open a second one,
and a third and then in 20 years, either resell them and then have a big capital and
be able to live on that for retirement, or keep them working....with family, or
personnel. It’s above all for them, for the future.”

(Recent franchisee [4 months], Fast food)
4.1.2.2. Need for self–accomplishment
The need for self-actualization obtains a score of 4.00 out of 5. Franchise candidates
are distinguished by their wish to fulfill themselves in a concrete project enabling them to
exercise their know-how (cf. Table 7 and verbatim below).

Items

Average of item

Factorial
Contribution

I have always worked hard to be among the best

3,87

0,770

I am ambitious

4,04

0,864

It is important for me to succeed in life

4,06

0,824

I like to build my own success rather than benefit from the
success of others

4,05

0,667

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

4,00 (standard deviation: 0,68)
1 dimension, 62% of the explained
variance
0,784

Table 7: Measure of need for self-actualization
(Adapted from the work of Vandenberghe and Mignonac, in process)
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“It’s compared to my situation and current job, it’s true that I have taken on the
direction, directed some of the elements in the company, sales, communication, the
web, after sales service, financial management, except that at a certain time, there
you are, I am an employee, whereas tomorrow, the thing is, to take that step by
saying, there I’m an entrepreneur, so, I’m the only pilot in the plane, to give an
image. For the moment, I’m just a co- pilot, so the co-pilot, at a certain point, he
wants to put himself in the pilot’s seat, saying - give me the wheel and I’ll see how
to pilot a plane, but by myself.”

(Franchise Candidate #3)
“We said: there, if we don’t take this store, it won’t be for another good ten years,
and we want to work for ourselves, get up in the morning and say: yes, it may be
complicated, it may be hard, but at least it’s for us!”

(Recent franchisee (2 months), Food business)
“And it’s true that at the beginning, I didn’t feel that I could really
manage...finally, for me it was too much responsibility to say: I have to take a
store; there are people who live from working here, so you really have to do it
properly. It terrified me. I didn’t feel capable and strangely, since we’ve taken on
the activity, I have the most incredible confidence in myself.”

(Recent franchisee (2 months), Food business)

4.1.2.3. Tendency to take risks
The tendency to take risks obtains a score of 2.91 out of 5. Franchise candidates seem
rather risk averse and prefer safer solutions; this distinguishes them from traditional
entrepreneur profiles that tend to accept greater risks (cf. Table 8, figure 10 and verbatim
below).
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Items

Average of item

Factorial
Contribution

I like taking risks

3,53

0,689

I seek adventure

3,20

0,765

I would be happy to make high risk investments

2,46

0,847

I like dangerous situations

2,46

0,857

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

2,91 (standard deviation: 0,79)
1 dimension, 63% of the explained
variance

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,802

Table 8: Measure of tendency to take risks
(Adapted from the work of Vandenberghe and Mignonac, in process)

“The fact of throwing oneself into a franchise, it’s reassuring, I think, for many
people. It’s true that people talk more and more about franchising, it means
creating a business, but behind you there is a network with a reputation... the
weight of the network...”

(Recent franchisee (2 months), Food business)

However, in the profiles of franchise candidates, we observe different attitudes
towards risk, especially according to the age of the network.
“Yes. What I’m looking for in fact is to put something on the market, and I forgot
to tell you. For example, [X] is always recruiting and I don’t see myself opening
the 323rd. [X] in some tiny insignificant street in Paris because all the good streets
are taken and they have geographical exclusivity, I’ve missed the boat. Yes,
jumping on the bandwagon when it’s already well under way, it doesn’t attract me
much. I’m looking for, effectively, it’s my entrepreneurial side. When I went over
the Internet sites in France, it didn’t exist. I would like to be a discoverer, an
entrepreneur, to put something on the market, to be the first to jump into the first
carriage of the train as it leaves the station. There, it’s my mentality that’s what
I’m like.”
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(Franchise candidate #2)
“Today I haven’t completely decided, saying that either I pay a lot and then I’ll be
in a network that guarantees me everything, or I’ll go into a network that, let’s say,
a bit newer where maybe it’s a bit more of an adventure, there is a notion of risk
where even the funds we commit are a bit more risky, but maybe a notion of
jackpot or in any case a higher return on investment because the entry rights are
much lower, if the business model is really attractive, tomorrow we could be in an
activity for 5-10 years that will really become essential and there, the entry rights
you paid today will be far lower So yes, it’s a bet.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
“It’s the same with commission or royalties, there’s no secret, it’s on Internet, and
there are royalties of 3%. In general, the others it’s between 5 and 8%. So there
already , knowing that its a young franchise...as one franchisor told me at [X], he
said: it’s a young franchise, he believes in it, it works, he’s been there 2 years
already, he says : now is the time to get on board, it’s a young franchise, you have
to do it. So no, there was no question, no doubt, I took it up immediately. There you
are, there is one that opened in Le Mans 8 or 10 days ago, but I’m the only one in
Brittany for now.”

(Recent franchisee (4 months), Fast food)

Figure 10: Personality traits of franchise candidates
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4.1.2.4. Social norms
The notion of social norms reflects the extent to which an individual is inserted into a
set of diverse relationships (family, professional, social, etc.) that exert their influence through
encouraging that individual in certain activities and discouraging him/her from others. In our
study, the force of social norms felt by franchise candidates obtains an average score of 3.14
out of 5 (cf. table 9). This score, hardly above the median point, shows that only certain
franchise candidates come from personal or professional environments likely to encourage
them to take up a franchise.

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

My family thinks I should become a franchisee

3,04

0,758

My friends think that it is a good idea for me to become a
member of a franchise network

3,28

0,789

The important people in my professional circle (supervisors,
colleagues etc. approve of my choice to become a franchisee.

3,19

0,783

Other franchisees I know encourage me to belong to a franchise
network

3,10

0,749

Other people such as my banker, think its a good idea to become
a franchisee

3,09

0,726

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5; average
= 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

3,14 (standard deviation : 0,80)
1 dimension, 58% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,818

Table 9: Measure of social norms
(Adapted from the work of Krueger and Bazeal, 1994)
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4.1.3. Sources of information used by franchise candidates
Franchise candidates distinguish two main information sources: offline information
and online information
4.1.3.1. Offline information sources
Table 10 and figure 11 describe the different offline information sources and their
respective importance (in the column entitled “average of item”). Briefly, offline information
sources obtain a score of 3.48 out of 5. The verbatim below reflect the opinions of franchise
professionals and franchise candidates about these different offline information sources (cf.
table 10, figure 11 and verbatim below).

Factorial

Items

Average of item

My personal and relational network (eg. Relatives, friends etc.)

3,23

0,439

My professional network (eg. Colleagues, suppliers, clients
etc.)

3,24

0,482

The professional press specialized in franchising

3,85

0,652

Franchisors’ documents or brochures

3,74

0,624

Trade fairs devoted to franchising and/or company creation

4,20

0,496

Organizations and associations (eg. CCI, APEC, job centers
etc.)

3,27

0,677

Franchisees from networks that interest me

3,96

0,642

Employees from franchised units

3,22

0,714

Consultants specialized in franchising

3,08

0,746

Bankers and customer service agents at my bank

2,99

0,720

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

Contribution

3,48 (standard deviation: 0,72)
1 dimension, 39% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,824

Table 10: Measure of offline information sources
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Figure 11: Offline information sources

Franchise Expo Paris is the essential trade fair for franchise candidates. This is
particularly the case for those candidates who have not yet refined their project beyond the
idea of becoming a franchisee.
“So that’s where we went, to the franchise trade fair in March in Paris last year.
We had no preconceived ideas, we are open to everything. I can do anything
anyway...and we arrived there and we came across a stand that we liked, so at first
site, we saw it was a wine bar.”

(Franchise candidate #2)
It is of capital importance that franchise candidates talk to practicing franchisees.
These discussions allow them to compare the information obtained from franchisors with the
reality in the field.
“There’s also the fact of being able to meet franchisees, and the quality of welcome
of these franchisees seems very important to me. Yes, I did it. I did it and I’ll do it
again. For the moment, it’s above all in one network, it’s [X], and I met the
directors of different companies, different names of the [X], group. Both times I
met people, it went very well, a very open welcome, they give you advice right from
the start, they are interesting people, I’d say they make you feel you want to
continue, to go deeper, and see how we could go on having exchanges with this
type of network.”

(Franchise candidate #1)
“Well, that, that’s something that I started to do and that I will continue to do, that
is, of course I’ll go and see other franchisees so that they give me their opinion
[…] You have to meet the franchisee or tell him: look, tell me what you think of this
thing. You have to try not to be around the franchisor because if it’s the franchisee,
then of course he’ll only say good things. So I wouldn’t take a franchisee who had
only just begun and who is still a bit euphoric and who says: there you go, those
are the only problems I have and then a franchisee who has 2-3 years or 4 years
experience, when there, normally, you should have the full return on investment to
see really what they think.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
The points of sale/service units are in themselves an effective means of
communication.
“After that, our restaurants are also good ways to have candidates, that is, we get
a certain number all the same who call us saying : I went to eat at such and such a
place and I talked a bit with the director, I like your concept, he gave me your
phone number; this is generally people who we see again, where there’s a 9 out of
10 chance that there’ll be a follow up meeting because they have seen what the
concept was like, they spoke a bit about it with the franchisees or directors, so they
have a bit of an opinion from the outside not just from the franchisor.”
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(Developer in the Restaurant business, Bars, traditional and themed restaurants)
“And mainly its because I was in a store, and out of curiosity I went to have a
drink, I was with a friend buying something and from then, they flashed on the
concept and from there, they know it’s a name because I think that already a store
like [X] is getting more and more, how shall I say.....it’s all inclusive now, I mean,
it’s conceptualized, structured, so you feel like it isn’t amateur any more. So people
feel it and then, it’s true that in a store now […], there are maps of France with no
point of sale. So people, after that, they go on Internet and they type [X] and after
that they go on the franchise site. So it’s hugely by word of mouth, either because
people came across a store by chance, a lot of it’s that.”

(Developer, Food business)

The specialist franchising press publishes interesting special features and articles on
franchising that enable franchise candidates to ask themselves the right questions.
“Yes, completely. We did do that before contacting the local developer. So I had
already bought a certain number of magazines dealing with franchising. That, I
found that interesting sometimes for some basis of comparison on the ideas of the
expectations of franchisors and what guarantees they gave franchisees. Where,
effectively, I don’t remember, but one or two articles really struck me and made me
think of asking certain questions that I wouldn’t have thought of asking otherwise,
but which I found really relevant on, yes, something about the degree of
commitment and the franchisee/franchisor relationship or the fact that it really
isn’t one size fits all. So that enabled me to ask different questions and I think
that’s good; so these magazines were useful for that.”

(Recent franchisee (1 month), Beauty)

Franchisors’ documents and brochures for franchise candidates also provide good back
up for communication.
“And then I actually asked franchisors for sales documents and brochures.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
Chambers of Commerce and Industry are also likely to contribute to franchise
candidates’ ideas.
“Studies can be carried out also by the CCI, I think that it was there that I found
something recently.”

(Franchise candidate #1)
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“Then, you also have federations of franchisees, like I think it’s the case for [X. I
tried to see exactly the difference between the federations that exist. There is [X]
that stands out, there are 2-3, but I know that there are […]. There, it’s also a way
for me to see, a franchisor who is a big player, is he involved in a franchise
federation and where does he go, because those federations are the ones that will
defend a certain ethic and a certain deontology.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
“Well I didn’t mention it, but I should do, the support I had from the CCI of [X]
where I went for advice telling myself that they could certainly tell me something
about the retail business. There I got a few details, but it is a bit of a muddle
nevertheless, you shouldn’t dream, they don’t give you anything ready made, just a
certain number of paths to follow up, access to a certain number of studies. For
example, they buy multi-client studies that are quite expensive, and you can consult
them there and a private individual couldn’t afford to buy those, and those studies
enable you to define a whole lot of criteria. For example, on the city of X] there, I
had some really specific data, demographics etc. and more generally, on the world
of [X], the world of franchises in the [X] etc. There are a lot of ratios, tendencies
in consumption, and quite far reaching analyses. That helped me to do my business
plan too. It didn’t help me to make my decision, it helped me once the decision had
been made and that I made my business plan, because after, you have to go and
convince the bankers because you, you are convinced, and there it is. So I also
spent a significant amount of time making a real business plan.”

(Recent franchisee (3 months), Food business)
Franchise consultants and franchise associations also help franchise candidates to
obtain more information and advice.
“After this information, obviously, you will ask the franchisor these questions, he
won’t say « No, but I am.... », he’ll tell you « I am the most attractive, I am the
best ». So after, you have to go and look for the information elsewhere. After that, I
don’t know if there are even organizations, there are quite a lot of consultants who
hang around the franchise saying: if you want to be a franchisee, you can count on
me, I’m a specialist, I know, and then I will help you with your franchise. That all
costs more, does it bring extra value, I haven’t yet decided about that.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
Banks may also play an important role in guiding franchise candidates.
“Yes, there is Internet, then, well, the relationship I have with my banker who gave
me good advice, that’s all I had. […] Yes, the questions one asks oneself at the
beginning, it’s not an anecdote, it’s that you have to have capital, all that, it wasn’t
my thing so to speak, between the capital, your personal contribution, you get it all
mixed up between the capital you get back, anyway a load of questions like that,
but I’d say that those are questions, and its not really an anecdote, after it’s the
banker who replies and then you contact the bank director as well, he’s a friend so
that helps too, because it’s also true, I think it’s because of him because I had seen
two banks before and even my own bank that followed me throughout my first
enterprise, didn’t follow me on this one because they didn’t believe in it. The fact
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that I approached the person I knew and he really did give me good advice. The
first activity I had, he’d said: OK, the bank will back you, well, it isn’t him who
makes the decision, but, well, he helps the dossier on its way, he said: OK, we’ll
back it.”
(Recent franchisee (4 months), Fast food)

The personal network may also intervene, to encourage, or discourage, the project.
“I think that from time to time it can also come from your personal network, phone
conversations with former colleagues, who in any case, were thinking of doing the
same thing, and he gave me information about a few networks he had contacted.
And yes, there, I think I saw the whole picture.”
(Franchise candidate #1)
“I sent the documents to some friends who told me it was too expensive, and that
they went to X.”
(Franchise candidate #2)
“That is to say, parents are a bit scared, friends no, you don’t necessarily listen to
them. But rather, there is the fear of leaving jobs that were interesting and creating
your own company. So, no people who push for that, no, none of them are sure. No,
well, finally it’s been like that since the beginning, that is, each time I change jobs,
it’s the same thing. There’s always the fear of....So there you are, it’s not just
financially, it’s not the same thing, but there, it is one of my principles. They’ll get
used to it one day, no problem.”
(Recent franchisee (1 month), Fast food)
“Yes, it’s a particular situation because we were more or less co-opted because
my husband had this acquaintance, someone who already had five centers and then
by the developer for France. So his developer in the West wasn’t going to go
against the director for France. So it wasn’t hard for me to be convincing about
that. We had...in the sense that it was almost a letter of recommendation.
Effectively, we were welcomed... I know that the developer for the West didn’t
systematically see people. But from the moment that we knew him through his boss,
he wasn’t going to refuse to see us. There, as simple as that. So yes, we had a
recommendation that meant that the question didn’t come up. There was no
negotiation about it.”
(Recent franchisee (1 month), Beauty salons)
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4.1.3.2. Online sources of information
Table 11 and figure 12 describe the different sources of online information and their
respective importance (in the column entitled “average of item”). Briefly, the importance of
online information sources obtains a score of 3.70 out of 5 (cf. table 11, figure 12). These
information sources will be the subject of a specific study in chapters 4 (franchisors’
websites) and 5 (Facebook, social networks and other Internet supports). These chapters will
report on the opinions of franchising professionals and franchise candidates with respect to
these online tools.

Factorial
Items

Average of item
Contribution

Social networks (Facebook, Viadeo, Twitter and/or LinkedIn)

2,78

0,445

Blogs and forums devoted to franchising

3,51

0,705

Franchisors’ Internet sites

4,13

0,856

Franchise specialists’ Internet sites

4,17

0,856

The Internet site of the Fédération Française de la Franchise
(FFF)

3,93

0,683

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

3,70 (standard deviation: 0,77)
1 dimension, 52% of the explained
variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,744

Table 11: Measure of online sources of information
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Figure 12: Online sources information

4.1.4. Criteria used by franchise candidates to select a network
The survey undertaken with franchise candidates allows us to sketch the profile of the
“ideal franchisor” according to franchise candidates in terms of 1) feeling and shared values,
2) quality of support and guidance, 3) autonomy and freedom allowed to franchisees, 4) costs
and initial investments and 5) potential benefits and earnings; each dimension is explained
after table 12.
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Component
Items

Quality of Autonomy
Costs and Potential
Feeling and support and freedom
initial
benefits and
shared values
and
as
investment earnings
guidance franchisee

The franchisor has the necessary
expertise to perform well

,489

,382

,093

,052

,299

The franchisor offers a new and
innovative concept

,384

,027

,206

,136

,487

The franchisor proposes
products/services that I identify with

,672

,077

,057

,216

,271

The quality of the franchisor’s
products/services is recognized

,572

,268

,062

,204

,487

The franchisor has a good brand
image

,497

,297

,140

,128

,549

The franchisor is leader on his market

-,016

,121

,165

-,037

,797

The franchisor assures me of the high
profitability of my franchise unit

,090

,232

,150

,341

,641

The franchisor’s expenses and
royalties are reasonable

,200

,242

,249

,698

,217

The investment required to create my
unit is affordable

,190

,255

,211

,820

,109

The personal contribution required by
the network is reasonable

,201

,192

,239

,832

,073

I have a good ‘feeling’ with the
franchisor

,692

,226

,228

,172

-,081

The franchisor has values and a
culture that I share

,725

,240

,280

,143

-,012

The franchisor has a good reputation
(integrity, honesty…)

,563

,430

,316

,176

,169

I trust the franchisor and his team

,651

,393

,329

,113

,112

The franchisor leaves a certain
amount of freedom to the franchisees

,277

,142

,783

,208

,169
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The franchisor respects franchisees’
autonomy and independence

,318

,177

,749

,186

,182

The franchisor is flexible about
matters of succession and transfer of
the franchised unit

,073

,272

,699

,202

,218

The franchisor proposes geographical
locations in accordance with my
wishes

,175

,474

,519

,202

,133

The length of contract is reasonable

,187

,416

,504

,248

,104

The terms of the contract are clear and
transparent

,298

,578

,378

,353

,067

The contractual conditions are fair
and equitable

,276

,583

,425

,382

,031

The franchisor has personnel who are
competent to help me create my unit
(eg. Someone to help run the opening
of my unit etc.)

,230

,759

,218

,216

,214

The franchisor spends the necessary
time helping me to build up my unit

,278

,752

,209

,216

,195

The franchisor proposes training
necessary to develop my business

,285

,741

,173

,157

,218

Table 12: Criteria for selecting a franchisor: factor analysis (ad-hoc scale)
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4.1.4.1. Feeling and shared values
The selection criterion “feeling and shared values” obtains a score of 4.23 out of 5.
Franchise candidates prefer networks they can identify with. The “feeling” and affinities with
the franchisor or network developer play an essential role in laying the foundations of trust
(cf. Table13 and verbatim below).

Items

Average of item

Factorial
contribution

I have a good ‘feeling’ with the franchisor

4,12

0,818

The franchisor has values and a culture that I share

4,19

0,864

The franchisor has a good reputation (integrity, honesty…)

4,32

0,860

I trust the franchisor and his team

4,29

0,877

Global average M (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,23 (standard deviation: 0,75)
1 dimension, 73% of the explained
variance

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,876

Table 13: Measure of feeling and shared values

“Because it’s true, you feel it in training and people who come from other brands,
who have even been part of other franchises.... I see for example, we have a
colleague who went to see an [X] and [X], they are different franchises... They are
not the same… No but different franchises, but he told us: its true that you don’t
get the same family feeling and commitment from thee founders, because they are
still very present.... that’s it, it’s different. [X] It is a business of course, it is a
company after all, but there is still a particular relationship with the franchisor.
We know that when we call, there’s always someone to answer who we know. It’s
like a family. That’s it, a big family. It’s our second family.”

(Recent franchisee [2 months], Food business)
“As for me, the decision was made about that franchise then, [X], only because it
was more human than the others. So maybe the rights, maybe the percentages are
all a little bit higher, but the closeness with the headquarters is a plus that you’d
never get from another franchise.”
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(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
“The mentality, I say yes. We have a good laugh, there are people with get up and
go everywhere, exceptional people, go getters like me, there are a lot of rooms for
fooling around, humor and all that. That has to be said, it really has to be said. The
mentality is also this, it’s being able to make people travel, get rid of the anxiety
about a certain number of things over a very short period, very short, with super
products and a great team […] That’s the strong point about this concept, this
franchise, it’s that they are capable of creating, it’s people who are also capable of
taking things in, selecting, then its a family affair now I think. It’s really a family
atmosphere, it gives everyone exactly what they want, everyone is happy there,
from the worker to the student to the salesman to the company director, all types of
jobs, everyone feels good in an [X], and that’s what’s so great.”

(Recent franchisee [opening in process], Food business)

4.1.4.3. Quality of support and guidance offered
The selection criterion « quality of support and guidance offered » reaches a score of
4.23 out of 5. Franchise candidates seek networks that offer them not only a concept, but also
guidance, support and training that reassures them and helps them set up their own business
(cf. table 14 and verbatim below).

Factorial

Items

Average of item

The franchisor has personnel who are competent to help me
create my unit (eg. Someone to help run the opening of my
unit etc.)

4,20

0,905

The franchisor spends the necessary time helping me to
build up my unit

4,18

0,920

The franchisor proposes training necessary to develop my
business

4,29

0,908

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average= 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

contribution

4,23 (standard deviation: 0,77)
1 dimension, 83% of the explained
variance
0,897

Table 14: Measure of the quality of support and guidance
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“For me, in the criteria that I look at over and above the investment at the start, is
their capacity to guide franchisees […] It’s the capacity to train them, to guide
them, that is, is there someone in charge or responsible for sales who goes to see
the franchisees regularly, at what level, are there annual seminars, do we meet
once or twice, is there information that is sent round at the level of the network
among franchisees, is there solidarity in the network or is it every man for himself
and then I take a franchisee on, squeeze him for 2-3 years, then throw him out. “

(Franchise candidate #3)
“There’s also the importance of, I spoke about support, but there’s also another
important point, its training. So there too, I asked a few networks, it can be
anything from 1 day to 4 or five months training. I think that’s a criterion that in
any case, for me, is important.”

(Franchise candidate #1)

4.1.4.3. Freedom and autonomy
The selection criterion « Freedom and autonomy » obtains a score of 4.05 out of 5. At
the same time as they seek support from their franchisor, franchise candidates also appreciate
networks that respect their freedom and autonomy. The flexibility of rules and the existence
of a margin of freedom are important criteria in the process of selecting a franchise network
(cf. Table 15 and verbatim below).

Items
The franchisor leaves a certain amount of freedom to
franchisees
The franchisor respects franchisees’ autonomy and
independence
The franchisor is flexible about matters of succession and
transfer of the franchised unit
Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average= 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

4,12

0,904

4,13

0,914

3,89

0,809

4,05 (standard deviation: 0,79)
1 dimension, 77% of the
explained variance
0,846

Table 15: Measure of freedom and autonomy
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“If we want to take a lot more Côte du Rhône because we sell more Côte du Rhône,
we do it, there’s no pro rata. There’s nothing like that, we do as we please. We
have our structure, we do our menus for the « table d’hôtes » as we wish, we live
like we want to live. That’s what is hyper important in fact, well, for me it’s really
important. I’d even say it’s the basis of....that’s also why I joined, because I am
part of a structure, but we are really free. We are not free in terms of the products
but we are free in terms of how we run it. If one day we feel like doing such and
such, well it isn’t [X] who says: hey, your business there, you have to play jazz for
example. That is my initiative, because I find that wine and music go together, and
that’s how I want to make myself different from the others …”

(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
“You see, there, I’m making a little room for 8-10 people, they don’t tell us what
color, I didn’t even ask if I could do it. […] I said that that space wasn’t used
because here it was closed off, I didn’t even ask them. It’s me who demolished it.
After, [X] turned up last week « Wow, it’s great ». He doesn’t impose anything.”

(Recent franchisee [4 months], Fast food)

4.1.4.4. Costs and initial investments
The selection criterion “costs and initial investments” reaches a score of 4.03 out of 5.
Both the size of the investments and the personal contribution and the amount of expenses
and royalties are other important selection criteria in the process of the formation of the
franchise relationship (cf. Table 16 and verbatim below).

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

The franchisor’s expenses and royalties are reasonable

4,04

0,834

The investment required to create my unit is affordable

4,02

0,923

The personal contribution required by the network is reasonable

4,03

0,910

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5; average
= 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

4,03 (standard deviation: 0,86)
1 dimension, 79% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,867

Table 16: Measure of costs and initial investments
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“I looked at other franchises that were elsewhere because there are anyway, entry
rights for a franchise, some take it on the turnover, finally, there is a whole system
in a franchise that is off putting because you work like a dog and then you say to
yourself well, there is even X% that leaves my business for them. But then, it’s the
price you pay for all the help they can give you. So it doesn’t bother me from the
moment that the help is worth it and comes when you need it, I’m ready to sign, so
I signed up.”

(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)

4.1.4.5. Profitability and potential earnings
The selection criterion “Profitability and potential earnings” obtains a score of 4.04
out of 5. Paradoxically, the economic profitability is an attribute that is relatively less
important than the human and relational criteria (feeling, respect for freedom, support etc.)
Nevertheless, this preoccupation does exist for franchise candidates (cf. Table 17 and
verbatim below).

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

The quality of the franchisor’s products/services is recognized

4,29

0,807

The franchisor has a good brand image

4,35

0,859

The franchisor is leader on his market

3,63

0,693

The franchisor assures me of the high profitability of my franchise
unit

3,91

0,747

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5; average= 3)

4,04 (standard deviation:
0,67)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 61% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,774

Table 17: Measure of profitability and future earnings
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“And others who advise to choose an activity that will be profitable, saying that
you learn to like something more quickly when it’s profitable, than to make a
business you like into a profit making concern. […] No particular preference but
no...I can’t say that I get on better with one or the other. After, I might find
arguments or things in the past that mean that, yes, we have something in common,
but there’s no one thing that strikes me that I’m gong to say: oh yes, for me it has
to be flowers because I love flowers, or it’s got to be cars because I love cars.
That’s not what’s making me go into it. I think that on the two criteria of choice,
finally the two articles I mentioned, effectively, for me, it’s the competences that I
can contribute to a network and then my profitability which effectively will get me
to like the network more than if I had to make it profitable...”

(Franchise candidate #1)

“Now I look at things like an entrepreneur. I put 100 000 on the table, what do I
get back? Otherwise I can keep my investments at 4-5%, but if it gives me back 4 to
5% or even 10% in the year, there I look at it like an entrepreneur and it doesn’t
help. So for me, not only does it have to generate revenue, but also it has to make a
profit. So as a good franchisor, prove to me that your franchise is capable of
generating cash and generating money. There I act like an entrepreneur. As an
entrepreneur, I will choose the partner who is capable of making my business yield
something. So I am prepared to buy a concept, as from the moment that the
business model seems coherent to me and above all that it is something that will
last over time.”

(Franchise candidate #3)

4.1.4.6. Order of preference for three other selection criteria.
The candidates were asked to indicate the order of preference for three other criteria of
choice, namely the activity sector, the geographical position and the franchise network.
The activity sector takes first place in 49.2% of cases (cf. figure 13). Stanworth and
Kaufmann (1996) also showed that the franchise candidate often starts off by choosing an
activity sector before stating to compare different franchise networks.
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Figure 13: The sectorr of activity
y as criterion
n of choice

T
The geograpphical posittion is the thhird choice in 37.7% off cases (cf. figure 14).

Figure 14:: Geographiical position
n as criterio
on of choicee
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T
The franchiise network is third chooice in 3.8%
% of cases (ccf. figure 155).

Figure 15:: The franchhise network
k as criterio
on of choicee
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ns are all qquite strong (score
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varying from 4.02 out of 5 to 4.66 out of 5). The strongest concerns respect of the legal terms
of the contract, and the weakest concerns the increase in the activity’s revenue.

Average
of item

Factorial
contribution

Respects the legal terms of our contract

4,66

0,750

Gives me, specifically and completely transparently, all the
information I need to decide whether to join the network.

4,61

0,796

Informs me in advance of the difficulties I could encounter if I
become a franchisee

4,50

0,803

Helps me in launching my franchise unit

4,43

0,804

Sets up efficient means of communication to facilitate our
contact and discussion

4,38

0,799

Provides me with the technical and managerial solutions I will
need for my unit

4,22

0,735

Guarantees my access to network products and services at the
best prices

4,47

0,816

Guarantees that the revenue of my activity will increase

4,02

0,646

Transmits all the necessary know-how for my franchise unit to
succeed

4,50

0,808

Adapts expenses and royalties to my possibilities

4,12

0,667

Trains us (myself and my future employees) so that we master
the activity

4,35

0,762

Considers me as a true business partner

4,54

0,777

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,40 (standard deviation:
0,62)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 59% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,932

Table 18: Measure of expectations towards the franchisor
(Adapted from the research of Davies et al., 2011)
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Figuree 16: Expecctations towards the franchisor
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4.1.6. C
Choice annd decision
n to buy a franchisee

4.1.6.1. Conditionss for choosin
ng a franchiise network
k
IIn 59% off cases, th
he decisionn to buy a franchisee involves only one person.
Neverthheless, 36%
% of franchiise candidaates envisag
ge buying a franchise with a parrtner (cf.
Figure 117).

Figure 17: Number dde partners involved in the processs
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T
The processs lasts diffeerent length s of time deepending on
n the candiddates (cf. Figure 18
and verbbatim below
w).

Figure
F
18: Duration off the processs

“No. The model of the frranchise itself, no, it’s not....it’s beenn a while that I have
“
been thinking
g of creating or taking ovver a compan
ny. 2 or 3 yeaars ago I had
d already
begun to lookk at what waas happening
g in that secto
or, then, I’dd say I didn’tt have the
oppportunity to
o go further iinto it.”
(Fraanchise candiidate # 1)
“I have belo
“
onged to thee network for
fo 2 years now, let’s ssay 2 years, since I
d
discovered
the network whhen I actuallly setting up, that makes it 2 years.”
(R
Recent francchisee [9 monnth], Food business
b
)
“It happened
“
d really quickkly. It took about
a
a yearr before it toook shape, to
o find the
premises and go and see tthe banks.”

(Recent fraanchisee [4 m
months], Faast food)
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4.1.6.2. Intention to buy a franchise
The intention to buy a franchise is the final step of the process of the franchise
relationship before actually “taking the plunge”, that is to say, signing the franchise contract.
The intention to buy a franchise obtains a score of 3.52 out of 5, which is hardly above the
average point; this translates a certain caution among the franchise candidates we questioned,
for all had not necessarily reached the final stage. On the other hand, the perception that
franchisees have of their capacity to succeed is rather high, which bears witness to a good
level of self-confidence (cf. Table 19).
.

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

The probability that I open my own franchise unit within the year is:

3,15

0,861

If I create my own unit, the probability that it will be successful
within the next two years is:

3,83

0,755

My wish to open a franchise unit rapidly is:

3,58

0,867

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5; average= 3)

3,52 (standard deviation :
0,88)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 69% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,770

Table 19: Measure of the intention to buy a franchise
(Adapted from the work of Krueger, 1993)
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4.2. Explanation of the process undertaken by franchise candidates during
the formation of the franchisee relationship
Our research approach is based on a model of progressive construction of the intention
to buy a franchise that rests on several stages. This section aims to validate the links
established between the different blocks of our research model, presented in Figure 1.

4.2.1. Awareness of a need, information search and definition of evaluation
criteria
The initial step in the “belonging” process has to do, firstly, with the candidates’
choice of information sources, and secondly, with the criteria they use to select a franchisor
and the determinants of these criteria. For the first step, the intensity of candidates’
information search and the criteria from which they will make their choices (dependent
variables) are determined by the level of their motivation for the choice of franchise, their
entrepreneurial capacities, their access to financial resources and the material and socioemotional support of their entourage.

Motivations for the choice of the
franchise

Entrepreneurial capabilities of the
candidate

Access to financial resources

Information-seeking and sources
of information-seeking

Selection criteria for the
franchisor

Social and material support from the
entourage
Control Variables
Age, sex, education, prior experience,
family history
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4.2.1.1. Explanation of the use made by franchise candidates of offline and online information
sources
Model 1 is highly satisfactory at an explanatory level with an R² of 27.8%2. The use of
offline information sources depends significantly on the material and socio-emotional support
of the entourage, access to external financial resources, motivations for the choice of franchise
and access to personal financial resources. In other words, all other things being equal, the
more material and socio-emotional support the franchise candidate has from his/her entourage
(respectively, the more access he/she has to external financial resources, the stronger his/her
motivation for the choice of franchise and the more access he/she has to personal financial
resources), the more he/she will uses offline information sources to gather information.
Besides this the control variable « sex » has a significant influence on the use of offline
information sources in that the fact of being a woman has a positive impact on the use of
offline information sources. The control variable « duration of the process » has a negatively
significant impact in the sense that all other things being equal, the longer the franchise
candidate’s « process » towards the franchise lasts, the less he/she will use offline information
sources (cf. Table 20).
Model 2 is satisfactory at explanatory level with a R² of 19.4%. The use of online
information sources depends significantly on the material and socio-emotional support of the
entourage, the motivations for the choice of franchise and the candidate’s entrepreneurial
capacities. In other words, all other things being equal, the more material and socio-emotional
support the franchise candidate has from his/her entourage (respectively, the stronger his/her
motivations for the choice of franchise, and the higher his/her entrepreneurial capacities), the
more he/she will use online sources to gather information. The control variable « sex » has a
significant influence on the use of online information sources in the sense that, all other things
being equal, the fact of being a woman has a positive impact on the use of online information
sources.

2

the R² represents the explanatory power of the linear regression model. It can theoretically vary from 0% (the
independent variables explain nothing about the observed phenomenon) to 100% (they wholly explain the
dependent variable). If the so called « hard » sciences have strict requirements in this respect, the complexity of
the phenomena studied mean that it is rare in the social sciences to reach very high values. In fact it is rare to go
beyond 30%, and some R² in published work hardly go beyond 5%.
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Age
Sex
Level of education
Number of partners
Duration of process
Family history
Motivations for the choice of franchise
Candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities
Access to external financial resources
Access to personal financial resources
Socio-emotional and material support
from entourage
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Model 1

Model 2

Offline Sources

Online sources

B
0,004

E. S.
0,002

Sig
0,101

B
-0,002

E. S.
0,003

Sig
0,481

0,143

0,050

0,004

0,165

0,056

0,003

0,000

0,019

0,989

0,025

0,022

0,254

0,054

0,039

0,163

0,018

0,044

0,693

-0,034

0,018

0,056

-0,032

0,020

0,118

0,028

0,091

0,759

0,033

0,103

0,752

0,116

0,044

0,009

0,268

0,050

0,000

0,024

0,046

0,604

0,138

0,053

0,009

0,135

0,038

0,000

-0,016

0,043

0,720

0,040

0,022

0,067

0,005

0,025

0,827

0,402

0,033

0,000

0,285

0,038

0,000

0,253
0,002
24,312***

1,132

0,802

0,294 0,000
15,231***

0,285

0,201

0,274

0,188

Table 20: Determinants of the use of offline and online information sources
(Multiple linear regression)

4.2.1.2. Explanation of the importance franchise candidates give to the different criteria for
selecting a network
Besides the question of the determinants of the choice of information sources, the
question of criteria used by franchise candidates to make decisions is essential. Table 21
presents the results of a multiple regression analysis to evaluate the determinants of the
decision criteria mobilized by franchise candidates in their decision making process. In brief,
the candidate’s motivations for the choice of franchise, his/her entrepreneurial capacities and
the socio-emotional and material support of his/her entourage have a positive significant
influence on the importance given to the whole set of selection criteria.
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Model 1 is highly satisfactory at an explanatory level with an R² of 31.4%. The
importance given to the decision criterion « feeling and shared values » depends significantly
and positively on the franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities, his/her motivations for
the choice of franchise, the socio-emotional and material support of the entourage and his/her
access to personal financial resources. In other words, the higher the franchise candidate’s
entrepreneurial capacities (respectively the stronger his/her motivation for the choice of
franchise, the more socio-emotional and material support he/she has from his/her entourage
and the more access he/she has to personal financial resources), the more importance he/she
will give to « feelings and shared values ». Besides, the importance given to the decision
criterion « feeling and shared values » depends significantly and negatively on access to
external financial resources. In other words, the more the franchise candidate has access to
external financial resources, the less importance he/she will give to « feeling and shared
values ».3
Model 2 is highly satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 24.6%. The
importance given to the decision criterion « quality of support and guidance » depends
significantly and positively on the franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities, his/her
motivations for the choice of franchise, the socio-emotional and material support of his/her
entourage and access to personal financial resources. In other words, the higher the franchise
candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities (respectively the stronger his/her motivation for the
choice of franchise, the more socio-emotional and material support he/she has from his/her
entourage and the more access he/she has to personal financial resources), the more
importance he/she gives to the « quality of support and guidance ».
Model 3 is fairly satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 14.6%. The
importance given to the decision criterion « autonomy and freedom as franchisee » depends
significantly and positively on the franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities, his/her
motivations for the choice of franchise, the socio-emotional and material support of his/her
entourage and access to personal financial resources. In other words, the stronger the
franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities, (respectively the stronger his/her motivation
for the choice of franchise, the more socio-emotional and material support he/she has from
3

We encourage the reader to look at table 21 to see the influence of the control vriables in each model The
values in bold indicate that the influence is significant. It is then enough to look at whether the influence is
positive or negative. For example, for age, the older the candidate, the more importance he/she gives to the
criteria « feeling and shared values » and « quality of support and guidance »..
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his/her entourage and the more access he/she has to personal financial resources), the more
importance he/she will give to « autonomy and freedom as franchisee ».
Model 4 is fairly satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 14.6%. The
importance given to the decision criterion « costs and initial investments » depends
significantly and positively on the franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities, his/her
motivations for the choice of franchise, the socio-emotional and material support of his/her
entourage and access to personal financial resources. In other words, the higher the franchise
candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities (respectively the stronger his/her motivation for the
choice of franchise, the more socio-emotional and material support he/she has from his/her
entourage and the more access he/she has to personal financial resources), the more
importance he/she will give to « costs and initial investments ».
Model 5 is fairly satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 14.6%. The
importance given to the decision criterion « profitability and potential earnings » depends
significantly and positively on the franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities, his/her
motivations for the choice of franchise, the socio-emotional and material support of his/her
entourage. In other words, the stronger the franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial capacities
(respectively the stronger his/her motivation for the choice of franchise, the more socioemotional and material support he/she has from his/her entourage), the more importance
he/she will give to « profitability and potential earnings ».
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Age
Sex
Level of education
Number of partners
Duration of process
Family history
Motivations for the
choice of franchise
Candidate’s
entrepreneurial
capacities
Access to external
financial resources
Access to personal
financial resources
Socio-emotional and
material support from
entourage
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Feeling and shared
values

Quality of support and
guidance

Autonomy and liberty as
a franchisee

Costs and initial
investments

Profitability and
potential earnings

B
0,011
0,093
0,054
-0,111
-0,010
-0,187

E. S.
0,002
0,048
0,019
0,038
0,017
0,088

Sig
0,000
0,056
0,004
0,004
0,576
0,033

B
0,008
0,083
-0,022
-0,034
-0,026
-0,013

E. S.
0,003
0,054
0,020
0,042
0,019
0,098

Sig
0,002
0,119
0,273
0,416
0,184
0,894

B
0,004
0,057
-0,023
-0,035
-0,040
-0,131

E. S.
0,003
0,058
0,022
0,046
0,021
0,106

Sig
0,209
0,328
0,308
0,442
0,054
0,216

B
0,005
0,200
-0,006
-0,081
-0,005
-0,351

E. S.
0,003
0,066
0,025
0,052
0,024
0,121

Sig
0,149
0,003
0,826
0,118
0,850
0,004

B
0,001
0,138
-0,038
-0,042
-0,026
-0,122

E. S.
0,002
0,044
0,017
0,035
0,016
0,080

Sig
0,518
0,002
0,023
0,230
0,106
0,130

0,268

0,043

0,000

0,252

0,047

0,000

0,199

0,051

0,000

0,152

0,059

0,010

0,317

0,039

0,000

0,367

0,045

0,000

0,314

0,049

0,000

0,264

0,054

0,000

0,226

0,061

0,000

0,314

0,041

0,000

-0,079

0,037

0,032

-0,031

0,041

0,442

-0,073

0,044

0,099

-0,036

0,051

0,479

-0,058

0,034

0,084

0,066

0,021

0,002

0,060

0,024

0,011

0,098

0,026

0,000

0,051

0,029

0,084

0,025

0,019

0,190

0,208

0,032

0,000

0,233

0,036

0,000

0,137

0,038

0,000

0,156

0,044

0,000

0,127

0,029

0,000

0,247 0,017
31,464***
0,338
0,327

0,914

0,273
0,001
21,941***
0,263
0,251

1,679

0,298
0,000
11,957***
0,163
0,150

1,843

0,336 0,000
8,461***
0,122
0,108

1,350

0,591

Table 21: Determinants of the importance of criteria for selecting a franchisor
(Linear regression)

0,224 0,000
27,660***
0,309
0,298

4.2.2. Explanation of franchise candidates’ expectations towards the franchisor

Research and information sources
Expectations towards the franchisor
Selection criteria for a franchisor

Control Variables
Age, sex, education, prior experience,
family history

The model is highly satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 42%. The level
of franchise candidates’ expectations towards the franchisor depends significantly and
positively on the importance given to the criteria for selecting a franchisor, notably in terms of
the quality of support and guidance, profitability and potential earnings and autonomy and
freedom as a franchisee. It also depends significantly and positively on the degree of use of
online information sources. In other words, the more importance a franchise candidate gives
to the quality of support and guidance in his/her franchisor selection process (respectively, to
profitability and potential earnings, to autonomy and freedom as a franchisee) the higher
his/her expectations towards the franchisor. The more he/she uses online information sources,
the higher his/her expectations towards the franchisor (cf. Table 22).
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Expectations towards franchisor

Control
variable

Research
and
information
sources
Criteria for
selecting a
franchisor

B

E. S.

Sig

Age
Sex
Level of education
Number of partners
Duration of the process
Family history
Offline information sources

0,003
0,097
-0,038
0,009
0,003
0,007
-0,028

0,002
0,038
0,015
0,030
0,014
0,072
0,032

0,130
0,010
0,011
0,770
0,845
0,923
0,387

Online information sources

0,067

0,030

0,026

Feeling and shared values
Quality of support and guidance
Autonomy and freedom as a
franchisee
Costs and initial investments
Profitability and potential earnings

0,056
0,241

0,035
0,034

0,111
0,000

0,090

0,032

0,005

-0,025
0,233
1,725

0,028
0,036
0,179
37,319***
0,427
0,416

0,378
0,000
0,000

Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Table 22: Determinants of expectations towards franchisor
(Linear regression)

4.2.3. Explanation of buying a franchise
The outcome of this model is the intention to buy a franchise. Three types of
determinant were envisaged at this level: the motivations for franchising, as a reflection of the
initial interest expressed by franchise candidates, the expectations towards the franchisor, as a
result of the decision making process, and personality and social norms as a reflection of the
individuality of each candidate.
The model is highly satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 22.6%. The
intention to buy a franchise depends significantly and positively on social norms, the need for
self-actualization, motivations for franchising and the tendency to take risks. In other words:
the stronger the social norms (respectively the stronger the need for self actualization, the
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stronger the motivations for the franchise and the higher the tendency to take risks), the
stronger the intention to buy a franchise.
The results show that the most determinant factors of the intention to buy are
explained by a personality trait – the need for self-actualization -, the perception of social
norms and the motivation for the franchise. We can note, on the other hand, that the
expectations towards the franchisor are not important. This result shows that the process of
information search does not contribute to increasing the intention to buy a franchise, which
depends on the candidate’s initial motivations. On the other hand, it does contribute to
increasing the expectations towards the franchisor (cf. Table 23).

Intention to buy a franchise
Age
Sex
Level of education
Number of partners
Duration of process
Family history
Motivations for the franchise
Expectations towards franchisor
Need for self-actualization
Need for self-determination
Tendency to take risks
Social norms
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

B
0,015
-0,111
-0,003
0,022
-0,053
0,052
0,218
-0,058
0,221
0,047
0,070
0,234
0,499

E. S.
0,003
0,069
0,026
0,052
0,024
0,129
0,063
0,062
0,062
0,066
0,042
0,042
0,342
13,607***
0,203
0,188

Sig
0,000
0,106
0,896
0,669
0,029
0,687
0,001
0,352
0,000
0,479
0,097
0,000
0,145

Table 23: Determinants of the intention to buy a franchise
(Linear regression)
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5. Discussion of results
5.1. Contributions to research
This research commissioned by the Fédération Française de la Franchise contributes
to the literature on franchising and the formation of the franchise relationship.
Firstly, the researchers essentially adopted the perspectives of franchisors and/or
franchisees » (Dant, 2008). To our knowledge, no academic research has yet been undertaken
from the perspective of franchise candidates. Hing (1997) notably studied the behavior of
franchise purchase by questioning franchisors and franchisees.
Besides, we have tried to respond to a recent appeal by Combs et al. (2011). These
authors mentioned the interest of studying the personality traits of franchise candidates to
explain their motivations for joining a franchise network. They also underlined the role of
beliefs, values, needs etc. in entrepreneurial behavior. Our research deals with some of these
elements.
Finally, to better understand the process of candidates buying a franchise, we used
Hing’s model (1997) that supposes a process of information search and the use of selection
criteria that structure the franchise candidates’ decision making; we also make use of the
approach of Grace and Weaven (2011) who underline the importance of the relational
dimension in franchising.

5.2. Contributions to practice – points to remember…
The survey undertaken with franchise candidates shows up a certain number of results
that clarify the mechanisms through which such candidates construct their strategy of
information search, develop their expectations towards franchisors and consolidate their
intention to buy a franchise. Moreover, elements concerning candidate profiles have been
gathered.
Firstly, concerning the profile of franchise candidates, we highlight that they are
characterized by certain personality traits, such as a strong need for self-actualization. From
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this point of view, they draw closer to the personality traits revealed by studies undertaken on
«traditional » entrepreneurs. On the other hand, franchise candidates tend to take less high
risks, which distinguish them from traditional entrepreneurs. The profile of the franchise
candidate is thus distinct from that of an entrepreneur, at least with regard to certain
personality traits.
Moreover, we revealed that their need for autonomy does not prevent them from
having a high level of expectations in terms of support from the franchisors. They therefore
wish both, and somewhat paradoxically, to be autonomous when they want, while also
benefitting from support from the franchisor when they feel this necessary! Are franchisors
able to, or do they wish to, admit to these contradictory requirements?
However, beyond the possibility of using a concept, the “feeling” and shared values as
well as the franchisor’s support are fundamental criteria upon which franchise candidates
make their decision, and constitute a strong expectation on their part. This point confirms the
importance of the relational dimension of franchising that we revealed when presenting our
theoretical framework. Figure 19 summarizes the elements concerning the determinant criteria
for franchise candidates in choosing a network. It appears that all the criteria are important
(with scores above 4.03 out of 5), hence the importance for the franchisor not be deficient in
these items.
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Figure 19
9: Criteria ffor selecting
g a franchise network

C
Concerningg the selectiion of a fraanchise nettwork, we reveal
r
that online info
ormation
sources are a little more used than offlinee informatio
on sources. On the otheer hand, fraanchisors
should nnot neglectt offline com
mmunicatioon (cf. figurre 20). Thiss is a majorr evolution that has
occurredd over recent years and
d that justiffies the partticular atten
ntion we givve to Interneet in this
report (cchapters 4 and
a 5).
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Figure 200: Informatiion sources

W
We also saaw that on the
t whole tthey have a rather hig
gh level of confidence in their
capacitiies for mannagement and
a sales. C
Certainly, it
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backed up in fact, but
b it is nev
vertheless im
mportant, fo
or self-conffidence is ann important element
of success. On thee other han
nd, franchisse candidatees are on average
a
lesss confident in their
gement or ccreating a business
b
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capacitiies for finanncial manag
that the franchisor can providee particular support.
M
Moreover, it appears that
t
candiddates tend to emphasizze the persppective of financial
f
gain to tthe detriment of the neecessary cossts and investments, except for thoose who hav
ve higher
manageerial skills. This
T point iss consistentt with the prreceding on
ne that underrlined the challenge
for frannchisors to guide
g
candidates in asppects of financial manaagement, orr at least th
hose who
have thee least aptituude or expeerience in thhis dimensio
on.
F
Finally, the intention to
o buy a frannchise, the outcome
o
of our research
ch model, ap
ppears to
be moree determineed by the in
nitial motivvations for franchising and the fraanchise can
ndidate’s
personaality than byy the level of expectattions towarrds the franchisor. Thi s seems to indicate
that frannchise canddidates’ info
formation seearch will focus
f
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and thee level of expectation
e
towards thhe latter th
han on the intention tto make th
he actual
purchasse.
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1. Introduction
The formation of the franchise relationship can be studied from the perspective of
franchisors / network developers, in the sense that the franchisors/network developers select
their future franchisees. This question of the formation of the franchise relationship is crucial
in as much as it determines the future of the relationship in the medium and long term. The
underlying idea of our model is the following: the reasons behind development through
franchising influence the means of communication used to recruit new franchisees (in terms
of offline and online communication) and the criteria for their selection; these last two
influence franchisors’ expectations towards franchise candidates.
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Research questions
In this chapter, we explore the process of forming of the franchise relationship from
the point of view of franchisors/network developers, and more specifically, we ask the
following research questions:
-

What are reasons for franchisors/network developers expanding through franchising?

-

What means of communication do franchisors/network developers use and what is the
relative importance of offline and online communication?
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-

What criteria do franchisors/network developers use to select a franchise candidate?

-

What expectations do franchisors/network developers have of franchise candidates?

-

What are the determinants of the selection process of a franchise candidate?
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2. Brief literature review
The franchise relationship arises from the meeting of two stakeholders: the franchisor
and the franchisee. For the franchisor, this relationship is essential, for it gives access to the
financial and managerial resources necessary for expansion (Combs et al., 2004; Michael,
2009). Diverse theoretical frameworks have been used to analyze the franchisor’s point of
view. The first reflections on the subject were informed by agency theory. Indeed this theory
proposes first of all that the notions of information asymmetry, divergent interests,
opportunism and control are a set of concepts justifying recourse to franchising as a vector for
expanding the franchisor’s activity. In particular, regarding the franchisor’s choice of
franchisees, it is the concept of adverse selection that predominates naturally. For the
franchisor, it is thus largely a matter of limiting future risks by implementing an optimal
selection upstream of the relationship. The expression « hire hard, manage easy » sums up
this idea well. Basically, we can consider that franchisors’ selection of franchise candidates is
the implementation of selection techniques devoted to levering information asymmetry
regarding candidates’ competences and personality. However, even if agency theory gives a
good description of the challenges of recruiting franchisees, it proposes nothing specific on
the type of information likely to be useful in this respect.
Several recent studies have dealt with the criteria used by franchisors to select their
future franchisees. Kaufmann and Stanworth (1995) have shown that franchisors select
franchisees on the basis of entrepreneurial traits and their own needs for expanding personnel.
Xiao et al. (2008) studied the role of training, past experience and the financial resources that
the franchisee could contribute to the new alliance. Rahatullah and Raeside (2009) for their
part, showed that the criteria of trust, managerial capacities and flexibility seem to be more
determinant than the criteria of technical skills or previous experience. Finally, Clarkin and
Swavely (2006) showed that the personality characteristics (entrepreneurial approach, attitude
towards the franchise, need for accomplishment, etc.) are preferred criteria in selecting
franchisees. Demographic criteria such as age, sex and family situation are also studied as
determinants of franchisee selection (Hing, 1997; Kaufmann and Stanworth, 1995). The
pertinence of criteria for selecting franchisees is determinant as much for the quality of the
franchise relationship and the future co-operation between franchisor and franchisee, as it is
for the performance and commercial and financial results of the networks concerned.
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In the context of our general approach based on the co-creation of value, it is
important to underline that special attention must be paid to assessing franchise candidates’
capacity to enter into such a partnership relationship. In other words, the criteria must allow
franchisors to anticipate franchisees’ capacity to collaborate, be satisfied, minimize the risks
of opportunism and contribute to efficient transmission of information (cf. Figure 1).
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Means of
communication
towards franchise
candidates

Motivations for
franchising

Expectations towards
franchise candidates

Relationship with
franchisees

Criteria for selecting
franchise candidates
Control variables: Activity sector, network
age, network size, diversity, number of
people in the development department,
entry rights, average investment, contract
duration, territorial exclusiveness clause.

Figure 1: Model of the determinants and process of selecting a franchise candidate

3. Research methodology
3.1. Franchisors / network developers questionnaire
3.1.1. Constructing the questionnaire
The “franchisors/network developers” questionnaire was constructed according to the
existing literature and using qualitative approaches at the levels of franchisors/network
developers and franchise candidates/recent franchisees. The variables from the literature
measured in this questionnaire concern the criteria for selecting franchisees (criteria of
finance, competence and managerial skills, know-how and personality) in the context of
developing the franchise relationship.
As for the ad hoc variables, these concern the means of communication used to recruit
candidates. The “franchisor/network developers” questionnaire comprises ten main parts as
well as the variables relative to the characteristics of the network that are used as control
variables. Among the latter, some have been included in the questionnaire. These are control
variables traditionally used in this type of research (i.e., activity sector, year of network
creation (as a franchise), duration of franchise contract, number of franchised units, number of
company owned units, entry rights, average investment, internationalization, exclusive
territories clause in the contract, number of people in the network development department).

3.1.2. Questionnaire administration
In parallel to the questionnaire administered to franchise candidates (cf. chapter 2), we
administered a questionnaire to franchisors/network developers. We firstly sent the
questionnaire by post on Tuesday 22 and Wednesday 23 February 2012 to all the franchisors
listed in the directory published by the Fédération Française de la Franchise entitled « Toute
la franchise 2011; les textes, les chiffres, les réseaux » (Franchising 2011; laws, figures,
networks). The mailing consisted of a letter explaining our procedure, the questionnaire (cf.
appendix 1); we also enclosed also a stamped addressed envelope in order to maximize the
response rate.
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Ten days after this mailing that is between the 2 and 9 March 2012, we carried out a
reminder by phone, still with the aim of increasing our response rate. Before this call, we had
received 58 questionnaires, a response rate of 12.3 %; after the call that is on March 9, we had
16.0 % and a few weeks later we had 29.4 %. During this first phase, we obtained 135
questionnaires corresponding to 138 store names as well as five returns labeled “unknown at
this address”, a return rate of 29.68%.
Finally, we also administered this questionnaire during the trade fair Franchise Expo
Paris from Sunday 18 to Wednesday 21 March at the Parc des Expositions de la Porte de
Versailles. We obtained 129 questionnaires corresponding to 143 store names.
Thus we collected a total of 281 questionnaires for “franchisors/network developers” a perfectly reasonable number compared to empirical studies usually carried out on this
population.

3.2. Profile of franchise networks
In order to obtain information on the characteristics of the networks for which we had
responses from franchisors/network developers, we paired the data from the questionnaires
with those published in Toute la Franchise, les Textes, les Chiffres, les Réseaux, 2012 edition.
For networks that did not figure in this directory, we sought information on their
characteristics on the AC Franchise website.
The 281 networks for which the franchisors/network developers responded in this
survey have existed on average for 15.20 years, comprise 319.98 units, and own 28.56% of
their units. The duration of the franchise contract is on average 6.28 years. The entry rights
come to 17 618.33 euros and the average investment to 278 728.96 euros. On average, 4.86
people work in the network development department. Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 below show
supplementary information on the activity sectors of the franchisors in the studied population,
their membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise, the international dimension of
the networks and the attribution of an exclusive territory clause to franchisees.

The study was carried out on a sample of networks covering all activity sectors, with a
slight predominance for the service sector (63%).
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4. Results
4.1. Understanding the approach of franchisors/network developers in
terms of the formation of the franchise relationship
4.1.1.

Franchisors/network

developers

motivations

to

expand

through

franchising
The objective of this section is to explore the motivations that lead
franchisors/network developers to seek franchise candidates. Our research questionnaire
included a great diversity of items aimed at understanding franchisors/network developers’
motivations to expand through franchising. One first step was to make a brief summary of the
perceptions of their different motivations.
At this stage and after analyzing the principal components, three groups of motivations
were shown to be representative. These related to human capital, finance and growth and
business development. Franchisors/network developers’ motivations are thus, surprisingly,
rather more human and relational in nature than purely commercial or financial, even if the
latter criteria remain important. Table 1 presents the three components that emerge from the
factor analysis as well as the factorial contributions of the items they comprise.
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Component
Human
capital

Financial

Growth and
business
development

Increase our network’s market share

, 154

, 052

, 771

Access new markets (in other regions, towns etc.)

, 199

, 071

, 660

Reduce costs

, 135

, 721

, 009

Acquire new financial resources

-, 052

, 715

, 145

Increase our distribution capacity

, 081

, 211

, 526

Deal with our current limits in means and resources

-, 081

, 602

, 436

Expand rapidly

, 110

, 029

, 510

Have motivated and committed partners

, 698

-, 123

, 213

Benefit from new human skills

, 721

, 264

, 178

Enrich our network through the entrepreneurial
mentality of new franchisees

, 777

, 188

, 096

Reduce the control costs in involved in opening
company owned branches

, 269

, 650

, 043

Attract talented entrepreneurs and tradesmen

, 786

, 027

, 135

Table 1: Measure of motivations for expanding through franchising
(Adapted from the research of Rahatullah and Raeside, 2009)

4.1.1.1. Development of the network’s human capital
The motivations related to developing the network’s human capital obtain a score of
4.21 out of 5. These motivations are diverse, but remain focused essentially on the fact of
“having motivated and committed partners” and being able to “attract talented entrepreneurs
and businessmen”. The attractiveness of a franchise candidate can thus depend on his/her
capacity to show that he/she possesses these qualities of motivation and commitment (cf. table
2 and verbatim below).
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Average of
item

Factorial
contribution

Have motivated and committed partners

4,47

0,703

Benefit from new human skills

3,85

0,781

Enrich our network through the entrepreneurial mentality of new
franchisees

4,19

0,798

Attract talented entrepreneurs and tradesmen

4,34

0,791

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,21 (standard deviation:
0,68)
1 dimension, 59% of the
explained variance

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha 4)

0,764

Table 2: Measure of motivations related to human capital

“In fact, for a very simple reason, I have always been convinced, because I’ve
managed employees, I’ve managed salesmen for years in terms of motivation, and
I’ve always thought that a company director is someone who would have a
different motivation than an employee.”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“It was the best way for us to guarantee the concept and above all to have people
in the network who were 200% committed.”

(Director of development, Personal services)
“The reasons why we developed franchises in this company, is that we realized
that in this job of waiting at table, we were open 7 days a week, early in the
morning till late at night, that’s what the job is like, it’s a bit complicated for that.
We contributed a quality of service or a service to our clients that was « superior »
when you have partners who are committed every day in their company with their
team and their clients. That’s what it is to a certain extent. It doesn’t mean that our
directors don’t do it, or aren’t efficient or don’t do a good job, that’s not the idea,
but when you have a partner who is committed, who puts money into his business,
4

The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was retained as indicator of the validity of the scales of measure used in this
questionnaire. This coefficient checks whether the statements of a scale of measure share common notions, that
is, whether each item is coherent with the set of other statements in the scale. In practice, Cronbach’s alpha is a
number under 1 that should be as high as possible. If the alpha score is satisfactory, the items are coherent with
each other and can be added to make a global score, because they are supposed indeed to measure a same
phenomenon. The quality of the alpha is evaluated compared to an empirical threshold given by experience. It is
often estimated that a value over 0.60 is acceptable for an exploratory study.
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obviously, the reflexes and the behavior that follow aren’t exactly the same. That’s
the real reason.”

(Director General, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)

The franchisors/network developers questioned also seek partners with entrepreneurial
and business skills who can contribute extra human capital to the network.
“Then, they can also bring their experience, I would say, to the head of the
network.”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“It’s the mutual contribution, I would say of franchisees who may have a
certain number of ideas, and who contribute their business savvy to the
franchisor.”

(Developer, Food business)

4.1.1.2. Access to financial resources and reducing costs
The motivations related to access to financial resources and reducing costs obtain a
score of 3.07 out of 5. They are diverse but remain linked essentially to the fact of “acquiring
new financial resources” and being able to “reduce control costs that would be involved in
opening company owned branches” (cf. table 3 and verbatim below).
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Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

Reduce costs

3,00

0,689

Acquire new financial resources

3,39

0,703

Deal with current limits of our means and resources

2,83

0,698

Reduce control costs involved in opening company owned
branches

3,07

0,701

Items

Global average (reminder l: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

3,07 (standard deviation:
0,85)
1 dimension, 49% of the
explained variance

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,648

Table 3: Measure of financial motivations

Even if the search for new financial resources and reducing costs are important, they
are not the main reasons for resorting to franchising.
“And then, wanting to develop the network through franchising, it’s a bit
simple, I’m sorry, there will be nothing really new compared to most of the
networks in France, its simply that we have a capacity of self-financing that
means we can open an agency every year and a half; that’s what happened
in 2006 when we opened the franchise network and the aim was to
completely achieve our objectives, that is to get networks over the whole
country by about 2012, except with one agency every one and a half years
from 2006 to 2012, we were a bit....we would find it difficult to cover the
country, so we chose franchising.”

(Development director, Personal services)
“What made us opt for franchising was two main things: the first is very
practical, it’s to be able to develop the business, because regarding
agencies, branches, you have to have funds, that we didn’t have at the time.”

(Founding franchisor, Personal services)
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4.1.1.3. Network growth and business development
The motivations for growth and business development reach a score of 4.17 out of 5.
These motivations are diverse but remain focused essentially on the fact of “increasing the
market share of our network” and being able to “access new markets (in other regions, towns
etc.” (cf. table 4 and verbatim below).

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

Increase our network’s market share

4,56

0,799

Access new markets (in other regions, towns etc.)

4,38

0,747

Increase our distribution capacity

3,80

0,583

Expand rapidly

3,92

0,433

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum =
5; average = 3)

4,17 (standard deviation:
0,64)
1 dimension, 43% of the
explained variance

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,503

Table 4: Measure of motivations of growth and business development

Access to new markets and growth of market share are motivations for resorting to
franchising that show the importance of choosing franchise candidates with the business skills
that will enable them to conquer new markets.
“The aim is being able to manage to have a brand represented all over the
country.”

(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“To increase development, that was why we chose to expand by franchising.
Because franchising means you can develop quickly while obviously keeping
control of the concept.”

(Developer, Personal services)
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“It makes it possible to develop the concept rapidly in other geographical
sectors. That made it possible to expand more locally. That’s why we
decided on this method.”

(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)

4.1.2. Means of communication with franchise candidates
To generate contacts with franchise candidates, franchisors/network developers have
to set up a structured communications process. They distinguish between two types of
communication: offline communication and online communication.

4.1.2.1. Offline communication
Franchisors/network developers’ use of offline communication obtains an average
score of 4.50 out of 5. The main elements of this offline communication are documents and
brochures (score: 4.10 out of 5), trade fairs devoted to franchising and/or company creation
(score: 3.78 out of 5) and the trade press specialized in franchising (score: 3.38 out of 5).
However, institutional sources such as APEC, Pôle Emploi (Job centers), CCI (chambers of
commerce and industry) and financial institutions, are not considered as very important for
attracting franchise candidates. The scores are respectively from 1.88; 1.99 and 1.98 out of 5
(cf. Table 5, Figure 6 and verbatim below).
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Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

Our network outlets

3,10

0,288

Our franchisees (sponsoring, cooptation etc.)

3,24

0,335

Chambers of commerce and Industry (CCI)

1,99

0,697

Organizations related to employment (ex. APEC, Pôle
Emploi etc.)

1,88

0,605

Financial organizations (ex. banks, OSEO etc.)

1,98

0,605

Consultants specialized in recruiting franchisees

2,24

0,402

Canvassing retailers already in business

2,51

0,422

Trade fairs devoted to franchising and /or company creation

3,78

0,491

Trade fairs (eg. Personal services etc.)

2,81

0,607

Mass media (eg. TV, radio…)

2,12

0,573

General press (eg. National/regional dailies)

2,37

0,629

Economic and/or trade press

2,72

0,672

Trade press specialized in franchising

3,38

0,608

Our documents and brochures

4,10

0,529

Items

Global average (reminder l: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

4,50 (standard deviation: 0,
67)
1 dimension, 30% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,807

Table 5: Measure of offline communication
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Figure 6: Franchhisors’ offlin
ne communication
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4.1.2.1.1. Documents and brochures
Documents and brochures are tangible elements of communication and information for
franchise candidates. Moreover, these modes of communication make it possible to diffuse
more information. Indeed, qualitative analysis showed that these communication supports in
general gave more thorough information, notably because of the fact that they were less
accessible.
“We start off with a document that is really high quality, which we could distribute
and will make....I think that today, it has become invisible. You need a brochure,
they send you something in a pdf that you download, whereas when you have a nice
looking brochure in your hands, that is a real object and it is actually really nice. I
personally insisted that we should have that, next year, we’ll have a nice brochure
devoted to development, with what goes into it and the outcomes, something very
clear that should satisfy everyone. […] We highlight everything we do for the
hoteliers, everything we contribute. We highlight our latest openings, which it is
necessary to lean on a network etc. And then, depending on that, OK, we send it
out, we work on data bases for each geographical area that interests us most, and
we will find 100 or 200 establishments and then...”

(Developer, Hotel business)
“We have documents. So as soon as the candidates, at least the ones who look
interested, send us an application via our communication supports, then there is a
complementary brochure that describes the store concept and the main
characteristics of the network with the entry rights, the investment, the rules of the
concept etc. When we receive the application, we send them back the [X] brochure
where there is a bit more detail than on Internet. Because on Internet, anyone can
see it all, and even if anyone can request a brochure, obviously by phone, but then
you have a phone contact, you can find out a bit more, directly on the phone.”

(Developer, Food business)

4.1.2.1.2. Trade fairs devoted to franchising and/or company creation
Franchising trade fairs remain essential, with numerous objectives, especially for
recruitment but also for reputation.
“Seeking candidates, Ok, well for one thing, there is something that we absolutely
have to do, that’s the franchise fair in March and which goes beyond recruiting
franchisees, because when you manage to complete one or two dossiers with
people you meet at the fair, for us that are already not bad. After, beyond that, it
also has an impact in terms of reputation, people who don’t know us, why suddenly
see us, so there, there is not just one objective.”

(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
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Another essential interest of the fairs is that they make it possible to meet franchise
candidates who are more committed and further on in their process of belonging to a network.
“It’s obviously a great way to recruit. It’s also a place to communicate and where
people go. It’s absolutely essential. In general, the people who come to the
franchise Fair are those who have firstly looked at the press, and then there is
already maybe a certain degree of extra motivation when they take the step of
going to the Fair. These are candidates who have got to the next step in their head,
I think.”

(Developer, Food business)
However, this means of communication is left aside by certain networks because of
the financial investment required.
“If we had more money, maybe I’d do the Franchise Fair, because for me it’s a
really important event in the year.”

(In charge of development, Diverse other businesses)
“The Fair, we don’t do it. It’s expensive, we don’t have the money. At the moment
when I see...no because it’s already quite a big investment I think. A cost of 15,
20000 euros for 2 or 3 days, it’s a bit much.”

(Developer, Food business)
Certain franchisors judge the results in terms of recruitment to be poor.
“Yes, we do Fairs, but, well, it’s also quite anecdotal as well, you see a lot of
people, you spend a lot of time, it’s a lot of organization, and finally I find it
doesn’t give great results.”

(Founding franchisor, Personal Services)

4.1.2.1.3. Institutional sources
Organizations for jobseekers (Pôle Emploi and APEC) have only just begun to be
considered by franchisors as tools for recruiting franchise candidates.
“Yes, I think that the idea for next year will be to work, it’s not obvious, because
they are a bit complicated, those organizations, the APEC, to go and work with
them. For the restaurants, we signed a partnership with Pôle Emploi because you
can see that today, Pôle Emploi is changing. It used to be bureaucratic, but
now...So there, in fact, we signed a partnership with them for Bretagne to help our
restaurants recruit personnel. And I think there is something to be done behind
that, because there are a lot of people looking for work, to work with them.”

(Development agent, Fast food)
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“After, there is also, that we haven’t done it yet, I’m waiting to be able to do it, I’m
trying to contact Pôle emploi to start with, because I know that with Pôle Emploi,
it’s firstly a national agreement and then to be able to go down, when you have a
national agreement, go to the regions and say, I would like to meet you and we are
looking for franchise candidates and then obviously, after that, the collaborators
for this franchisee. In fact, I know that it works, I know that there are stores that
also do it like that and that it lets you, I wouldn’t say that you really get huge
returns, but it is also a way of getting yourself known in the town where you want
to go next.”

(Head of Development, Fast food)

Collaboration with Chambers of Commerce and Industry seem to be a pertinent lever
for recruiting franchise candidates.
“I did a presentation that I thought was really more than interesting. That is, I was
invited by a CCI to present the concept […] So there, this initiative from the CCI
was, I think, really important because after that, for us personally, it enabled us to
have a franchisee, but above and beyond that, we got really well known in the
commune.”

(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)

“We also work with the chambers of commerce in the towns where we have no
outlets. I think you have to be on the spot; you have to go to the towns where we
want to set up. From experience, I like going to a town where we are not present.
For example, we are not in Nîmes, so there, I contact the Chamber of Commerce of
Nîmes and I introduce myself. And then, I present my network saying: there, we
would like to set up in the town of Nîmes for example. So, to be correct, I introduce
myself and who we are and what we would like to do. And then, and that we would
like to set up, what type of business we are looking for and then that we are also
looking for a candidate. So, in exchange, etc. and often if there is a good contact,
in general, they like it. They like it because that means we are taking them into
consideration that means that we don’t just arrive in a town, like someone who just
turns up and sets up overnight. I think that’s not the right way to do it. It depends
on the Chambers of Commerce, how reactive they are to creations like that, of
businesses, and if they are also interested in franchises, because they aren’t
particularly interested in franchises. So depending on that, we may get candidates.
It doesn’t mean that they are good candidates, but we do get candidates…”

(Head of development, Fast food)
4.1.2.2. Online communication
Franchisors’ / network developers’ use of online communication obtains an average
score of 4.56 out of 5. The online communication they use is diverse, but remains essentially
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focused on « the company’s Internet site » (score: 4.41 out of 5) and « Internet sites
specialized in franchising » (score: 4.06 out of 5). Chapter 4 of this report will detail
franchisors’ use of Internet sites for recruiting franchise candidates. Chapter 5 will present the
advantages of social networks and other Internet sites (cf. table 6, figure 7, chapters 4 and 5).

Average of

Factorial

item

Contribution

The Fédération Française de la Franchise (Internet site,
directory)

2,44

0,240

Our Internet site

4,41

0,254

Internet sites specialized in franchising

4,06

0,282

Internet sites specialized in employment/recruitment (eg.
Regions Job, Monster etc.)

2,19

0,717

Referencing (eg. Google etc.)

3,13

0,659

Discussion forums and blogs

1,88

0,809

Innovative tools (eg. Webinars, flash codes, lip dubs etc.)

1,85

0,778

Professional social networks (Viadeo, LinkedIn etc.)

2,26

0,793

Personal social networks (Facebook, Twitter etc.)

2,26

0,773

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,56 (standard deviation:
0,76)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 40% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,785

Table 6: Measure of online communication
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4.1.3. Franchisors’ criteria for selecting future franchisees
The survey conducted with franchisors enables us to sketch the profile of « the ideal
franchise candidate » according to franchisors/network developers, in terms of 1) trust, 2) past
experience, 3) organizational and managerial skills, 4) access to financial resources, 5)
network mentality, 6) entrepreneurial mentality and 7) socio-demographic characteristics.
4.1.3.1. Trust
Franchisors /network developers trust franchise candidates on the basis of three
criteria: 1) their goodwill towards the franchise, the franchise network and its interests and
values, 2) their capacities to fulfill the role of franchisee 3) their integrity in the sense of their
honesty and respect of ethical principles. These three groups of criteria were highlighted after
analysis into main components (cf. table 7).

Component

The candidate will do everything possible to ensure
the success of our network
The candidate will take the interests of our network to
heart
The candidate will do nothing to harm the image an
reputation of our network
The candidate will pay attention to the important rules
in our network
The candidate will respect the terms of his/her
engagement
The candidate has values that are compatible with
those of our network
The principles guiding the candidates behavior are
sound
The candidate has the sense of ethics and morality
The candidate is well qualified
The candidate has the capacity to succeed in his/her
undertakings
The candidates managerial skills inspire confidence
The candidate has the knowledge to manage a
franchise

Goodwill

Capacities

Integrity

, 774

, 163

, 087

, 814

, 159

, 057

, 623

, 020

, 241

, 698

, 024

, 313

, 620

-, 028

, 494

, 141

, 022

, 777

, 249

, 342

, 583

, 262
, 097
, 295

, 203
, 784
, 573

, 729
-, 040
, 056

, 021
-, 059

, 685
, 744

, 277
, 139

Table 7: Measure of trust
(Adapted from the work of Mayer and Davis, 1999)
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4.1.3.1.1. Partners’ goodwill
Franchisors’/network developers’ perception of goodwill obtains a score of 4.46 out of
5. It is essentially characterized by the fact that « the candidate will do nothing to harm the
image and reputation of our network » and that « the candidate will pay attention to the
important rules of our network » (cf. table 8 and verbatim below).

Average of
item

Factorial
contribution

The candidate will do everything possible to ensure the
success of our network

4,35

0,781

The candidate will take the interests of our network to heart

4,38

0,835

4,60

0,679

4,52

0,744

Items

The candidate will do nothing to harm the image an
reputation of our network
The candidate will pay attention to the important rules in
our network
Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,46 (standard deviation:
0,53)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 58% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,756

Table 8: Measure of partners’ goodwill

“It will be someone who wants to integrate the network, with the idea of sharing,
not someone who only wants to sit in his corner doing his own thing and then, just
taking the things that interests him and that’s it. That is someone who will have the
sense to say: there, I also quite like « working in a team.”

(CEO Construction, real estate and energy)
“It’s with the others. That means that there too, we see if the relationship will go
well or not, we gage each other and see if we think we can go somewhere together,
at the level, beyond the professional aspect of the company etc. but also on the
level of a relationship because of what we agree with, do we have the same
company values etc. No, it seems to me that we hold up a certain tone, and a
company culture that are expressed through the whole tone and shape of things.”

(General Director, Bars, theme and traditional restaurants)
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4.1.3.1.2. Partners’ capacities to take on the role of franchisee
The franchisors’/network developers’ perception of candidates’ capacity to take on the
role of franchisee obtains a score of 3.89 out of 5. It is essentially characterized by the fact
that « the candidate has the capacities to succeed in his/her undertakings » and that « the
candidate’s managerial skills inspire confidence » (cf. table 9 and verbatim below).

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

The candidate is well qualified

3,50

0,755

The candidate has the capacities to succeed in his/her
undertakings

4,30

0,633

The candidate’s managerial skills inspire confidence

4,02

0,718

The candidate has the knowledge to manage a franchise

3,72

0,751

Items

Global average (reminder l: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

3,89 (standard deviation:
0,61)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 51% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha )

0,680

Table 9: Measure of partners’ capacities

“What interests us first of all, is that they are good managers and good with
figures. […] Good with managing figures because it’s someone who will be
managing a million and a half euros of turnover per year, up to 2 or 2.5 million,
they mustn’t get lost in figures; you really have to know how it works.”

(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
“You need qualities; you have to be a manager. The manager isn’t in teams of 50,
but even managing a team of two or three is not that obvious. You have to know
how to motivate people, do a good job in recruitment, motivate them, and raise
awareness. It’s all those sorts of criteria.”

(Development agent, Fast food)
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“And then the icing on the cake is: do they have skills in the area of recruitment
and management.”

(Founding franchisor, Personal services)
“You need someone who has experience in running the financial side of things,
because tomorrow they will be head of a company, so obviously, they have to have
some idea. And then, there’s also management, have they already managed a team
etc. Tomorrow they’ll have one, so they have to have management experience.”

(In charge of development, Diverse other retailers)

4.1.3.1.3. Partners’ integrity
Franchisors’/network developers perception of franchise candidates’ integrity obtains
a score of 4.42 out of 5. It is essentially characterized by the fact that « the candidate will
respect the terms of his/her engagement » and that« the candidate has values compatible with
those of our network » (cf. table 10, figure 8).

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

The candidate will respect the terms of his/her engagement

4,62

0,706

The candidate has values compatible with those of our network

4,57

0,740

The principles guiding the candidate’s behavior are sound

4,16

0,737

The candidate has the sense of ethics and morality

4,31

0,797

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,42 (standard deviation:
0,49)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 56% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,734

Table 10: Measure of partners’ integrity
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Figurre 8: Summaary of criterria of trust towards
t
fran
nchise canddidates

4.1.3.2. Previous exxperience sought by fraanchisors
T
The amounnt of experieence franchhisors/netwo
ork develop
pers expect has a scoree of 3.62
out of 55. It is essenntially charaacterized byy the fact that « the can
ndidate is a tradesman,, (or has
the sensse of comm
merce) » an
nd that « thhe candida
ate is capab
ble of learnning the job fast ».
Howeveer, in general, previouss experiencee is not succh an imporrtant criterioon, and can even be
an obsttacle, especcially if thee candidate is a formeer franchiseee (cf. tablle 11, figurre 9 and
verbatim
m below).
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Items
The candidate has enough professional experience to work
in our network
The candidate is a tradesman (or has the sense of
commerce)
The candidate has worked as an independent retailer or has
been a franchisee elsewhere
The candidate has the managerial skills to succeed in
franchising
The candidate is capable of learning the job fast

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

3,55

0,651

4,06

0,628

2,57

0,471

3,86

0,720

4,06

0,627

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

3,62 (standard deviation:
0,61)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 39% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,595

Table 11: Measure of previous experience
(Adapted from the work of Jambulingam and Nevin, 1999)

Franchisors are particularly interested in candidates’ sense of commerce and capacity
to learn the job fast.
“Professional experience, so I am more and more in favor of people who have
already had professional experience in business. That is, either pure retail, so a
store, or been a salesman who has to run around getting business all over the
place, either in B to B or B to C, it doesn’t matter, but either the pure salesman of
really someone who has experience in retail. And with hindsight, you see that they
are the ones with the two best profiles we have in the network.”

(Developer, Food business)

“We get people who have good people skills, then on the business side, it’s for us
to train them and guide them to the specific things about the job.”

(Founding franchiser, Personal services)
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F
Franchiserss/network developers cconsider preevious expeerience as a franchiseee or as a
previouus professionnal in the seector to be aan obstacle!
“After, yes, we
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w get totallyy different prrofiles. On th
he other handd, we are no
ot looking
foor pure [X] in
i as much ass we don’t want
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there to be any past. We really want
w
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too do things as
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le who come from the
saame job alreeady have thheir past wayys of workin
ng in their heead and it’s hard for
thhem to do th
hings like wee say. To resp
pect the con
ncept, that’s all, simply to
t respect
thhe concept”

(Develo
oper, Construction, reaal estate and
d energy)

“For restaura
“
ateurs, (…) w
we know tha
at they alread
dy know how
w a restaurant works,
soo for us, it’s almost morre of a handiicap than an asset, becauuse someonee who has
already had their
t
own res
estaurant, askking them to
o fit the moldd of a concep
pt, it can
be more comp
plicated.”

(Developerr, Bars, them
med and tradditional resttaurants)

Figure 9: Previous eexperience sought
s
by frranchisors
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4.1.3.3. Organizational and managerial skills sought in franchise candidates
The organizational and managerial skills sought in franchise candidates obtain a score
of 2.86 out of 5. The main skills that franchisors/network developers ask for are that franchise
candidates know their local market, their local town, and that they have the necessary skills in
financial management. Qualifications and knowledge of the franchisors’ job sector are not
determinant criteria in choosing franchise candidates. This is easily explained by the training
that franchisers give to their future franchisees. (cf. table 12).
.

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

2,27

0,580

3,74

0,394

3,73

0,451

The candidate comes from our sector of activity

2,22

0,823

The candidate has the technical skills related to our job

2,50

0,869

The candidate is familiar with the trade in our network

2,72

0,796

Items
The candidate has the qualifications required to have a
franchise unit
The candidate knows about the proposed geographical area for
implantation, and its local market
The candidate has the financial management skills necessary
for running a franchise unit

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average= 3)

2,86 (standard deviation:
0,73)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 46% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,751

Table 12: Measure of organizational and managerial skills
(Adapted from the work of Rahatullah and Raeside, 2009; Xiao et al., 2008)
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4.1.3.4. Candidates’ financial resources
Access

to

financial

resources

is

a

criterion

that

remains

important

in

franchisers’/network developers’ eyes (score 4.19 out of 5) (cf. table 13, verbatim below).

Items
The candidate has sufficient financial resources to invest in
a franchised unit
The candidates’ family and personal resources will enable
him/her ton finance the opening and startup of a franchise
The candidate has guarantees to provide the personal
contribution to set up
The candidate can easily obtain financing to open his/her
franchise unit (eg. from banks etc.)
The candidate has coherent plans for financing, cash flow
and provisional operational accounts.

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

4,46

0,769

3,90

0,608

4,19

0,806

4,18

0,732

4,19

0,593

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,19 (standard deviation:
0,60)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 50% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,732

Table 13: Measure of financial resources
(Adapted from the work of
Clarkin and Swavely, 2006; Choo et al., 2007; Frazer and Winzar, 2005)

“And the crippling criterion today will be the personal contribution, because today
a personal contribution of less than 30 000 euros, we prefer to say no for the
moment, after, they may well find the money and come back to us, but it will be
prohibitive today because the banking partners, if you don’t have at least 20 or 25
% of the total investment, they’ll say no. For us it’s not prohibitive, but for them it
will be in any case.”

(Head of development, Beauty parlors)

“Then there’s the viability of the project, and that means the financial
aspects... […] There are two aspects that I think are essential, one is the financial
capacity, the real capacity of the profile to manage finance, and then also, the
desire after that to work on a product destined for a wide public. […] If things
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were different, if certain financial plans were easier, I would stop giving
preference to matters of liquidity. Unfortunately, it’s a bit of a crucial problem,
everyone knows that only the rich get loans, and we often have to deal with people
who as well as their easy money, have oversized egos. That is not necessarily a
plus for the activity they want to get into because, our job is about services.”

(Developer, Hotel business)

“So obviously, beyond the qualities of financial and general management, and to
be sure that they have really understood what their life will be like once they have
joined an [X] restaurant; there is also a financial aspect that we have to check,
obviously. People who are not going to have a minimum personal contribution, in
our sector that means 150 000 euros to 300 000 euros if they want to acquire their
own restaurant, well obviously, we can’t go any further. Generally we don’t get as
far as the interview or immersion, that is, it’s something we have already checked
on, well checked, that we have looked at with the before. That’s it, which is that at
a certain time, it isn’t us who require it, well, it isn’t our entry rights that say: you
have to have 200 000 euros cash. It’s just the bankers, when they look at the
financial dossier.”

(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)

“And obviously prior to that, we see if financially, obviously, it looks viable. But
since we are a franchise that is, I would say, relatively easy from a financial point
of view, it’s rarely a point of...”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)

“So that, the contribution, we are very down to earth, you have to have the means,
we aren’t selling licenses, you have to have the means to set up your company. We
don’t ask for a lot compared to other franchises because for us, it’s a minimum of
about 40 or 50 000 euros, all that knowing that today in France, the big problem in
creating companies often people have the wrong idea about creating in France,
because a lot of people say: «there, young people the... I don’t think that but
people: yes, they don’t know what they want; they don’t have the entrepreneurial
mentality like in the United States and all that. It’s not true because me, when I ask
people, 95, 90 % of young people want to set up their own company. The problem
is a problem of money, there’s not enough cash.”

(Development agent, Fast food)
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4.1.3.5. Entrepreneurial mentality
The results of the survey carried out with franchisors/network developers show that
they are essentially seeking motivated candidates who are willing to work hard and commit
themselves, make the necessary effort to exploit and grow their business (score 3.97 out of 5)
(cf. table 14, verbatim below).

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

The candidate likes working autonomously

3,61

0,461

The candidate has innovative ideas

3,35

0,561

The candidate wants to work hard to succeed in the
franchise

4,31

0,722

The candidate is motivated by our concept

4,63

0,531

The candidate is capable of running several franchise units

3,09

0,287

The candidate is ready to make an effort and get personally
involved in running his/her business

4,50

0,620

The candidate is flexible and can adapt to market changes

3,91

0,712

The candidate wants to be an entrepreneur and has an
entrepreneurial mentality

4,29

0,724

The candidate can be proactive and make the right decision

4,06

0,696

The candidate has a competitive mentality and can rise to a
challenge

3,98

0,690

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

3,97 (standard deviation:
0,50)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 38% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,790

Table 14: Measure of motivation, commitment and entrepreneurial mentality
(Adapted from the work of Covin and Slevin, 1989; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996)
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“When we get a candidate’s application, we contact them by phone for a first
exchange. It’s really for us to, shall we say, be sure of their motivation because
that’s what guarantees the effort they’ll make later on. Really want to work in this
kind of job for what it is and not just for a purely economic aspect.”
(Founding franchiser, Personal services)

“Already, the main criterion is that they really have to be motivated, so it shows,
the candidate is also there to sell himself, so the motivation (…) and then real
motivation, motivated to join our name. Motivated they have to tell me why. Why
do they want to join us? Why not go to the competition.”
(In charge of development, Divers other retailers)

An entrepreneurial mentality is also an essential criterion.
“Above all, we are looking for a person who is a manager, a company director
with a director’s mentality, so it’s someone who is very well organized, who can
make decisions, who is on the ground, we really need people who are n the
operational level. And then they mainly have to be good at sales and financial
management. So those are our main criteria: dynamism, dynamism is very
important, to transmit those values to the team, because in the end, the franchisee
will generate between 50 and 60 employees, so it isn’t to be sneezed at. So that’s
why we really need someone who is a company director, someone solid and
organized.”

(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)

“Even if you belong to a franchise, you are still a company director. It’s true, that I
go on a lot about that with candidates: you are in a franchise, but you are a
company director above all, you mustn’t forget that. You have responsibilities as
such. The franchise gives you savoir-faire, is always there to guide you, gives you
the tools to make your company succeed, but it’s you yourself, not the franchiser
who will do it in your place. We give you the tools, that’s why you pay royalties,
but after that, it’s your own investment, you commitment, you belief in yourself that
will make the company grow or not.”

(Head of development, Fast food)
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4.1.3.6. Network mentality
Franchisors/network developers give a lot of importance to candidates’ network
mentality, their willingness to co-operate with other network members and conform to
network rules, norms and values (score 4.58 out of 5) (cf. table 15, verbatim below).

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

The candidate is ready to respect the procedures of our
network

4,62

0,856

The candidate wants to integrate our network

4,62

0,889

The candidate has the network mentality

4,51

0,766

The candidate is ready to conform to the rules of our
network

4,58

0,868

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average= 3)

4,58 (standard deviation:
0,50)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 72% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,861

Table 15: Measure of network mentality
(Adapted from the study by Franchise Magazine)
“There’s everything. That’s what we really feel about them. For us, it is a matter of
the commitment they will have to the store and whether the profile suits the
network, because in reality, the person is not alone, he’s part of a network. So how
does he get on with us, how does he get on with the others, will it be the right
profile, will it all fit together well? It’s important to look at that because you
mustn’t only look at the candidate, you have to remember that he has to live in a
network. So he’ll be in contact with other franchisees, he’ll be at meetings, he’ll
discuss things with different members of the network, will he want to get involved
or will he sit in his corner? Will we discuss, communicate, transmit and get
information? It’s important because if we want to get on, our franchisees can’t just
sit in their own corner, they also have to transmit information, communicate,
discuss have ideas, otherwise we go nowhere, we stagnate.”

(Head of development, Fast food)
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“Finally, the dimension, that we wanted to get across, the « relationship »
dimension, the almost family feeling of the organization, that’s something that
works with those mentalities and what we like to say is that, is that it’s a network,
it’s a state of mind in the sense that we have values, this time, the values that you
could say are the value of rugby, values that everyone shares, it’s first and
foremost people who like people.”

(Development director, Personal services)
“We are quite careful to have certain homogeneity, no, not of the profiles, because
our profiles are all very different, but of state of mind and above all that they have
really understood us, what direction we’re going in and what our values are, and
that they share.”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)

4.1.3.7. Socio-demographic characteristics
Socio-demographic characteristics have a score of 1.92 out of 5. Franchisors/network
developers remain relatively flexible on the criteria of age and sex, which limits all forms of
discrimination regarding the criteria. However they are more sensitive to the family situation
(score: 3,20 out of 5) and the candidates’ geographical implantation (score: 3.98 out of 5):
being stable on a personal level and knowing the region and the implantation zone of the
franchised unit are thus important selection criteria (cf. table 16, figure 10 and verbatim
below).

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

The candidate satisfies the sex criteria of our activity

1,79

0,925

The candidate satisfies the age criteria of our network

2,05

0,925

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

1,92 (standard deviation:
1,00)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 86% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,831

Table16: Measure of socio-demographic characteristics
(Adapted from the work of Edens et al., 1976)
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“I would say maybe, meet the couple, we advise them strongly to meet with the
spouse in an interview. It’s not compulsory, and maybe it would be good sometimes
to see the spouse, how they feel about the project, because it is, all the same, a
family project and then maybe make a few meetings at home to see what it’s like,
see those little details that you couldn’t … especially if you have doubts. Maybe
say, we’ll go and see people at home see what it’s like where they live. We know
that some networks who do it, they do interviews at home. Maybe it’s something we
could highlight, when there are doubts, maybe not compulsory but maybe.”

(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“That’s a really important element. For us it’s not the most important, but it is at
least 20 to 30 points. The fact that persons, whether they’re married or single,
that’s not the problem, but they should be stable. For us, it’s important, family
stability. Because after that, we see that personal problems, that automatically has
an impact on the business. We have had cases, especially divorces, twice, they
were 30, and we saw that after that, it didn’t work. It’s really a source of problems.
[…] Also when there are children too, what age are they, because very young
children, its more work than when the children are all at least 15.”

(Development agent, Fast food)
“One of the characteristic points where I refuse is when they tell me that their
spouse or partner is against the husband creating a company, when it’s the
husband obviously.... … I’ve had two or three very good candidates, but who
initially say that the family is against it, and he would fight to create the company
and we told them: look, in that case, it would be better to give up, or wait till your
entourage is less hostile, because look, you’re going to need help from your family
if you want to set up a company and if as well as eventual teething troubles when
you go home, you try to explain and they say I told you so, you shouldn’t have done
it etc. it’s really another source of failure, so yes, we talk about that.”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“And we often organize a dinner and we meet the husband or wife because we
think it takes a lot at the level of the family when you create a company, so we meet
the couple. You also have to weigh up the spouses view of things. If the spouse says
« yes, he’s doing this but I don’t believe in it ». You see? It’s a bit that sort of
thing.”

(Director General, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
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Figurre 10: Socio
o-demograpphic characteeristics soug
ght by francchisors

4.1.4. F
Franchisors’/networrk developpers expecctations off franchisee candidattes
F
Franchisorss’ psycholo
ogical contrract reflectss the expecctations annd perceptio
ons they
have oof future franchisees’ obligatiions. Glob
bally, fran
nchisors’/nettwork dev
velopers’
expectaations of fraanchise cand
didates are high (scoree: 4.53 out of
o 5). The ssurvey resu
ults show
particularly that thee basic elem
ments of thiss psycholog
gical contracct are: legall obligation
ns (score:
4.78 ouut of 5), netw
work procedures, norm
ms and ruless (score: 4.6
69 out of 5)), the attenttion paid
to the qquality of prroducts and
d services (sscore: 4.69 out of 5) and the prom
motion of th
he brand
image (score: 4.67 out of 5) arre (cf. table 17 and figu
ure 11).
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Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

Respect the legal terms of our contract

4,78

0,638

Give precisely and transparently all the information we need
in the network

4,60

0,690

Obey our network’s procedures, norms and rules

4,69

0,769

Make an effort and work hard to succeed

4,32

0,576

Act with honesty and integrity in discussions with us

4,63

0,726

Share local market information with us

4,19

0,670

Deliver products and services of quality

4,69

0,649

Respect our tariff policy

3,97

0,463

Protect confidential information and network know-how

4,63

0,627

Promote our network’s brand image

4,67

0,704

Are committed and share the values of our network

4,64

0,660

Items

Global average (reminder: minimum = 1; maximum = 5;
average = 3)

4,53 (standard deviation:
0,41)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)

1 dimension, 43% of the
explained variance

Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

0,846

Table 17: Measure of franchiser’s expectations of franchise candidates (Adapted from the
work of Chen et al., 2008; Tekleab and Taylor, 2003)
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4.1.5. Quality of relationship with existing franchisees
The last variable measured in our research model is the perception of the quality of the
relationships set up with franchisees. Three main components emerge from the analysis:
transparency, capacity to manage conflicts and co-operation (cf. table 18).

Component
Transparency

Conflict
Comanagement operation

In our relationships with franchisees, we transmit
any information that can be of help

, 856

, 050

, 071

Information is frequently exchanged with
franchisees

, 820

,141

,112

In our relationships with franchisees, we expect that
sensitive information is exchanged with us

,544

,376

,340

When there is a problem we easily find a friendly
solution with out franchisees

,422

,575

,306

Our franchisees always try to find solutions to
problems

,031

,866

,170

Our franchisees are always willing to resolve
problems and conflicts

,215

,856

,090

We are flexible and listen to our franchisees’
requests

,499

,335

,347

If unexpected circumstances arise, we are open to
modifying our agreements with our franchisees

,090

,086

,913

Our mutual wish to adapt to circumstances
characterizes our relationships with franchisees

,241

,267

,801

Table 18: Measure of the quality of relationships
(Adapted from the work of Jambulingam and Nevin, 1999)
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4.1.5.1. Relationship of transparency
Franchisors have a relatively good perception of their capacity to ensure transparent
relationships with their franchisees (score: 4.51 out 5) (cf. table 19).

Items
In our relationships with franchisees, we transmit any
information that can be of help
Information is frequently exchanged with franchisees
In our relationships with franchisees, we expect sensitive
information to be exchanged with us
Global average (reminder : minimum = 1 ; maximum = 5 ;
average= 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

4,55

0,826

4,49

0,845

4,49

0,743

4,51 (standard deviation:
0,51)
1 dimension, 65% of the
explained variance
0,727

Table 19: Measure of transparency between parties
4.1.5.2. Conflict management
Here again, franchisors have a good perception of their capacity to manage conflicts.
They are however less disposed to agree that their franchisees have this capacity, which
decreases the global value of the score on this dimension (score: 3.94 out of 5) (cf. table 20).

Items
When there is a problem we easily find a friendly solution
without franchisees
Our franchisees always try to find solutions to problems
Our franchisees are always willing to resolve problems and
conflicts
Global average (reminder: minimum = 1 ; maximum = 5 ;
average = 3)
Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

4,33

0,762

3,71

0,856

3,79

0,869

3,94 (standard deviation:
0,67)
1 dimension, 69% of the
explained variance
0,772

Table 20: Measure of conflict management
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4.1.5.3. Relationship of co-operation
Co-operation also occurs in good conditions on the whole, as long as it doesn’t result
in the modification of contractual agreements (score: 4.07 out of 5) (cf. table 21).

Items

Average of

Factorial

item

contribution

4,24

0,692

3,86

0,844

4,12

0,846

We are flexible and listen to our franchisees’ requests
If unexpected circumstances arise, we are open to
modifying our agreements with our franchisees
Our mutual wish to adapt to circumstances characterizes
our relationships with franchisees
Global average (reminder: minimum = 1 ; maximum = 5 ;
average = 3)

4,07 (standard deviation: 0,59)

Dimensionality of the scale (ACP)
Coefficient of internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha)

1 dimension, 64% of the
explained variance
0,710

Table 21: Measure of co-operation

4.2. Explanation of how franchise candidates’ proceed in terms of the
formation of the franchise relationship
Our research model is based a progressive construction of the formation of the
franchise relationship that rests on several stages. This section aims to confirm the links
established between the different blocks of our model.

4.2.1. Motivations for franchising, diffusing information and evaluation criteria
Our research model is based on the dovetailing of several levels of analysis. The first
concerns the impact of the motivations to franchise on the choice of criteria franchisors use to
select franchise candidates, as well as on their use of different means of communication
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Franchisor’s use of different
means of communication
Motivations for
franchising
Criteria used to select
franchise candidates

Control variables: Activity sector, network age,
network size, diversity, number of people in the
development department, entry rights, average
investment, contract duration, territorial
exclusiveness clause.

4.2.1.1. Explanation of franchisors use of offline and online communication
The importance of the use of offline communication depends positively and
significantly on the motivations related to business development and motivations related to
human capital. In other words, the stronger the franchisor’s motivations related to developing
the business of his « name » (respectively, the stronger his/her motivations are related to
human capital), the more he/she will use offline means of communication. Moreover,
concerning the control variables, the amount of offline communication used depends
significantly and positively on the size of the development department (respectively, the
amount of the entry rights). In other words, the larger the development department
(respectively, the higher the entry rights), the more the franchisor will use offline means of
communication (cf. model 1 table 22).
The amount of use of online communication does not depend on the franchiser’s
motivation. However, these media are used in several ways that are more or less developed
and more or less costly, and this justifies the empirical studies presented in chapters 4 and 5.
Regarding the control variables, the amount of use of online communication depends
significantly and positively on the sector of activity. More specifically, service sector
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networks tend to use more online communications than networks from the retail sector (cf.
model 2, table 22).

Model 1

Model 2

Use of offline
communication

Activity sector (0=retail; 1=service)
Age of network
Size of network
Diversity
Size of development department
Entry rights
Average investment
Duration of contract
Exclusive territories (0=no ; 1=yes)
Motivations related to human capital
Financial motivations
Motivations related to business
development
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Use of online
communication

B
0,007

E. S.
0,105

Sig
0,951

B
0,230

E. S.
0,125

Sig
0,067

-0,004

0,003

0,277

-0,004

0,004

0,333

0,000

0,000

0,679

0,000

0,000

0,592

-0,001

0,002

0,492

-0,001

0,002

0,496

0,040

0,015

0,010

0,008

0,018

0,656

0,000

0,000

0,026

0,000

0,000

0,740

0,000

0,000

0,710

0,000

0,000

0,182

-0,039

0,029

0,180

0,038

0,034

0,265

-0,068

0,159

0,668

-0,161

0,181

0,376

0,167

0,073

0,023

0,102

0,087

0,240

0,010

0,061

0,867

-0,031

0,073

0,669

0,217

0,086

0,013

0,162

0,104

0,122

0,484
0,022
2,789***

1,586

1,115

0,573 0,006
1,701*

0,155

0,105

0,100

0,043

Table 22: Explanation of franchisers’ use of means of communication
(Linear regression)

4.2.1.2. Explanation of the importance given by franchisers to the various criteria for selecting
franchise candidates
In the second part of our model, we seek to explain the nine selection criteria
franchisers are likely to use because of their motivations. The results of these analyses are
presented in table 23.
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Model 1 is satisfactory at an explanatory level with an R² of 23.8%. The importance
franchisers give to the criteria « goodwill » depends significantly and positively on their
motivations related to human capital. In other words, the stronger the franchiser’s motivations
related to human capital, the more importance they give to the candidate’s goodwill. Besides,
the importance given to the selection criterion “goodwill” also depends significantly and
positively on the duration of the contract. In other words, the longer the franchise contract, the
more importance the franchiser gives to the candidate’s goodwill.
Model 2 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 20%. The importance
franchisers give to the selection criterion « capacities » depends significantly and positively
on their motivations related to human capital, financial motivations and those related to
business development. In other words, the stronger the franchisers motivations related to
human capital (respectively financial motivations and motivations related to business
development), the more importance is given to the franchise candidate’s capacities. Besides,
the importance given to the selection criterion « capacities » also depends significantly on the
activity sector, the importance given to franchise candidates’ capacities being lower in the
service sector activities.
Model 3 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 31.3%. The importance
given by franchisers to the selection criterion « integrity » depends significantly and
positively on their motivations related to human capital. In other words, the stronger the
franchiser’s motivations related to human capital, the more importance he gives to the
franchise candidate’s integrity. Besides, the importance given to the selection criterion
« integrity » also depends significantly and positively on the duration of the contract and the
allocation of exclusive territories. The longer the franchise contract, the more importance the
franchiser gives to the franchise candidate’s integrity. The importance given to the franchise
candidate’s integrity is stronger when exclusive territories are granted.
Model 4 is satisfactory at an explanatory level with an R² of 20.7%. The importance
given by franchisers to the selection criterion « previous experience » depends significantly
and positively on their motivations related to human capital, financial motivations and
motivations related to business development. In other words, the stronger the franchiser’s
motivations related to human capital (respectively financial motivations and motivations
related to business development), the more importance he will give to the franchise
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candidate’s previous experience. Besides, the importance given to the franchise candidate’s
previous experience is lower in service sector activities.
Model 5 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 13.5%. The importance
franchisers give to the selection criterion « organizational and managerial skills » depends
significantly and positively on their financial motivations. In other words, the stronger the
franchisers financial motivations, the more importance he will give to organizational and
managerial skills. The age of the network also has a significant and positive impact in the
sense that the more mature the network, the more importance the franchisers give to the
franchise candidate’s organizational and managerial skills.
Model 6 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 15.1%. The importance
given by franchisers to the selection criterion « franchise candidate’s financial resources »
depends significantly and positively on their financial motivations and their motivations
related to business development. In other words, the stronger the franchisor’s financial
motivations (respectively his motivations related to business development), the more
importance he gives to the franchise candidate’s financial resources. The age of the network
also has a significant and positive impact in the sense that the more mature the network, the
more importance the franchisor gives to the franchise candidate’s financial resources. The
entry rights also have a significant and positive impact on the importance the franchiser gives
to the franchise candidate’s financial resources.
Model 7 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 22.9%. The importance
given by franchisers to the selection criterion « network mentality » depends significantly and
positively on their motivations related to human capita and those related to business
development. In other words, the more the franchisor’s motivations are related to human
capital (respectively his motivations related to business development, the more importance he
will give to the franchise candidate’s network mentality.
Model 8 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 31.5%. The importance
given by franchisers to the selection criterion « entrepreneurial mentality » depends
significantly and positively on their motivations related to human capital. In other words, the
stronger the franchisor’s motivations related to human capital (respectively his financial
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motivations and those related to business development), the more importance he gives to the
franchise candidate’s entrepreneurial mentality.
Model 9 is satisfactory at the explanatory level with an R² of 13.1%. The importance
franchisors give to the selection criterion « socio-demographic characteristics » depends
significantly and positively on their financial motivations. In other words, the stronger the
franchiser’s financial motivations, the more importance he gives to the franchise candidate’s
socio-demographic characteristics. Besides, the importance given to the selection criterion
« socio-demographic characteristics » also depends significantly on the sector of activity, the
importance given to « socio-demographic characteristics » being lower in the service sector.
In sum, we notice on certain aspects an overall coherence between the selection
criteria likely to be used by franchisers and their motivations to develop through franchising.
Thus the franchise candidate’s goodwill and integrity are only correlated with motivations
related to human capital. The franchise candidate’s capacities, previous experience and
entrepreneurial mentality are linked to all three motivations. Similarly, the criterion
organizational and managerial skills is related to financial motivations, whereas the criterion
« network mentality » is not, but is instead related to the motivations of « human capital » and
« business development ». More surprisingly, the attention given to socio-demographic
characteristics depends solely on financial motivation. This can be interpreted by the fact that
these characteristics provide fine tuned information that is statistically associated with success
in franchising, and that could be relevant from the viewpoint of financial motivation. Finally,
the use of the criterion of financial resources is naturally related to financial motivations, but
also to motivations relative to business development, which once again, is coherent.
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Activity sector (0=retail; 1=service)
Age of network
Size of network
Diversity
Size of development department
Entry rights
Average investment
Duration of contract
Exclusive territories (0=no ; 1=yes)
Motivations related to human capital
Financial motivations
Motivations related to business development
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Goodwill

Capacities

Integrity

B
-0,043

E. S.
0,077

Sig
0,581

B
-0,173

E. S.
0,094

Sig
0,067

B
-0,114

E. S.
0,072

Sig
0,116

0,003

0,003

0,307

0,000

0,003

0,938

-0,001

0,002

0,599

0,000

0,000

0,605

0,000

0,000

0,776

0,000

0,000

0,292

-0,001

0,001

0,496

-0,001

0,001

0,560

0,000

0,001

0,759

-0,003

0,011

0,777

0,010

0,014

0,458

-0,009

0,010

0,381

0,000

0,000

0,353

0,000

0,000

0,438

0,000

0,000

0,305

0,000

0,000

0,302

0,000

0,000

0,237

0,000

0,000

0,715

0,035

0,021

0,095

0,001

0,025

0,965

0,056

0,020

0,005

0,002

0,115

0,989

-0,148

0,137

0,281

0,189

0,104

0,071

0,314

0,054

0,000

0,197

0,066

0,003

0,372

0,050

0,000

0,032

0,045

0,471

0,160

0,054

0,003

0,033

0,041

0,420

0,082

0,064

0,204

0,158

0,077

0,043

0,048

0,059

0,411

2,558

0,361
4,823***

0,000

2,059

0,431
3,865***

0,000

2,178

0,326
7,023***

0,000

0,238

0,200

0,313

0,189

0,149

0,268

Table 23a: Explanation of selection criteria likely to be used by franchisors
(Linear regression)

Activity sector (0=retail; 1=service)
Age of network
Size of network
Diversity
Size of development department
Entry rights
Average investment
Duration of contract
Exclusive territories (0=no ; 1=yes)
Motivations related to human capital
Financial motivations
Motivations related to business development
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Previous experience

Organizational and
managerial skills

Financial resources

B
-0,401

E. S.
0,098

Sig
0,000

B
-0,028

E. S.
0,116

Sig
0,813

B
-0,139

E. S.
0,094

Sig
0,140

0,003

0,003

0,350

0,007

0,004

0,067

0,005

0,003

0,095

0,000

0,000

0,717

0,000

0,000

0,431

0,000

0,000

0,223

-0,001

0,001

0,368

-0,001

0,002

0,615

-0,002

0,001

0,220

0,008

0,014

0,585

0,022

0,017

0,193

0,000

0,014

0,999

0,000

0,000

0,617

0,000

0,000

0,230

0,000

0,000

0,099

0,000

0,000

0,180

0,000

0,000

0,176

0,000

0,000

0,772

0,018

0,027

0,512

-0,026

0,032

0,412

0,008

0,025

0,762

0,001

0,146

0,992

-0,346

0,172

0,046

0,169

0,137

0,219

0,120

0,069

0,082

0,066

0,082

0,420

0,094

0,067

0,158

0,099

0,057

0,083

0,126

0,067

0,060

0,106

0,055

0,054

0,206

0,080

0,011

0,110

0,095

0,249

0,155

0,077

0,046

1,973

0,457

0,000

2,149

0,533

0,000

2,595

0,430

0,000

4,014***

2,393***

2,735***

0,207

0,135

0,151

0,156

0,079

0,096

Table 23b: Explanation of selection criteria likely to be used by franchisors
(Linear regression)

Activity sector (0=retail; 1=service)
Age of network
Size of network
Diversity
Size of development department
Entry rights
Average investment
Duration of contract
Exclusive territories (0=no; 1=yes)
Motivations related to human capital
Financial motivations
Motivations related to business development
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Network mentality

Entrepreneurial mentality

Socio-demographic
characteristics

B
0,025

E. S.
0,075

Sig
0,744

B
-0,049

E. S.
0,071

Sig
0,488

B
-0,221

E. S.
0,161

Sig
0,172

0,001

0,002

0,831

0,001

0,002

0,527

-0,005

0,005

0,351

0,000

0,000

0,946

0,000

0,000

0,757

0,000

0,000

0,699

-0,002

0,001

0,120

0,000

0,001

0,876

-0,004

0,002

0,116

-0,012

0,011

0,260

0,003

0,010

0,791

-0,013

0,024

0,591

0,000

0,000

0,904

0,000

0,000

0,509

0,000

0,000

0,539

0,000

0,000

0,491

0,000

0,000

0,470

0,000

0,000

0,170

0,023

0,020

0,261

0,015

0,019

0,440

0,104

0,044

0,018

0,171

0,110

0,124

-0,054

0,104

0,605

-0,333

0,238

0,163

0,265

0,053

0,000

0,242

0,050

0,000

-0,108

0,114

0,344

0,010

0,044

0,824

0,181

0,041

0,000

0,330

0,093

0,001

0,132

0,062

0,034

0,134

0,058

0,024

-0,059

0,134

0,657

2,634

0,345

0,000

1,775

0,325

0,000

1,735

0,744

0,021

4,606***

7,123***

2,366***

0,229

0,315

0,131

0,179

0,271

0,076

Table 23c: Explanation of selection criteria likely to be used by franchisers
(Linear regression)

4.2.2. Explanation of franchisors’ expectations regarding franchise candidates
The next step in our model consists of seeking the determinants of the level of
expectations towards franchise candidates.

Means of
communication used
to recruit franchise
candidates

Expectations towards
franchise candidates

Motivations for
franchising

Criteria for selecting
candidate

Control variables: Activity sector, network age,
network size, diversity, number of people in the
development department, entry rights, average
investment, contract duration, territorial
exclusiveness clause.
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Franchisors’ level of expectations towards franchise candidates depends significantly
and positively on their motivations related to business development and on the importance
given to criteria for selecting candidates, notably in terms of integrity, financial resources,
network mentality and entrepreneurial mentality. More specifically, the stronger the
franchisor’s motivations related to business development, the higher his expectations of the
franchise candidate. Moreover, the more importance the franchisor gives (in his candidate
selection process) to attributes of integrity, financial resources, network mentality and
entrepreneurial mentality, the higher his expectations of the franchise candidate. Finally, the
amount of entry rights has a significant and positive effect on the franchiser’s level of
expectations. And curiously, in the case of granting the franchisee exclusive territories, the
expectations are less demanding. Besides, as we have already shown in the survey for
franchise candidates, the means of communication used to recruit franchise candidates
appears to have no relationship to the franchisor’s level of expectations (cf. table 24).
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Expectations towards
franchise candidate
Activity sector (0=retail ; 1=service)
Age of network
Size of network
Diversity
Control
Size of development department
variables
Entry rights
Average investment
Duration of contract
Exclusive territories (0=no ; 1=yes)
Motivations Motivations related to human capital
for
Financial motivations
franchising Motivations related to business development
Information Use of offline communication
sources
Use of online communication
Goodwill
Capacities
Integrity
Criteria for
Previous experience
selecting
Organizational and managerial skills
candidate
Financial resources
Network mentality
Entrepreneurial mentality
Socio-demographic characteristics
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

B
0,077
0,002
0,000
0,001
-0,001
0,000
0,000
0,012
-0,130
0,033
-0,017
0,085
0,069
-0,028
0,001
-0,010
0,167
-0,027
-0,037
0,133
0,286
0,116
0,025
1,148

E. S.
0,058
0,002
0,000
0,001
0,008
0,000
0,000
0,016
0,078
0,044
0,033
0,044
0,051
0,042
0,059
0,053
0,071
0,049
0,041
0,048
0,064
0,065
0,024
0,305
9,357***
0,611
0,546

Sig
0,186
0,352
0,115
0,191
0,936
0,076
0,963
0,465
0,099
0,452
0,606
0,055
0,175
0,500
0,984
0,858
0,019
0,583
0,368
0,007
0,000
0,073
0,306
0,000

Table 24: Explanation of franchiser’s expectations towards franchise candidates
(Linear regression)
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4.2.3. Expectations towards franchise candidates and relationships with
franchisees
The outcome of the model is on one side, the link between the level of expectations
expressed towards franchise candidates, and on the other, the evaluation of the relationship
with franchisees. The results of the multiple regression analyses are presented in table 25. The
three indicators of the quality of the relationship with franchisees, that is, transparency,
conflict management and cooperation, are related significantly and positively with the
franchiser’s level of expectations. Among these, we can however notice that the explanatory
power of the model on transparency is the strongest (28,4%), and that of the model on conflict
management is the weakest (13,7%). Regarding the control variables, we observe the negative
effect of the age of the network on conflict management. It therefore seems that in this matter,
there is no effect of learning from experience. The amounts of the average investment, as well
as the allocation of exclusive territories, have a significant and positive impact on
franchisor/franchisee co-operation (cf. Table 25).

Expectations towards
franchise candidates

Relationships with
franchisees

Control variables: Activity sector, network age,
network size, diversity, number of people in the
development department, entry rights, average
investment, contract duration, territorial
exclusiveness clause.
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Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Transparency

Conflict management

Co-operation

B
-0,003

E. S.
0,073

Sig
0,968

B
-0,078

E. S.
0,104

Sig
0,455

B
-0,110

E. S.
0,091

Sig
0,230

0,002

0,002

0,474

-0,007

0,003

0,050

0,002

0,003

0,521

0,000

0,000

0,389

0,000

0,000

0,481

0,000

0,000

0,162

0,000

0,001

0,675

0,000

0,002

0,803

0,000

0,001

0,950

0,008

0,011

0,442

-0,019

0,015

0,211

0,001

0,013

0,933

0,000

0,000

0,898

0,000

0,000

0,994

0,000

0,000

0,619

0,000

0,000

0,181

0,000

0,000

0,107

0,000

0,000

0,033

-0,006

0,020

0,783

-0,003

0,028

0,916

-0,002

0,025

0,931

0,055

0,107

0,606

0,079

0,154

0,610

0,291

0,135

0,033

Expectations towards candidate

0,658

0,079

0,000

0,528

0,114

0,000

0,449

0,100

0,000

Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

1,489

0,395
7,771***

0,000

1,717

0,566
3,158***

0,003

1,954

0,497
4,274***

0,000

Activity sector (0=retail; 1=service)
Age of network
Size of network
Diversity
Size of development department
Entry rights
Average investment
Duration of contract
Exclusive territories (0=no ; 1=yes)

0,284

0,137

0,178

0,247

0,094

0,136

Table 25: Explanation of franchiser’s expectations
(Linear regression)

5. Discussion of results
5.1. Contributions to research
This research, commissioned by the Fédération Française de la Franchise contributes
to the literature on franchising and network development. Many authors have analyzed the
organizational forms used to expand networks, for example, multi-unit franchising, multiconcept franchising and hybrid forms. Certain authors have dealt with the international
development of networks. Others have examined the question of encroachment, opening units
close to existing ones. On the other hand, little research has dealt with the recruitment of
franchise candidates, the expectations of franchisors, their selection criteria etc. A paper was
recently published on one element of this recruitment: franchisors’ communication towards
franchise candidates. This was a case study about an American fast food network developing
on the French market (Perrigot et al., 2011).

5.2.1. Contributions to practice – What should be remembered …
The survey carried out with franchisors/network developers contributes certain
information that completes these we obtained through out survey with franchise candidates.
At the end of this third chapter, we can highlight the most significant managerial implications.
Firstly, we have highlighted three main categories of motivations franchisers have for
franchising: developing human capital, access to financial resources and business
development. Among these three categories, the strongest is nevertheless that regarding
developing human capital, whereas on the contrary motivation related to access to financial
resources seems to be the weakest. Overall, franchisers’/network developers’ main
motivations for expanding through franchising are to seek new entrepreneurial skills and
enrich their network’s human capital.
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Recappitulation off franchisorrs’ motivatio
ons for expaanding throuugh franchiising

Figurre 12: Recap
pitulation oof franchiserrs’ motivations for exppanding thro
ough
franch
hising
T
The secondd importantt point conncerns fran
nchisers’ usse of comm
municationss. Using
online ccommunicattions appearrs to be the preferred support
s
for informing
i
ffranchise caandidates
(score: 44.56 againsst 4.50 out of
o 5). This corresponds to the pro
ocedure usedd by the caandidates
themsellves, as we saw from our
o survey oof franchisee candidatess. Indeed, fr
franchise caandidates
use onliine informaation sourcees (score: 3 .70 out of 5) more thaan they do offline info
ormation
sources (score: 3.448 out of 5).. Here theree is a good match betw
ween on onee side, the means
m
of
communnication useed by francchisors towaards franch
hise candidaates, and onn the other, and the
informaation sourcees used by franchise ccandidates to
t select their future nnetwork. Reegarding
offline ccommunicaation, its use is differeentiated dep
pending on the networkk and relatees to the
communnication sttrategy sett up withhin each network to complem
ment theirr online
communnication. Neither of these types o f communiccation shou
uld be negleected, in as much as
they aree complemeentary.
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Figure 13: Summary of
o franchisoors’ commu
unication with franchisee candidatess

F
Finally, it appears
a
thatt the selectiion criteria that raise th
he highest eexpectation
ns on the
part of franchisers are the nettwork mentaality, goodw
will, integriity and finaancial resources. On
the conttrary, otherr criteria appear to be less importtant, or even unfavorabble, such ass having
previouus experiencce in the saame sector oor even hav
ving previous experiennce as a fraanchisee.
This shows that thhe essential characterisstics of the franchise relationship
r
p rely on th
he strong
« imprinnt » of francchisors on their franchiisees.
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Figuree 14: Selecttion criteriaa used by fraanchisors/neetwork deveelopers
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1. Introduction
Consumers use Internet more and more to obtain information about the products and
services offered by franchise networks, comparing, ordering and buying them etc. Similarly,
as we have seen in chapters 2 and 3, and as recorded in the verbatim below, franchise
candidates also use Internet more and more to get information about franchise networks
(network

characteristics,

conditions

of

membership,

etc.).

In

parallel

to

this,

franchisors/network developers are ever expanding their online communication. Internet has
thus become an essential element in the process of selecting a network (from the franchise
candidates’ viewpoint) and for recruiting franchise candidates (from the perspective of
franchisors and/or network developers).
“It’s true that today, Internet is also an opportunity. Because it gives us a lot of
information and people usually leave a few tracks, because if a franchisor wants to
expand, he has to be well known, so he has to communicate and effectively, today
you find them more and more on the web.”
(Franchise candidate #3)
“I don’t know, out of the 70 franchise contracts we have signed, there are 60 that
were contacts made through Internet, that’s it, because of a lot of Internet
contacts.”
(Founding franchisor, Personal services)
“The site is a good starting point because it gives you all the keys.”
(Developer, Hotel business)
“Yes yes, in my opinion, all the franchise networks will tell you the same thing, it’s
essential, to do research at the moment, that’s the only way.... if you look over a
few Internet sites, you do manage to get a reasonable idea of what franchising
means in France and that helps you go onto the foreign sites…”
(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
“I think it’s important and it will be more and more so. Especially, the better
known we are, the more important it gets obviously, people search and then they go
and see the site, so yes, and it’s an important angle.”
(Developer, Food business)
“After, what works best, I won’t try to hide it, it’s really our Internet site.”
(Development agent, Diverse other outlets)
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“I do 90% of my recruitment through our Internet site, franchise [X, I have 600
visits a month there. I get requests for information every day, requests that end up
with an application and I have about 2 or 3 applications that end up on y desk. 2 or
3 applications like that every week.”
(Developer, Food business)
“Directly on our Internet site because we are starting to be quite visible nationally,
and be recognized as quite a big network, direct requests, people who want to set
up, so then, either it goes somewhere or not, that we have to see...”
(Founding Franchisor, Personal services)

Franchisors’ Internet sites as a means of communicating with franchise candidates, have
to provide information that is essential to the candidate’s decision making (concept, entry
rights, royalties, training etc.) but also, such sites must provide more original information
(written or videoed interviews with the franchisor and a selection of franchisees already in
business, etc.).
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Research questions
In this chapter, we explore franchisors’ communication with franchise candidates on
their Internet sites, and more specifically, we examine the following questions:
-

Do franchisors use their Internet site in the context of the formation of the franchise
relationship? How do they use it?

-

What is the extent of this use by franchisors? What different ways do they use it?

-

What information do franchisors diffuse on their Internet site aimed at franchise
candidates?

-

How rich are franchisors’ Internet sites in terms of communication to franchise
candidates?

-

Does the richness of communication of franchisors’ Internet sites depend on their
networks’ characteristics (activity sector, age of network, size of network, percentage
of company owned units etc.)?
Chapter 4 is organized as follows: section two provides a brief literature review;

section 3 describes the research methodology and the results are presented in section 4.
Chapter 5 discusses the principal results.
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2. Brief literature review
According to the “Resource-Based View” (Barney, 1991; Wernelfelt, 1984), a
company is defined as a collection of resources (Barney, 1991; Foss, 1998; Penrose, 1959). A
company’s resources comprise all the assets, competences, organizational processes,
knowledge etc. that enable the company to design and carry out strategies that improve its
effectiveness and efficiency (Barney, 1991). In other words, by continuously acquiring and
developing tangible and intangible resources and distinctive competencies, a company can
create entry barriers and thus obtain a competitive advantage (Peteraf, 1993; Wernelfelt,
1984). Nevertheless, in order to maintain such a competitive advantage over time, the
resources must be precious, inimitable and non-substitutable (Barney, 1991). Besides, the
“Resource-Based View” considers that innovative strategies, for example franchisors’ Ebusiness strategy) depend to a large extent on existing resources; this means that a company
designs its strategy taking care to maintain a good fit between its internal resources and
external opportunities.
The “Resource-Based View” is particularly relevant when it comes to studying
franchisors’ strategies, because the intangible assets (brand, reputation, concept, know-how
and training) play a key role in franchising (see Mariz-Perez and Garcia-Alvarez, 2009 for an
application of the “Resource-Based View” to Spanish franchises internationalization
strategies). The “Resource-Based View” (Barney, 1991; Wernelfelt, 1984) can explain
franchisors’’ different strategies such as internationalization (Mariz-Perez and GarciaAlvarez, 2009), social-network based communication strategies (Perrigot et al., 2012), Ebusiness strategy (Perrigot and Pénard, forthcoming), etc. On the other hand, this theory has
not yet been used to study franchisors’ communication strategy towards franchise candidates.
The “Resource-Based View” can be used to study franchisors’ Internet communication
strategy aimed at franchise candidates. Indeed, this strategy requires technological,
organizational, human and financial resources to design, update and develop the website
and/or pages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates (examples: the time devoted to
resolving technical and marketing questions, recruiting employees with specific profiles,
regular follow up of requests for information, brochures, etc.). In return, this strategy used by
franchisors on Internet geared towards franchise candidates can reinforce the franchise
network’s competitive advantage (example: reducing other costs related to franchisors’
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communication to franchise candidates: sending our brochures by post etc. and the increased
growth of the number of retail or service outlets, etc.).
Besides, signal theory (Gallini et Lutz, 1992) can also be mentioned in the context of
the formation of the franchise relationship and franchisors’ use of Internet. Indeed, the
franchisor may influence the process of the formation of the franchise relationship by acting
on advertising, revealing key information, prospecting etc. (Michael, 2009). Signal theory
helps understand the type of information that should be diffused to franchise candidates in
order to attract them to the network. For example, the fact of having company owned
franchises in the network could be a signal sent to franchise candidates that will reassure them
of the personal and financial commitment of the franchisor in his/her business (Cliquet, 2002;
Perrigot and Herrbach, 2012). Briefly, we used “Resource-Based View” and signal theory as
theoretical frameworks for our empirical study.
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3. Research methodology
3.1. Data about franchise networks
The population studied comprises the 535 franchise networks in the directory «Toute
la franchise, les chiffres, les textes, les réseaux» published by the Fédération Française de la
Franchise (2012 edition), that have an Internet site operating during the period of observation
of Internet sites5, that is from Thursday 5 July 2012 and Friday 27 July 2012. This observation
was undertaken over a relatively short period (three weeks) in order to reduce the temporality
bias inherent to this type of study based on the observation of Internet sites.
The characteristics of the franchise networks studied are the following:
-

The age of the franchise network in years;

-

The size of the franchise network on the French market, including franchised and
company owned units;

-

The percentage of company owned units in the network on the French market;

-

The amount of entry rights in euros excluding tax;

-

The personal contribution in euros excluding tax;

-

The length of the franchise contract in years;

-

The franchise network activity sector (retailing = 0; services = 1);

-

The international dimension of the franchise network (no = 0; yes = 1);

-

Membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise (no = 0; yes = 1).

Regarding the characteristics of these networks, they average 12.84 years of
franchising. They comprise 83.40 units on the French market of which 33.94% are company
5

The franchise directory listed 540 networks. However, five of the franchisors’ Internet sites were unavailable
during the observation period.
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owned. The entry rights amount on average to 17 338.66 euros excluding tax. The average
length of the franchise contract is 6.15 years. Finally, 61% of franchisors do business in the
service sector, 44% of networks have an international dimension and 27% of networks are
members of the Fédération Française de la Franchise (cf. table 1).
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Variables

N

Min

Max

Average

Standard
deviation

1
1

2

3

4

1 Age of network

520

0

105

12,88

13,17

2 Size of network

444

0

1435

83,79

129,51

1 -0,01

443

0

100

33,79

28,98

1

4 Entry rights (in € excl. tax)

492

0

100000

5 Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)

358

0

600

74,42

80,62

6 Duration of franchise contract (years)

511

1

20

6,15

2,07

7 Industry (0 = retailing, 1 = services)

535

0

1

0,62

0,49

International dimension (0 = No, 1 =
Yes)

415

0

1

0,44

0,50

535

0

1

0,27

0,45

3

8

Percentage of company owned units in
network

9 Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)

5

0,28*** -0,02 -0,12***

6

0,19***

0,02

-0,07

0,08

0,01

-0,01

0,21***

-0,02

1

0,40***

0,31**

1

0,30***

17382,75 13886,27

Table 1: Characteristics of franchise networks – Descriptive statistics and correlations
Key: Pearson’s correlation; *: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%

1

3.2. Data about franchisors’ web pages and/or sites
In order to analyze franchisors’ communication to franchise candidates on their
Internet sites, we constructed an analysis grid. This was done in two stages: firstly, a literature
review on Internet, recruitment and franchising and secondly, a benchmarking of Internet sites
of franchisors from different activity sectors. Regarding the literature review, the analysis of
several research articles in the management disciplines of human resources management and
new technologies, provided us with the main categories of our analysis grid. The main article
is that by Cober et al. (2004). This enabled us to establish a first version of the observation
grid that we then completed using the works of Kim and O’Connor (2009), Lee (2005), Rao
and Frazer (2006), Shamina and Adams (2010), and Singh and Narang (2008).
We also benchmarked the Internet sites of a sample of French franchisors. This sample
covered different activity sectors: food businesses, personal equipment, household equipment,
various retailers, automobile services, construction, real estate and energy, hotels, bars,
themed and traditional restaurants, fast food, personal services, beauty and company services.
The sample also covered franchise networks that were heterogeneous in terms of size and age.
In all, we examined 66 franchisors’ Internet sites in detail.
Finally the observation grid is made up of 128 items6 divided as in the research of
Cober et al. (2004), into three main categories: form, content and functions. The form
category comprises 17 items. The content category comprises 85 items and the functions
category comprises 26 items (cf. Appendix 1). We adopted the following methodological
procedure for the detailed observation of franchisors’ Internet sites:
For each of the 535 franchise networks:

6

-

Enter the company name in the Google search engine;

-

Look at the results of the company’s Internet homepage;

One item corresponds to one element (example: presence or not of the company’s logo) (cf. Appendix 1).
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-

See if the company’s homepage mentions an Internet site devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates (for example, in vertical and/or horizontal tabs, links, site plan
etc.);

-

if no special Internet site devoted to recruiting franchise candidates is found on the
company’s homepage, search Google again, this time using the following keywords:
«company name» + franchise + recruitment;

-

At this stage, consider the three following possibilities:
-

There is an Internet site devoted to recruiting franchise candidates: we
therefore observe this site;

-

There is no Internet site devoted to recruiting franchise candidates, but pages
devoted to this are presented on the company homepage: we therefore observe
these pages;

-

There is no Internet site devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and no
pages devoted to this are presented on the company homepage: no observation
is therefore carried in so far as the franchisor does not communicate
specifically with franchise candidates on his/her Internet site;

-

Look on the pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates for
information (or lack of it) regarding the 128 listed items

-

For each item, note the value 0 when the franchisor gives no information on the item
in question and the value 1 when information is given.
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4. Results
4.1. Extent of Internet use by franchisors specifically for recruiting
franchise candidates: special web pages and/or websites and characteristics
of franchise networks
4.1.1. Overall view
The quantitative study showed that 85.61% of franchisors use Internet to recruit new
franchisees. More specifically, 65.05% of franchisors have pages devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates on their virtual storefront. In addition, 20.56% of franchisors have a
special website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates (cf. figure 1). The franchisors
and/or network developers interviewed underlined this distinction between pages and/or sites
during the interviews, as stressed in the verbatim below.
“Yes, we have a part for recruiting franchisees where it’s really described, we
describe the length of service and the beginning and then what to do to join the
network.”
(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“In terms of communication, we have a special franchisee site.”
(CEO Construction, real estate and energy)
“There’s the message that we target to future franchisees, by the way, for this, we
really made a second website, well, an extension of the website because we had the
[X] site that showed up all the destinations, online reservations etc. And then
because of the growing demand of all these people who wanted to know a bit more
about how to join the team, we made a part of the site devoted to development and
that gives all sorts of information about what we do, how we do it, who with, what
our expectations are etc. So there are two distinct parts and the messages are not
the same.”
(Developer, Hotel business)
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4.1.2. A focus on webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
4.1.2.1. Dedicate webpages and network characteristics – Bivariate analyses
Franchises with webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on virtual
storefronts are significantly more recent (11.96 years) than those without such pages (14,62
years). They also ask for significantly higher entry rights (18 167.27 euros excl. tax) than
those without such pages (15 802.59 euros excl. tax). On the other hand, there are no
significant differences in terms of network size, percentage of company owned units, personal
contribution and duration of franchise contract between franchisors with pages devoted to
recruiting candidates on their virtual storefront and those without such pages. (cf. table 2).

Variables
Age of network**
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in
network
Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax)*
Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)
Duration of franchise contract (in years)

Dedicated pages: NO Dedicated pages: YES
14,62 (15,78)
N = 177
88,70 (128,03)
N = 156
36,75 (31,26)
N = 155
15802,59 (13348,91)
N = 159
68,47 (65,08)
N = 103
6,16 (1,96)
N = 169

11,96 (11,53)
N=343
81,15 (130,44)
N = 288
32,36 (27,75)
N = 288
18167,27 (14096,77)
N = 333
76,86 (86,10)
N = 255
6,14 (2,12)
N = 342

Table 2: Presence or not of webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on
franchisors’ Website homepage and network characteristics
(t-tests)
Key: The values of the standard deviations are shown in brackets
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%

Franchisors whose business is in the services sector have a significantly higher
tendency to have pages dedicated to recruiting franchise candidates on their virtual storefront
than franchisors whose activity is in retailing. The franchisors members of the Fédération
Française de la Franchise tend significantly less to have webpages devoted to recruiting
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franchise on their virtual storefront than franchisors who are not members. Besides, there are
no significant relationships between the international dimension of the network and the
presence of pages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on the franchisors’ virtual
storefront (cf. Table 3).

Variables
Retailing
Services

Dedicated pages - NO
observed: 88
[expected: 72.00]
observed: 98
[expected: 114.00]

Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)
Only national
International

observed: 77
[expected: 83.10]
observed: 71
[expected: 64.90]

Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)
Non member of FFF
Member of FFF
Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)

observed: 124
[expected: 134.90]
observed: 62
[expected: 51.10]

Dedicated pages - YES
observed: 119
[expected: 135.00]
observed: 230
[expected: 214.00]
8.932 (0.003)
observed: 156
[expected: 149.90]
observed: 111
[expected: 117.10]
1.584 (0.208)
observed: 264
[expected: 253.01]
observed: 85
[expected: 95.90]
4.908 (0.027)

Table 3: Presence or not of pages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on franchisors’
virtual storefront and network characteristics
(Chi-2)

Table 4 and figure 2 show the numbers of franchisors with or without webpages
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on their virtual storefront. Disparities in the
presence or not of such pages can be observed in terms of detailed activity sectors, notably in
sectors of diverse businesses, the hotel and restaurant business, personal services, beauty and
company services.
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Dedicated pagess: NO
Food business
Personnal goods
Houseehold goodss
Diverrse other stoores
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d energy
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Personnal servicess
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Comppany servicees

26
34
14
14
12
21
29
17
13
6

Dedicated
pages:YE
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35
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36
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49
41
18
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4.1.2.2. Dedicated webpages and network characteristics – multivariate analyses
The model of logistic regression presented in table 5 explains the presence or not of
webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on franchisors’ virtual storefronts by the
characteristics of the franchise networks. It is statistically satisfactory (70.9% of networks are
correctly ranked, R² from 6 to 8.5%). All other things being equal, the percentage of company
owned units in a network influences significantly and negatively the presence of webpages
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on the franchisors’ virtual storefront. In other
words, the higher the percentage of company owned units in the network, the less franchisors
tend to have webpages devoted to recruiting candidates on their virtual storefront. Moreover,
all other things being equal, the personal contribution influences significantly and positively
the presence of webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on franchisors’ virtual
storefronts. In other words, the higher the personal contribution required of the franchisee, the
more franchisors tend to have webpages devoted to recruiting candidates on their virtual
storefront.

Age of network
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in the network
Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax)
Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)
Duration of contract (in years)
Industry (0 = retailing, 1 = services)
International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Constant
R² Cox and Snell
R² Nagelkerke
Hosmer and Lemeshow test
Correctly ranked
Chi-2
N

Y = Presence of webpages devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates
on franchisors’ virtual storefront
A
E.S.
Sig
- 0,017
0,013
0,170
- 0,001
0,002
0,594
- 0,012
0,006
0,034
0,000
0,000
0,324
0,010
0,003
0,004
- 0,119
0,084
0,158
0,304
0,325
0,349
- 0,070
0,316
0,824
-0,574
0,368
0,119
1,819
0,603
0,003
6,0%
8,5%
5,657 (0,686)
70,9%
16,394 (0.059)
265

Table 5: Explanation of the presence of webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
on franchisors’ virtual storefront
(Logistic regression)
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4.1.3. A focus on websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
4.1.3.1. Dedicated websites and network characteristics – Bivariate analyses
Networks with a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates are significantly
larger (118.82 units) than those without such websites (74.53 units). Moreover, franchisors
with websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates have a significantly lower percentage
of company owned units in their network (23.61%) than do franchisors with no such
webpages (36.63%). Besides, franchisors with a website devoted to recruiting candidates offer
significantly longer franchise contracts (6.52 years) than those without such websites (6.05
years). On the other hand, there are no significant differences in terms of network age, amount
of entry rights and personal contribution between franchisors with a website devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates and those without such sites (cf. table 6).

Variables
Age of network
Size of network ***
Percentage of company owned units in network
***
Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax )
Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)
Duration of franchise contract (years)**

Dedicated website:
NO
12,82 (13,71)
N = 410
74,53 (124,04)
N = 351
36,63 (29,22)
N = 350
17526,33 (14415,27)
N = 395
75,06 (80,79)
N = 287
6,05 (2,13)
N = 406

Dedicated website:
YES
13,01 (11,01)
N=110
118,82 (143,73)
N = 93
23,61 (26,16)
N = 93
16901,15 (11559,31)
N = 97
71,96 (80,44)
N = 71
6,52 (1,76)
N = 105

Table 6: Existence (or not) of website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and network
characteristics
(t-tests)
Key: the values of the standard deviations are shown in brackets.
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%
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Franchisors who are members of the Fédération Française de la Franchise have a
significantly higher tendency to have a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates than
non-members. Besides, there are not significant relationships between the activity sector
(respectively the international dimension of the network) and the existence or not of a website
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates (cf. Table 7).

Variables

Dedicated website: NO
observed: 164
[expected: 164.40]
observed: 261
[expected: 260.60]

Retailing
Services
Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)

observed: 187
[expected: 185.30]
observed: 143
[expected: 144.70]

National only
International
Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)
Non member of FFF
Member of FFF

observed: 331
[expected: 308.20]
observed: 94
[expected: 116.80]

Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)

Dedicated website:
YES
observed: 43
[expected: 42.60]
observed: 67
[expected: 67.40]
0.01 (0.92)
observed: 46
[expected: 47.70]
observed: 39
[expected: 37.30]
0.178 (0.67)
observed: 57
[expected: 79.80]
observed:53
[expected: 30.20]
29.79 (0.00)

Table 7: Existence or not of websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and network
characteristics
(Chi-2)

Table 8 and figure 3 show the numbers of franchisors with or without a website
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. Disparities in terms of the existence or not of such
a website are to be noted according to detailed activity sectors.
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Food business
Personnal goods
Houseehold goodss
Diverrse other stoores
Autom
mobile serviices
Consttruction, reaal estate and
d energy
Hotels and restauurant
Personnal servicess
Beautty
Comppany servicees

Ded
dicated website:
NO
30
59
35
40
24
40
76
55
47
19

Deedicated weebsite:
YES
17
10
6
10
9
15
20
11
7
5
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4.1.3.2. Dedicated websites and network characteristics – Multivariate analyses
The model of logistic regression presented in table 9 explains the existence or not of a
website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates by the network characteristics. It is
statistically satisfactory (78.9% of networks ranked correctly, R² of 8.2 to 12.8%). All other
things being equal, the duration of the franchise contract as well as the fact of being a member
of the Fédération Française de la Franchise, influence significantly and positively the
existence of a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. In other words, the longer
the contract, the ore the franchisor is likely to have a website devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates. Besides, members of the Fédération Française de la Franchise are more likely to
have a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates than networks that are not members.

Age of network
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in
network
Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax)
Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)
Duration of contract (in years)
Industry (0 = retailing, 1 = services)
International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Constant
R² Cox and Snell
R² Nagelkerke
Hosmer and Lemeshow test
Correctly ranked
Chi-2
N

Y = Existence of website devoted to
recruiting candidates
A
E.S.
Sig
- 0,008
0,018
0,652
0,003
0,002
0,111
- 0,009

0,007

0,201

0,000
- 0,006
0,172
- 0,103
- 0,228
0,872
- 2,238

0,000
0,004
0,094
0,378
0,370
0,397
0,690
8,2%
12,8%
7,164 (0,519)
78,9%
22,548 (0,007)
265

0,554
0,142
0,067
0,784
0,538
0,028
0,001

Table 9: Explanation of the existence of a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
(Logistic regression)
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4.2. Richness of information on the webpages and/or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates: form, content and functions, and franchise
network characteristics
4.2.1. Description of the population under study
The presence of franchisors on Internet is an important element of communication to
franchise candidates, but it is not enough. It is also necessary to offer webpages and/or
websites that are rich in terms of information as the verbatim below illustrate.
“Yes, it’s very thorough; it’s where we explain our origins, our values and
obviously our job. The first items are I’d say, financial then we have a specific tab:
is this job made for you? Then we have franchisees who give their accounts and
there it is. Effectively, the idea of having a site with a lot of information is to avoid
having candidates who finally come for information, they would be far from the
point and wouldn’t know what they have to do, either from the budget point of view
or obviously from the point of view of the job and the relationship etc.”
(CEO Construction, real estate and energy)

The results presented in this section 4.2. concern the population of the 455 franchise
networks (out of the 535 initial respondents) with either webpages devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates, or a dedicated website for recruiting franchise candidates. The franchise
networks of the population studied have been in their franchise businesses for an average of
12.17 years. They possess 90.77 units on the French market. The percentage of company
owned units in these networks is on average 30.42%. The average entry rights amount to
17 747.34 euros excluding tax, and the personal contribution is 73490 euros excluding tax.
The franchise contract has an average duration of 6.22 years. Finally, 65% of franchisors
operate their business in the service sector; 43% of networks have an international dimension
and 30% of the networks are members of the Fédération Française de la Franchise (cf. table
10).
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N

Min

Max

Average

Standard
deviation

Age of network

449

0

61

12,17

11,42

Size of network

378

0

1435

90,77

135,02

Percentage of company owned units in
the network

378

0

100

30,42

27,61

Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax)

427

0

100000

17747,34

13463,40

Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)

322

0

600

73,49

79,90

Duration of contract (in years)

443

2

20

6,22

2,05

Industry (0 = retailing, 1 = services)

455

0

1

0,65

0,48

International dimension (0 = No, 1 =
Yes)

349

0

1

0,43

0,50

Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)

455

0

1

0,30

0,46

Variables

Table 10: Characteristics of franchise networks with either webpages or a website devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates

4.2.2. Richness of webpages/Internet sites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates and network characteristics
4.2.2.1. Overall richness
4.2.2.1.1. Overall richness: general remarks
Overall, franchisors mention an average of 26,47 items concerning the recruitment of
franchise candidates out of the 128 possible items identified in our observation grid with a
minimum of one item for certain franchisors and a maximum of 65 items for the most
“efficient” of them. The standard deviation is relatively large, (12.89 items), which underlines
the disparity of practices among franchisors.
4.2.2.1.2. Overall richness and network characteristics: bivariate analyses
There are significant correlations between the overall richness of the webpages and/or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the age of the franchise network
(correlation coef. = 0.14; sig < 0.01), its size (correlation coef. = 0.23; sig < 0.01), the
percentage of company owned units in the network (correlation coef. = - 0.15; sig < 0.01), the
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amount of entry rights (correlation coef. = 0.10; sig < 0.05), the personal contribution
(correlation coef. = 0.10; sig < 0.10) and the duration of the franchise contract (correlation
coef. = 0.16; sig < 0.01). These correlations are significant and positive except for that
regarding the percentage of company owned units in the network which is significant but
negative. More specifically, the older the franchise network (respectively, the larger it is, the
higher the entry rights, the higher the personal contribution and the longer the contract), the
richer the franchisor’s communication on the webpages and/or website is in information
overall. On the other hand, the higher the percentage of company owned units in the network,
the poorer the franchisor’s communication on webpages and/or Website is in information
overall.
There are significant differences of averages between the overall richness of these
webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the international
dimension as well as membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise (cf. table 11).
More precisely, networks with an international dimension have webpages and/or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates that are globally richer than those of franchisors
only present on the French national market. Networks that are members of the Fédération
Française de la Franchise have webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates that are globally richer than networks that are not members.

Sector

International Dimension **

Member of FFF***

Retailing

Services

National only

International

NO

YES

25,98
(13,02)
N = 161

26,73 (12,83)
N=294

25,57 (12,54)
N = 200

28,99 (13,67)
N=149

23,41 (11,21)
N = 319

33,64 (13,75)
N=136

Table 11: Comparison of averages – overall richness of webpages/website devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates and characteristics of franchise networks
(t-tests)
Key: The values of the standard deviations are in brackets.
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%
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4.2.2.1.3. Overall richness and network characteristics: multivariate analyses
The model of linear regression whose results are presented in table 12 explain the
overall richness of webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
through the characteristics of the franchise networks. The model is statistically satisfactory
(R² = 18.8%7). Firstly, all other things being equal, the size of the franchise network
influences significantly and positively the global richness of the webpages and/or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. In other words, the larger the network, the richer in
information the webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
Secondly all other things being equal, the percentage of company owned units in the network
influences significantly and negatively the richness of the webpages and/or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates. In other words, the higher the percentage of company
owned units in the network, the poorer in information the webpages and/or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates. Thirdly, all other things being equal, the amount of entry
rights influences significantly and positively the richness of the webpages and/or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. In other words, the higher the entry rights, the
richer in information the webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
Y = Overall richness of webpages/websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
Age of network
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in network
Amount of entry rights
Personal contribution
Duration of contract
Sector (0 = retailing, 1 = services)
International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

B
0,077
0,029
- 0,064
0,000
- 0,004
0,534
0,997
- 0,326
3,259
17,407

E. S.
0,084
0,010
0,031
0,000
0,013
0,452
1,780
1,710
2,024
3,187
5,854***
18,8
15,6

Sig.
0,357
0,005
0,042
0,004
0,767
0,239
0,576
0,849
0,109
0,000

Table 12: Explanation of overall richness of webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates
(Linear regression)
7

The R² represents the explanatory power of the linear regression model. Theoretically, it may vary from 0%
(the independent variables explain nothing about the observed phenomenon) to 100% (they completely explain
the dependent variable). Although the so called “hard” sciences have severe requirements in this respect, the
complexity of the phenomena studied mean that it is rare in social sciences to reach high R² values. Indeed it is
rate to attain over 30 % and certain R² in published research hardly reach beyond 5%.
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4.2.2.2. Richness in terms of form
4.2.2.2.1. Richness in terms of form: general remarks
In terms of form (cf. table 13), franchisors mention on average 5,01 items concerning
the recruitment of franchise candidates out of the 17 possible items listed in our observation
grid, with a minimum of one item for certain franchisors and a maximum of 11 items for the
most “efficient” among them. The standard deviation is relatively large (2.22 items), which
underlines a disparity of practices among franchisors. The sub categories photos/images and
identification of the network (logo, slogan, labels and awards, etc.) are the richest in terms of
information, whereas the sub category multimédia (videos, sound, etc.) is the least rich.

Category

Form

Sub-category
Total
Site design
Identification
Multimedia
Photos/images

N

Min

Max

Average

Standa
rd
deviati
on

455
455
455
455
455

0
0
0
0
0

11
4
4
3
5

5,01
1,06
1,72
0,37
1,86

2,22
0,89
0,68
0,59
1,46

Number of
items in
observation
grid
17
4
4
4
5

Table 13: Richness in terms of form – descriptive statistics

Table 14 shows the percentage of franchisors who have each of the items related to
form on their webpages and/or website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. Regarding
site design, less than one franchisor in two (43.7%) has any animation on their webpages
and/or website. Fewer than one out of five (18.9%) has a search bar on their pages and/or
sites.
Regarding network identification, almost all franchisors (97.8%) show their logo on
their pages and/or sites, but only about half the franchisors (56.3%) display their slogan.
Regarding multimedia, only about a quarter of franchisors (26,4%) propose videos on
their webpages and/or websites devoted to franchise candidates, although such videos make
these pages and/or sites attractive, as shown by the verbatim below.
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“At the beginning of this week, it was interesting how it was organized, its a team
that organizes webinars. That means that the network can present their network for
a whole hour by webcam, you see the future participants and then the host, who in
this case was the network developer. And after this first presentation, you know
what you think and if you want to go further or not. Yes, I think it’s.... It must be
very good for the network because as for me, that session, I think there were about
fifteen of us, so if they manage to contact fifteen potential franchisees. It’s
interesting for the future franchisees because it saves time looking for information
and it means you don’t have to travel.”
(Franchise candidate #1)
“Or on our website we have little things on the franchisees in the network and even
videos about the brand. I think they like that.”
(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)

Regarding photos/images, about half of the franchisors display photos of points of sale
or service units (51.4%), people (49.50%) and products (44.60%).

Category
Form
453 (2)

Sub-category
Site Design
320 (135)

Identification
446 (9)

Multimedia
143 (312)

Photos-images
350 (105)

Item
Font color
Background color
Animation
Search bar
Logo
Slogan
Labels
Awards
Background music
Audio
Video
Virtual visit
People
Diversity
Products
Points of sale/service
units
Graphics

Present(not
present) in
numbers

Present(no
t present)
in%

71 (384)
125 (330)
199 (256)
86 (369)
445 (10)
256 (199)
30 (425)
53 (402)
20 (435)
13 (442)
120 (335)
16 (439)
225 (230)
130 (325)
203 (252)

15,6 (84,4)
27,5 (72,5)
43,7 (56,3)
18,9 (81,1)
97,8 (2,2)
56,3 (43,7)
6,6 (93,4)
11,6 (88,4)
4,4 (95,6)
2,9 (97,1)
26,4 (73,6)
3,5 (96,5)
49,5 (50,5)
28,6 (71,4)
44,6 (55,4)

234 (221)

51,4 (48,6)

55 (400)

12,1 (87,9)

Table14: Frequency of items in the category form on the sites/webpages devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates
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4.2.2.2.2. Richness in terms of form and characteristics: bivariate analyses
There are significant correlations between the richness in terms of form of pages
and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the age of the network
(correlation coef. = 0.10; sig < 0.05), its size (correlation coef. = 0.14; sig < 0.01) and the
length of the franchise contract (correlation coef. = 0.18; sig < 0.01). In other words, the older
the franchise network (respectively, the larger it is and the longer the franchise contract), the
richer the franchisor’s communication on webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates will be in terms of form.
There are significant differences in the averages between the richness of form of pages
and /or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the international dimension of
the network, as well as the membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise. More
precisely, networks with an international dimension have pages and/or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates that are richer in terms of form than those networks that are
only present on the French national market. The networks that are members of the Fédération
Française de la Franchise have pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates that are richer in terms of form than those of networks that are not members (cf.
table 15).

Sector

International dimension **

Member of FFF***

Retailing

Services

National only

International

NO

YES

4,86
(2,30)
N = 161

5,10 (2,18)
N = 294

4,86 (2,14)
N = 200

5,38 (2,35)
N = 149

4,62 (2,05)
N = 319

5,94 (2,34)
N = 136

Table 15: Comparison of averages – richness in terms of form
Of pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and characteristics of
franchise networks
(t-tests)
Key: The values of the standard deviations are in brackets
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%
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4.2.2.2.3. Richness in terms of form and network characteristics: multivariate analyses
The model of linear regression whose results are shown in table 16 explains the
richness in terms of form of the pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates through network characteristics. It is statistically satisfactory (R² = 8%). Firstly, all
other things being equal the size of the franchise network influences significantly and
positively the richness of t the pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates in terms of form. In other words, the larger the network, the richer the pages and/or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates is in terms of form. Secondly, all other
things being equal, the amount of the entry rights influences significantly and positively the
richness of the pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates in terms of
form. In other words, the higher the entry rights, the richer the pages and/or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates are in terms of form.

Y = Richness in terms of form of pages
and/or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates
Age of network
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in
network
Amount of entry rights
Personal contribution
Duration of contract
Sector (0 = retailing, 1 = services)
International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

B

E. S.

Sig.

-0,004
0,003
0,000

0,015
0,002
0,006

0,783
0,099
0,965

0,000
- 0,003
0,082
0,201
0,153
0,489
3,694

0,000
0,002
0,082
0,324
0,311
0,368
0,580
2,182**
0,080
0,043

0,032
0,224
0,320
0,535
0,622
0,186
0,000

Table 16: Explanation of richness in terms of form of pages/websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates
(Linear regression)
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4.2.2.3. Richness in terms of content
4.2.2.3.1. Richness in terms of content: general remarks
In terms of content (cf. table 17), franchisors mention on average 16.56 items
concerning recruitment of franchise candidates out of the 85 possible items listed in our
observation grid, with a minimum of zero items for certain franchisors and a maximum of 48
items for the most «efficient» among them. The standard deviation is relatively large (10.54
items), which underlines the disparity of practices among franchisors. The sub-categories
strategic vision, financial obligations, services, support and guidance and premises are the
richest in terms of information whereas the sub-categories communication and outside help
are the poorest in terms of information.

Category

Sub-category

Total
Presentation of the
company
Strategic vision
Presentation of the
franchise and of network
characteristics
Franchise contract
CONTENT Financial obligations
Premises
Profitability and benefits
Services, supports and
guidance
Communication
Promotion
Outside help
Candidate profile

Standa
rd
Avera
deviati
ge
on

N

Min

Max

455

0

48

16,56

10,54

455

0

8

1,95

2,05

455

0

8

2,16

1,83

455

0

6

1,31

1,39

455
455
455
455

0
0
0
0

4
6
3
4

0,54
1,74
1,11
0,53

0,83
2,10
1,32
0,81

455

0

15

4,27

3,25

455
455
455
455

0
0
0
0

2
7
4
3

0,28
1,78
0,22
0,67

0,49
1,50
0,63
0,69

Number of
items in the
observation
grid
85
9
8
6

4
6
3
5
17
3
10
10
4

Table 17: Richness in terms of content – descriptive statistics
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Table 18 shows the percentage of franchisors that have each of these content items on
their pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
-

Concerning the presentation of the company, fewer than half the franchisors (41.5%)
indicate the year the company was created. Few networks mention their history on
their website (15.4%). Less than one franchisor in five (18.7%) gives information
about the network’s culture, values and philosophy.

-

As for strategic vision, over half of the franchisors (56%) explain their concept. On
the other hand, less than one third of franchisors (31.9%) define their vision and
strategy.

-

Regarding the presentation of the franchise, less than one franchisor in two (40.7%)
indicates the number of franchised units within the network. And only about one
franchisor in ten (11.4%) mentions the history of the network.

-

Regarding the contract, a quarter of the franchisors (24.6%) specify the duration of the
franchise contract.

-

Regarding financial obligations, about a third of franchisors give the amount of the
entry rights (37.4%), royalties (35.2%), personal contribution (33.8%) and investment
(30.5%).

-

Regarding premises, about a third of franchisors (33.8%) indicate the surface area of
the points of sale/service units.

-

Regarding benefits and profitability, under one third of franchisors (28.4%) refer to
the benefits of being franchised in “non-numerical” terms (examples: capitalization,
working for oneself etc.).

-

Regarding services supports and guidance, about half of the franchisors give
information on initial training (52.5%), publicity and promotion (45.9%) and help
from a facilitator (42.4%).
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-

Regarding communication, less than one franchisor in five (18.2%) displays press
articles. However, the qualitative analysis showed the importance of this item, the
press lending credibility to the franchisor’s discourse:
“I saw articles just by going on their site. On their site because I didn’t look at the
specialized magazines, because I had no subscription to those specialized
magazines where you find adverts on... […]. On the other hand, as soon as they
are the subject of a press article, obviously, they put them online on their site and
they’re right because that way it sort of makes their communication credible and
the information you find on them. It’s always good the things they say about the
group’s development…”
(Recent franchisee [currently opening], Food business)

-

Regarding promotion, over half of franchisors (55.2%) give some sort of answer to the
question “why join us?” Fewer that one franchisor in ten (9.5%) offers videos of
franchisees’ testimonials in the form of videos.

-

Regarding outside help – such as selling guides on franchising, information on dates
of franchising trade fairs etc. – few franchisors provide information in this subcategory.

-

Regarding the candidate profile, half of the franchisors (52.3%) provide information
on the profile and experience they are looking for.
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Category
Content
434 (21)

190

Sub-category

Item

General
Success Story
Year of company creation
Presentation of
Company history
the company
Company Mission
307 (148)
Culture, values, philosophy
Introduction to director
Director’s welcome
Products and services
Concept
Savoir-faire
Strengths
Strategic vision
Success figures
346 (109)
Vision and strategy
Markets
Financial performance
Group
Franchise
Presentation of
Year of franchising
the franchise and Network history
Number of franchised units
network
Number of company owned
characteristics
287 (168)
units
Group names
Duration of contract
Franchise contract Contract renewal
165 (290)
Types of contract
Obligations of contract
Entry rights
Royalties
Financial
Advertising costs
obligations
Other costs
223 (232)
Personal contribution
Investment
Store/home
Localization
Surface area
213 (242)
Type of location
Benefits
Earnings
Profitability
Figures
163 (292)
Evolution
Employees
Services, supports OSEO
and guidance
Banks

Present(no
t present)
in
numbers

Present(not
present)
in%

137 (318)
79 (376)
189 (266)
70 (385)
58 (397)
85 (370)
98 (357)
66 (389)
107 (348)
255 (200)
86 (369)
109 (346)
99 (356)
145 (310)
129 (326)
80 (375)
81 (374)
128 (327)
101 (354)
52 (403)
185 (270)

30,1 (69,9)
17,4 (82,6)
41,5 (58,5)
15,4 (84,6)
12,7 (87,3)
18,7 (81,3)
21,5 (78,5)
14,5 (85,5)
23,5 (76,5)
56 (44)
18,9 (81,1)
24 (76)
21,8 (78,2)
31,9 (68,1)
28,4 (71,6)
17,6 (82,4)
17,8 (82,2)
28,1 (71,9)
22,2 (77,8)
11,4 (88,6)
40,7 (59,3)

75 (380)

16,5 (83,5)

55 (400)
112 (343)
19 (436)
43 (412)
71 (384)
170 (285)
160 (295)
108 (347)
60 (395)
154 (301)
139 (316)
194 (261)
154 (301)
158 (297)
129 (326)
32 (423)
8 (447)
30 (425)
42 (413)
5 (450)
61 (394)

12,1 (87,9)
24,6 (75,4)
4,2 (95,8)
9,5 (90,5)
15,6 (84,4)
37,4 (62,6)
35,2 (64,8)
23,7 (76,3)
13,2 (86,8)
33,8 (66,2)
30,5 (69,5)
42,6 (57,4)
33,8 (66,2)
34,7 (65,3)
28,4 (71,6)
7 (93)
1,8 (98,2)
6,6 (93,4)
9,2 (90,8)
1,1 (98,9)
13,4 (86,6)
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360 (95)

Communication
119 (336)

Promotion
360 (95)

Outside help
67 (388)

Candidate Profile
251 (204)

Initial training
Continuous training
Training school
Help with opening
Help from facilitator
Marketing
Advertising and promotion
Purchasing
Sales
Human resources
IT
Internet-E-commerce- ITC
Back Office
Intranet
Employee training
Press
Tab on diversity
Service to community
Succeed
Franchise slogan
Why join us?
FFF logo
Recent openings
Available towns
Units for sale
Best franchisor profile (star)
Franchisees’ written
testimonies
Franchisees’ video testimonies
Calendars
Franchise Expo Paris
Other franchise fairs
Trade fairs in activity sector
Other trade fairs
“Entrepreneurs week”
Events
How to become a franchisee?
Questionnaire
Sale of guidebooks
Profile and experience
Selection Process
Description of workplace
Day in the life of a franchisee

239 (216)
109 (346)
50 (405)
147 (308)
193 (262)
152 (303)
209 (246)
183 (272)
105 (350)
71 (384)
120 (335)
83 (372)
82 (373)
56 (399)
78 (377)
83 (372)
0 (455)
45 (410)
99 (356)
116 (339)
251 (204)
52 (403)
84 (371)
60 (395)
13 (442)
2 (453)

52,5 (47,5)
24 (76)
11 (89)
32,3 (67,7)
42,4 (57,6)
33,4 (66,6)
45,9 (54,1)
40,2 (59,8)
23,1 (76,9)
15,6 (84,4)
26,4 (73,6)
18,2 (81,8)
18 (82)
12,3 (87,7)
17,1 (82,9)
18,2 (81,8)
0 (100)
9,9 (90,1)
21,8 (78,2)
25,5 (74,5)
55,2 (44,8)
11,4 (88,6)
18,5 (81,5)
13,2 (86,8)
2,9 (97,1)
0,4 (99,6)

88 (367)

19,3 (80,7)

43 (412)
8 (447)
40 (415)
5 (450)
5 (450)
16 (439)
0 (455)
7 (448)
5 (450)
15 (440)
1 (454)
238 (217)
60 (395)
2 (453)
4 (451)

9,5 (90,5)
1,8 (98,2)
8,8 (91,2)
1,1 (98,9)
1,1 (98,9)
3,5 (96,5)
0 (100)
1,5 (98,5)
1,1 (98,9)
3,3 (96,7)
0,2 (99,8)
52,3 (47,7)
13,2 (86,8)
0,4 (99,6)
0,9 (99,1)

Table 18: Frequency of items in the category content on the site and/or webpages devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates
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4.2.2.3.2. Richness in terms of content and network characteristics: bivariate analyses
There are significant correlations between the richness in terms of content of pages
and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the age of the franchise
network (correlation coef. = 0.14; sig < 0.01), its size (correlation coef. = 0.24; sig < 0.01),
the percentage of company owned units in the network (correlation coef. = - 0.15; sig < 0.01),
the amount of the entry rights (correlation coef. = 0.09; sig < 0.10) and the duration of the
franchise contract (correlation coef. = 0.14; sig < 0.01). These correlations are significant and
positive, except that concerning the percentage of company owned units in the network,
which is significant, but negative. More precisely, the older the franchise network
(respectively, the larger it is, the higher the entry rights and the longer the franchise contract)
the richer the franchisor’s communication in terms of content on the dedicated site and/or
webpages. The higher the percentage of company owned units in the network the poorer the
franchisor’s communication on dedicated pages and/or websites in terms of content.
There are significant average differences between the richness of content of pages
and/or websites dedicated to recruiting franchise candidates and the international dimension
of the network as well as the membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise. More
precisely, networks with an international dimension have pages and/or websites dedicated to
recruiting franchise candidates that are richer in terms of content than networks that are only
present on the French national market. Networks that are members of the Fédération
Française de la Franchise have pages and/or websites dedicated to recruiting franchise
candidates that are richer in terms of content than those that are not members (cf. table 19).

Sector

International dimension **

Member of FFF***

Retailing

Services

National only

International

NO

YES

16,46
(10,74)
N = 161

16,62 (10,44)
N = 294

15,92 (10,42)
N = 200

18,42 (10,77)
N = 294

14,11 (9,17)
N = 319

22,32 (11,31)
N = 136

Table 19: Comparison of averages – richness in terms of content
Of pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and franchise network
characteristics
(t-tests)
Key: The values of the standard deviations are in brackets.
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%
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4.2.2.3.3. Richness in terms of content and network characteristics: multivariate analyses
The linear regression model whose results are presented in table 20 explain the
richness in terms of content of the pages and/or websites devoted to franchise candidates
through the characteristics of the franchise network. It is statistically satisfactory (R² =
19.3%). Firstly, all other things being equal, the size of the franchise network influences
significantly and positively richness in terms of content of the pages and/or websites devoted
to franchise candidates. In other words, the larger the network, the richer in content the pages
and/or websites devoted to franchise candidates. Secondly, all other things being equal, the
percentage of company owned units in the network influences significantly and negatively the
richness in terms of content of the pages and/or websites devoted to franchise candidates. In
other words, the higher the percentage of company owned units in the network, the poorer in
content the pages and/or websites devoted to franchise candidates. Thirdly, all other things
being equal, the amount of the entry rights influences significantly and positively the richness
in content of the pages and/or websites devoted to franchise candidates. In other words, the
higher the entry rights the richer in content the pages and/or websites devoted to franchise
candidates.
Y = Richness in terms of content of
pages and/or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates
Age of network
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in
network
Amount of entry rights
Personal contribution
Duration of contract
Sector (0 = retailing, 1 = services)
International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 =Yes)
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

B

E. S.

Sig.

0,092
0,024
-0,058

0,067
0,008
0,025

0,174
0,003
0,024

0,000
-0,002
0,475
0,433
-0,705
2,356
9,480

0,000
0,011
0,364
1,431
1,375
1,628
2,563
6,043***
0,193
0,161

0,009
0,869
0,193
0,763
0,609
0,149
0,000

Table 20: Explanation of richness in terms of content of pages and/or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates depending on network characteristics
(Linear regression)
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4.2.2.4. Richness in terms of functions
4.2.2.4.1. Richness in terms of functions: general remarks
In terms of functions (cf. table 21), franchisors mention on average 4,89 items
concerning recruitment of franchise candidates out of the 26 possible items listed in our
observation grid with a minimum of zero for some franchisors and a maximum of 11 items for
the most “efficient” among them. The standard deviation is relatively large (2.16 items),
which underlines the disparity of practices among franchisors. The sub-categories static
application and contacts are the richest in terms of information whereas the sub-category
dynamic application is the poorest.

Category

Sub-category

FUNCTION

Total
Contacts
Social networks
Dynamic
application
Static application

Standa
Avera
rd
ge
deviati
on

Number of
items in
observation
grid

N

Min

Max

455
455
455

0
0
0

11
6
5

4,89
2,07
0,57

2,16
1,07
0,90

26
9
5

455

0

3

0,60

0,66

6

455

0

5

1,65

1,39

6

Table 21: Richness in terms of functions – descriptive statistics

Table 22 shows the percentage of franchisors that have these functions on their
website. Regarding contacts, about two thirds of franchisors (68.8%) indicate impersonal
types of contacts such as “contact@networkname.fr”. About one quarter of franchisors
(26.4%) give the name of the person who deals with development, and only about one in five
(21,1%) allows for information documents to be downloaded.
Regarding social networks, about one third of franchisors (34.3%) mention their
Facebook page and 14.5% show a link to their Twitter account.
Regarding dynamic application, about half of the franchisors (48.4%) offer the
possibility of applying online. Less than one franchisor in ten (6.4%) enables franchise
candidates to attach a CV to the application.
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Regarding static applications, not quite half of the franchisors show a phone number
(47%) or an email address (44.4%).

Category
Functions
452 (3)

Sub-category
Contacts
445 (10)

Social
networks
162 (293)

Dynamic
application
233 (222)

Static
application
327 (128)

Item
Language
Request for documentation
Downloading documentation
FAQ
Impersonal contact
Developers contact
Franchisees contact
Sharing
Email-Newsletter alerts
Facebook
LinkedIn
Viadeo
Twitter
Blog
Apply on line
CV online
Helpdesk
Callback
Enrollment
Interview online
Download application dossier
Telephone
Telephone (special number)
E-mail
Fax
Address

Present
(not
present) in
numbers
91 (364)
127 (328)
96 (359)
39 (416)
313 (142)
120 (335)
41 (414)
29 (426)
86 (369)
156 (299)
7 (448)
10 (445)
66 (389)
19 (436)
220 (235)
29 (426)
1 (454)
7 (448)
16 (439)
1 (454)
59 (396)
214 (241)
34 (421)
202 (253)
76 (379)
166 (289)

Present
(not present
in%
20 (80)
27,9 (72,1)
21,1 (78,9)
8,6 (91,4)
68,8 (31,2)
26,4 (73,6)
9 (91)
6,4 (93,6)
18,9 (81,1)
34,3 (65,7)
1,5 (98,5)
2,2 (97,8)
14,5 (85,5)
4,2 (95,8)
48,4 (51,6)
6,4 (93,6)
0,2 (99,8)
1,5 (98,5)
3,5 (96,5)
0,2 (99,8)
13 (87)
47 (53)
7,5 (92,5)
44,4 (55,6)
16,7 (83,3)
36,5 (63,5)

Table 22: Frequency of items in the functions category on the sites/webpages devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates

4.2.2.4.2. Richness in terms of functions and network characteristics: bivariate analyses
There are significant correlations in terms of functions between the richness of sites
and/or webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the amount of entry rights.
(Correlation coef. = 0.09; sig < 0.10), the duration of the franchise contract (correlation coef.
= 0.08; sig < 0.10), and the percentage of company owned units in the franchise network
(correlation coef. = - 0.13; sig < 0.05). The first two correlations are positive, the third is
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negative. In other words, the higher the entry rights (respectively, the longer the franchise
contract), the richer the franchisor’s communication in terms of functions on pages and/or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. Besides, the higher the percentage of
company owned units in the network, the poorer the franchisor’s communication in terms of
functions on pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
Three are significant differences of averages between the richness of functions on
pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and the activity sector, the
international dimension and membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise. More
precisely, networks in the services sector have pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates that are richer in terms of functions than franchisors whose business is in
the retailing sector. Networks with an international dimension have pages and/or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates that are richer in terms of functions than networks
present only on the French national market. Networks that are members of the Fédération
Française de la Franchise have pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates that are richer in terms of functions than networks that are not members (cf.
table 23).

Sector*

International dimension *

Member of FFF***

Retailing

Services

National only

International

NO

YES

4,66 (2,05)
N = 161*

5,02 (2,21)
N = 294*

4,79 (2,12)
N = 200*

5,18 (2,22)
N = 149*

4,68 (2,09)
N = 319***

5,38 (2,25)
N = 136***

Table 23: Comparison of averages – richness in terms of functions
of pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates and franchise network
characteristics
(t-tests)
Key: The values of the standard variations are shown in brackets.
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%
4.2.2.4.3. Richness in terms of functions and network characteristics: multivariate analyses
The linear regression model whose results are presented in table 24 explain the
richness in terms of functions of pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
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candidates through the characteristics of the franchise networks. It is statistically satisfactory
(R² = 6.6%). All other things being equal, the amount of entry rights influences significantly
and positively the richness in terms of functions of pages and/or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates. In other words, the higher the entry rights, the richer in terms
of functions the pages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.

Y = Richness in terms of functions of pages
and/or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates
Age of network
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in
network
Amount of entry rights
Personal contribution
Duration of contract
Sector (0 = retailing, 1 = services)
International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 =Yes)
Constant
Anova
R²
Adjusted R²

B

E. S.

Sig.

-0,010
0,001
-0,006

0,016
0,002
0,006

0,515
0,509
0,284

0,000
0,001
-0,023
0,363
0,226
0,414
4,234

0,000
0,002
0,085
0,336
0,323
0,382
0,602

0,046
0,758
0,784
0,281
0,485
0,280
0,000
1,774*
0,066
0,029

Table 24: Explanation of the richness in terms of functions of pages and/or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates
(Linear regression)
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5. Discussion of results
5.1. Contributions to research
This research commissioned by the Fédération Française de la Franchise contributes
to the literature on franchising and Internet. Indeed, the researchers explored this question, in
general adopting a perspective of «Virtual storefront» and/or «Virtual store» (Cedrola and
Memmo, 2009; Dixon and Quinn, 2004; Perrigot and Branellec, forthcoming; Perrigot and
Pénard, forthcoming). To our knowledge, no academic study has yet dealt exclusively with
webpages and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
The few researchers who have mentioned franchisors’ communication towards
franchise candidates on Internet within the framework of a broader study (Rao and Frazer,
2006; Young et al., 2004) did not distinguish between the two practices, that is to say, the
presence of webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on the franchisor’s virtual
storefront and the existence of a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
Nevertheless, this distinction appears to be relevant in terms of franchisors’ practices.
We also examined the study of 128 items referring to information aimed at franchise
candidates. Rao and Frazer (2006) and Young et al. (2004) dealt with only 11 items and 3
items respectively. We divided the 128 items into three broad categories: form, content and
functions, and into twenty or thirty sub-categories. This classification, never previously used
in the specific context of franchising, can serve as a tool for franchisors wishing to enhance
their websites.
This research contributes firstly to the “Resource-Based View” theory, and secondly to
the literature on diversity. “Resource-Based View” (Barney, 1991; Wernelfelt, 1984) was used
in the franchising literature in order to explain different strategies such as internationalization,
(Mariz-Perez and Garcia-Alvarez, 2009), franchisor’s communication strategy on social
networks (Perrigot et al., 2012), E-business strategy (Perrigot and Pénard, forthcoming), etc.
On the other hand, this theory had not previously been used to study franchisors’
communication strategy towards franchise candidates. This research also contributes to the
literature on the diversity of franchise networks. Finally, we note the negative impact of the
percentage of company owned units in the network on the richness of the pages and/or
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websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. The impact of the percentage of company
owned units in the network was studied in the context of networks’ internationalization
strategy (Perrigot et al., forthcoming– a), of franchisors’ policy of diffusing information
related to the companies’ social responsibility on their virtual storefronts (Perrigot et al.,
forthcoming– a), of franchisors’ communication strategy using social networks (Perrigot et
al., 2012) and of E-business strategy (Perrigot and Pénard, forthcoming), etc.

5.2. Contributions to practice– Points to remember …
Internet is not only a means of communication towards current and potential clients.
Indeed, the study showed that 85.31% of franchisors present on the French market use
Internet to communicate with franchise candidates. A study by Cedrola and Memmo (2009),
carried out on a sample of franchisors in many industries and countries, showed the
percentages varied between 25% and 73% according to the activity sectors. An older study of
Dixon and Quinn (2004), in the context of England, mentioned a percentage of 33% and
disparities depending on the activity sector.
Nevertheless, there remain 14.39% of franchisors who have no specific
communication towards franchise candidates on their websites. Of course, some of these
franchisors may have changed strategy, and have adopted a policy of expansion via branches
for example. Others may have already covered the French national territory and no longer
seek to recruit new franchisees. We can only encourage franchisors among this 14.39%, who
seek to recruit new franchisees, to explore the opportunities offered by their website.
For franchisors who already exploit their website to recruit franchise candidates, it
seems important that they optimize their use of Internet. However it seems that this is not
always the case, as shown by the verbatim below.
“It’s necessary, yes, because at the moment, our site is not necessarily specific
enough or at the right angle, so I hope we will see the difference between the
current version and tomorrow’s version, because I imagine that when someone
with a project looks for information about an activity sector, they obviously go to
the internet sites of companies that have...that they are looking for. Except that us,
unfortunately, up to now, our site is not necessarily suitable so in the future, we
should be able to respond to more requests than that.”
(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
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“Yes and no. I was on [X]’s site of course, but on the site, there’s not much. It’s
more a site made for clients. After, if you find information that my franchisor gave
me, on royalties, on the personal contribution and the areas they cover...then on
this site there isn’t that much information. Whether its [X], or another one, it’s a
site that is mainly for the clientele […]. It’s communication. That’s normal. Then
you contact them directly and there you are.”
(Recent franchisee [4 months], Fast food)

It is a good idea to set up a true communication strategy, by choosing for example to
include webpages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates either on the virtual storefront or
by creating a website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. The preliminary results of
this study show that the majority of franchisors’ tend to adopt the inclusion of special
webpages included in their virtual storefront.
The results of the regression models show that the richness of the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates, whether this be the overall richness or the richness
in terms of form, content or functions, can be explained mainly by the franchisor’s resources
(size of network and amount of entry rights) as well as by the networks’ diversity strategy
(percentage of company owned units in the network). However, whatever the level of
franchisors’ resources, certain simple measures can be considered in order to enhance the
existing pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates.
Firstly, the three categories (form, content and functions) should be improved together.
Even if franchisors make efforts above all in terms of content, particular attention to the form
and/or functions can make the franchise candidate’s visit to the website more satisfying in
their eyes, and thus initiate the process of the formation of the franchise relationship.
Next, the information available to franchise candidates on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates should be enhanced. The observation grid in
appendix 1 could serve as a tool with this in mind. On this subject, some items are obviously
essential on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates. These are basic
items that are already figure on the majority of pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates. These items contribute to providing information to franchise candidates.
Figures 4, 5, and 6, illustrate these essential items in the three categories form, content and
functions.
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Figu
ure 4: Top 5 items in th
he form cateegory

Figu
ure 5: Top 110 items in the
t content category
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Figuree 6: Top 5 ittems in the functions
f
category

O
Other itemss that would
d strengthenn the formaation of the franchise reelationship can also
be envisaged; for example,
e
items relatedd to human relations – so importaant in francchising –
such ass: success stories,
s
info
ormation onn the netwo
ork’s culturre, values aand philosophy, the
networkk’s history, video testiimonies of franchiseess, a “day in
n the life off a franchissee”, the
contact of the neetwork deveeloper etc. The aim of these ittems wouldd be to en
ncourage
candidaates to contaact the francchisor and/oor other fran
nchisees in the networkk. The pagees and/or
websites would thuus constitute a tool forr attracting future
f
francchisees and signaling the value
of the ffranchise network
n
(Grrace and W
Weaven, 2011; Michaeel, 2009). T
These item
ms would
contribuute to initiatte a “relationship of truust” with fraanchise cand
didates.
F
Finally, othher items can be conssidered thatt would enh
hance differ
erentiation from
f
the
competiition, for exxample, labeels, press arrticles, recen
nt openings of points oof sale/serviice units,
participation at varrious trade fairs, the sstages of seelection etc. Such item
ms would en
ncourage
franchisse candidatees to go furtther in theirr process of selecting a franchise nnetwork.
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7. Appendix 1: Observation Grid for franchisors’ websites
Categories

Subcategories

Items
Links
Highlight

Presence
Pages

Site design

Dedicated Site
URL
Font color
Background
color
Animation
Search bar
Logo

Form
Slogan
Identificatio
n

Labels
Awards

Multimedia

Background
Music

Explications
Does the franchisor’s virtual storefront have a link to a special website devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a clearly visible tab or button to go to the franchise site, or is it at the bottom
and very small ?
Are there pages devoted to recruiting franchise candidates on the franchisor’s virtual
storefront?
Is there a site devoted to recruiting franchise candidates ?
What is the Internet address for the site concerning recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the font on the home page mostly in color (not white, black or grey) ?
Is the background of the homepage mostly in color (not black white or grey)?
Are the graphics, images or links of the site sometimes animated (eg: new pop up
windows etc.)?
Is there a search bar on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Does the logo of the company appear on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Does the company slogan appear on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Does the franchisor display logos of quality norms (eg.: ISO, product of the year etc. )
on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Does the franchisor display awards or prizes received on the pages or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there background music on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?

Categories

Subcategories

Items
Audio
Video
Virtual tour
People
Diversity

Photos Images

Products
Points of sale
/service units
Graphics
General
information
Success Story

Presentation
of company

Year of
company
creation
Company
history
Company
Mission
Culture, values,
philosophy

Explications
Are there audio messages on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Are there videos on the pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there a virtual tour of a point of sale and/or the headquarters (360°) ?
Are there pictures of people Y on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Are there pictures of people of different ages, sex and origins on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there images of products on the pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Are there images of points of sale, service unites or the headquarters on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there graphics (growth in number of stores, of turnover etc. ) on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a brief description of the company on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the company La success story described on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the year of company creation mentioned on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the history of the company described on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Is the mission of the company described on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Are the culture, values and/or philosophy of the network presented on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?

Categories

Subcategories

Items
Director’s
identity
Director’s
address
Products and
services
Concept
Know how
Strengths
Success figures

Strategic
Vision

Vision and
strategy
Market
Financial
performance
Group

Introduction
presentation
of the
franchise
and network
characteristic

Franchising
Year of
franchising
Network history

Explications
Is the life of the company Director presented on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Does the Director address the franchise candidates on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the products or services sold by the company to the clientele presented on the pages
or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the concept explicitly described (tab concept or word concept) on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the company’s know-how explicitly described (know-how tab or the word «knowhow») on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the strengths of the name (eg.: advantages for clients) presented on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are success figures (eg. number of satisfied franchisees, clients etc.) to be found on the
pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the company’s vision development objectives, be the leader) presented on the pages
or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the franchise name’s market (growth, clients) presented on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the financial performance of the franchise name presented on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the fact of belonging to a large group or a pension fund highlighted on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is franchising defined on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is the year the franchise network was created mentioned on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the network’s history (eg. why franchising? History of openings) described on the
pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?

Subcategories

Categories
s

Contract

Items
Number of
franchised units
Number of
company owned
units
Companies in
group
Duration of
contract
Renewal of
contract
Types of
contract
Obligations of
contract
Entry rights
Royalties

Financial
Obligations

Advertising
costs
Other costs
Personal
contribution
Investment

Localization

Store/ home

Explications
Is the number of franchised units indicated on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the number of company owned units indicated on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the other names of the group indicated on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the duration of the contract indicated on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Are the modes of contract renewal (eg. duration, cost) described on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the various types of contract (ex.: franchise, affiliation, partnership) indicated on
the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the obligations of each party to the contract described on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the entry rights indicated on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Are the royalties indicated on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Are advertising and publicity costs indicated on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are other diverse costs (ex. training, equipment) indicated on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the candidate’s personal contribution indicated on the pages or websites sites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the total investment needed to open a franchise unit indicated on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the fact that the activity needs premises indicated on the pages or websites sites

Categories

Subcategories

Items

Surface area
Type of
premises
Benefits
Earnings
Profitability

Figures
Evolution
Employees
OSEO
Banks
Initial training

Services,
supports and
guidance

Further training
Training school
Help with the
opening
Help from a

Explications
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the surface area of the point of sale/service unit indicated on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the type and quality of the premises (eg. N°1, town center, display window, car
park) indicated on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the benefits of franchisee status (eg: capitalization) described on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the potential earnings for the franchisee indicated on the pages or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are financial data (ex. statements, accounts, results profits etc.) available on the pages
and/or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates
Is the career of the franchisee (ex. multi-unit franchisee, multi-concept franchisee)
presented on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the number of employees needed for a unit indicated on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the partnership with OSEO (financial institution) shown on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Does the franchisors’ guidance with respect to banks figure on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the initial training (duration, modules, prices etc.) on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the further training (duration, modules, prices etc.?…) on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is a training school mentioned on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is the help given to franchisees by a network member on opening their unit presented
on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is permanent help fro the franchisees from a facilitator presented on the pages or

Categories

Subcategories

Items
facilitator
Marketing
Advertising and
promotion
Purchasing
Sales
Human
resources
Computer
literacy
Internet-Ebusiness - ITC
Back Office
Intranet
Employee
training
Press

Communicat
ion

Tab on diversity
Service to the
community

Explications
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance provided to the franchisee in marketing presented on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance provided to the franchisee in advertising and promotion presented on the
pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance to the franchisee in purchasing presented on the pages or websites sites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance to the franchisee in sales (reservation hub) presented on the pages or
websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance for the franchisee in HR (help with recruitment, training) presented on the
pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance for the franchisor in computer software presented on the pages or websites
sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance for the franchisee in ITC presented on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is guidance for the franchisee in back office (legal and administrative matters )
presented on the pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is an Intranet for franchisees presented on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there information about the training given to the franchisee’s employees (duration, ,
modules, price …) on the pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there current information about the network (press articles etc.,) on the pages or
websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there messages about diversity (origin, sex, age) mentioned on the pages or
websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there information about the franchisor’s CSR on the pages or websites sites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates?

Categories

Subcategories

Items
Succeed
Franchise
Slogan
Why join us?
Logo FFF
Recent openings

Promotion

Towns available
Units for sale
Profile of star
franchisee
Franchisees
‘written
testimonials
Franchisees’
video
testimonials
Calendars

Outside help

Franchise Expo
Paris
Other franchise
trade fairs

Explications
Are the terms «succeed» «be an entrepreneur» or similar specifically mentioned on the
pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a specific slogan for franchising (Eg: «longing to be your own boss «) on the
pages or websites sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Does the phrase «Why join us» or similar figure on the pages or websites sites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the logo FFF or the fact of being a member visible on the pages or websites sites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are franchisees who have recently opened a unit mentioned on the pages or websites
sites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the towns where a franchise is to be set up mentioned on the pages or websites sites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the franchises for sale or takeover on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there stories of noteworthy or recognized franchisees on the pages or websites sites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there franchisees written testimonies on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there videos of franchisees testimonies on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a calendar of trade fairs available on the pages or websites sites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the company’s presence at the Franchising fair «Franchise Expo Paris» mentioned on
the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the company’s presence at other franchising fairs mentioned on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?

Categories

Subcategories

Items

Explications

Activity sector
trade fairs
Other trade fairs

Is the company’s presence at trade fairs in the sector mentioned on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is the company’s presence at other trade fairs mentioned on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there an insert about the “week for franchising entrepreneurs” on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are other events mentioned on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there an explanation of how to become a franchisee on the pages or websites devoted
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a profile quiz for self-evaluation available on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are guidebooks about “how to become a franchisee” available for purchase on the
pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are there indications about the profiles sought, in terms of qualities etc. on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there information about the selection process of franchise candidates on the pages or
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a description of the work environment (eg: unit layout) on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a description of a typical day in the life of a franchisee on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the pages/websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates available in several
languages?

«Semaine des
entrepreneurs»
Events
How to become
a franchisee?
Questionnaire

Candidate
profile

Function

Contact

Sales of
guidebooks
Profile and
experience
Selection
Process
Description of
workplace
A day in the life
of a franchisee
Language
Request for
information
documents
Downloading

Can candidates send a request for information/documents on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Can candidates download information and documents on the pages or websites devoted

Categories

Subcategories

Items
information
documents
FAQ
Impersonal
contacts
Developer’s
contacts
Franchisees
contacts
Sharing
Email-alerts Newsletter
Facebook
LinkedIn

Social
networks

Viadeo
Twitter
Blog
Apply on line

Dynamic
application

CV on line

Explications
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a Frequently Asked Questions section on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
I the e-mail address in the form «contact@nameof network» or «development@name of
network» ?
Is the name and contacts of the developer given on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Are the names and contacts of current franchisees given on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Do the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates offer to share/send
information with a friend ?
Do the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates propose registering
for a newsletter?
Is there a link to Facebook on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there a link to LinkedIn on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there a link to Viadeo on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there a link to Twitter on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting franchise
candidates?
Is there a link to the franchisor’s blog on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?
Can candidates fill in an online application form on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Can candidates leave their CV online on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
franchise candidates?

Categories

Subcategories

Items
Help desk

Static
application

Explications

Is there a platform to contact the franchisor directly on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Automatic call
Is there an automatic call back directly from the franchisor/developer on the pages or
back
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Registration
Can candidates register for information sessions on the pages or websites devoted to
recruiting franchise candidates?
Online interview Can candidates participate in webinars or online interviews on the pages or websites
devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
Download
Can candidates download the application dossier to send physically on the pages or
application
websites devoted to recruiting franchise candidates?
dossier
Is there a telephone number for an initial contact on the pages or websites devoted to
Telephone
recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there a special number (0800) for an initial contact on the pages or websites devoted
Special number
to recruiting franchise candidates?
Is there an e-mail for applications on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
E-mail
franchise candidates?
Is there a fax number for applications on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
Fax
franchise candidates?
Is there a postal address for applications on the pages or websites devoted to recruiting
Address
franchise candidates?
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1. Introduction

Social networks, in particular Facebook, have become interesting constituents of the
process of forming the franchise relationship both from the point of view of
« franchisors/network developers » and from that of « franchise candidates ». From the
viewpoint of « franchisors/network developers », social networks can indeed contribute to
communicating with franchise candidates. Franchisors’ Facebook, pages, Twitter accounts,
LinkedIn pages etc. should thus provide information that is useful to franchise candidates
(company history, photos of points of sale/service units). Besides, their presence on social
networks can contribute to strengthening the company’s brand image and thus indirectly
attract franchise candidates, as the verbatim below testify.

“I mean, a franchisor today […], who will develop largely by Internet in terms of
business and who isn’t on a network, who doesn’t know how to communicate either
personally or professionally for the company, on the networks, or even go and see
the Internet site, see what it looks like, how they see franchisees, does his site, does
it have secure access for the franchisees so that they have access to things, how he
recruits, that is, what image he gives to others, that already tells you a lot about his
capabilities.”
(Franchise candidate #3)

“There, there’s a study that was done on social networks, so we’ll see. I already
tried out the social networks a long time ago, LinkedIn and Facebook, we were the
first. Yes, a long time ago, three or four years, but we were really avant-garde at
the time. We stopped doing it a bit because we focused on other things.”
(Development agent, Fast food)

“And effectively, the social networks, they’re not my cup of tea at all, but it works
really well. As game and competitions, how many people react because of an
article? So it’s often on the platform that it happens, someone will be there just to
take a look and then react depending on those networks. There we are working on
a project next year; it’ll be like a game and supposed to increase our Facebook
popularity a little bit.”
(Developer, Hotel business)
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“Yes, our page, I think that it works very well internally. We try to liven it up with
new visuals that is each time there’s a new hotel, we highlight it, so if a hotel in a
region has a special offer, like pay two nights get three, those are the kinds of
things we highlight.”

(Developer, Hotel Business)
“Even if it is successful, or if it’s good in terms of argument in a press article, I
don’t think it’s a real success, not really. It’s a way of making a bit of noise about
the job we do, and that’s not really the job itself. It’s just a tool, and I don’t use it
at all.”

(Developer, Hotel Business)
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Research questions
In this chapter, we explore franchisors’ communication to franchise candidates on social
networks, and more specifically, we examine the following research questions:


Do franchisors use social networks? Does their presence on Facebook depend on the
characteristics of the franchise network?



Do franchisors use social networks in the context of the formation of the franchise
relationship?



What information do franchisors diffuse on their Facebook pages aimed at franchise
candidates?



What is franchisors’ perception of their communication to franchise candidates on
social networks? In terms of perceived interests and difficulties encountered?



What are the other virtual sources of information?



This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review. In
Section 3 we detail the research methodology and we present the results in Section 4.
Section 5 consists of a discussion of the main results.
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2. Brief literature review
Academic literature on the use of social networks in franchising is very poor, even
non-existent. Only one article recently published in the Journal of Small Business
Management was found. It is entitled “Antecedents of Early Adoption and Use of Social
Media Networks for Stakeholder Communications: Evidence from Franchising” (Perrigot et
al., 2012). These authors wanted to understand the adoption and use of social networks, more
precisely the adoption and use of Facebook, by franchisors in a general context of
communication to various stakeholders (clients, franchisees, employees etc.) They explored
two main questions: what are the antecedents to franchisors adopting Facebook according to
the characteristics of franchise networks? And what are the variations in terms of content of
Facebook pages, according to the characteristics of franchise networks? Their empirical
study, undertaken in 2009, concerned 408 franchisors on the French market.
Articles published in the trade press specific to franchising, have for example, pointed
out the essential points of an efficient communication strategy on social networks. Perrigot
(2011) underlined the following point in particular: “Multiply the targets, that is to say, clients
and potential clients to strengthen company attachment and loyalty, the franchises to
strengthen the network culture, potential franchisees to attract them to join the network, and
finally employees and potential employees to unite the group and attract the best profiles as
future collaborators”. Another article based on a case study of an American franchisor
expanding into the French market had a secondary approach to the use of social networks for
communicating with franchise candidates (Perrigot et al., 2011). This article was used as were
a few other academic articles on branding and social networks and thus contributed to our
reflection (de Vries et al., 2012; Lipsman et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2011).
In short, the only research article published on franchising and social networks, the
press articles on this theme and a few academic articles dealing with closely related themes,
served as starting points for our empirical study.
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3. Research methodology
3.1. Data about franchise networks
The population studied comprises the535 franchise networks in the directory « Toute
la franchise, les chiffres, les textes, les réseaux » published by the Fédération Française de la
Franchise (2012 edition) that have an Internet site operating during the period of observation
of Internet sites8, that is from Thursday 5 July 2012 and Friday 27 July 2012. This observation
w undertaken over a relatively short period (three weeks) in order to reduce the temporality
bias inherent to this type of study based on the observation of Internet sites.
The characteristics of the franchise networks studied are the following:
-

The age of the franchise network in years;

-

The size of the franchise network on the French market, including franchised and
company owned units;

-

The percentage of company owned units in the network on the French market;

-

The amount of entry rights in euros excluding tax;

-

The personal contribution in euros excluding tax;

-

The length of the franchise contract in years;

-

The franchise network activity sector (retailing = 0; services = 1);

-

The international dimension of the franchise network (no = 0; yes = 1);

-

Membership of the Fédération Française de la Franchise (no = 0; yes = 1).

8

The franchise directory listed 540 networks. However, five of the franchisors’ Internet sites were unavailable
during the observation period.
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Regarding the characteristics of these networks, they average 12.84 years of
franchising. They comprise 83.40 units on the French market of which 33.94% are company
owned. The average entry rights amount to 17 338.66 euros excluding tax. The average length
of the franchise contract is 6.15 years. Finally, 61% of franchisors do business in the service
sector, 44% of networks have an international dimension and 27% of networks are members
of the Fédération Française de la Franchise (cf. table 1).
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N

Min

Max

Average

Standard
deviation

1

1 Age of network

525

0

105

12,84

13,12

1

2 Size of network

448

0

1435

83,40

129,09

447

0

100

33,94

29,04

497

0

100000

17338,66

13847,09

362

0

600

74,42

80,22

516

1

20

6,15

2,07

7 Industry (0 = retailing, 1 = services)

540

0

1

0,61

0,49

International dimension (0 = No, 1 =
Yes)

419

0

1

0,44

0,50

540

0

1

0,27

0,45

Variables

3

Percentage of company owned units
in network

4 Entry rights (in € excl. tax)
Personal contribution (in K€ excl.
tax)
Duration of franchise contract
6
(years)
5

8

9 Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)

2

3

4

5

6

-0,08*

0,23***

0,11**

0,05

-0,10 *

0,10

0,00

1

0,00

0,21***

0,01

1

0,42***

0,26**

1

0,32***

0,32*** -0,03
1

Table 1: Characteristics of franchise networks – Descriptive statistics and correlations
Key: Pearson’s correlation; *: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%

1

3.2. Data about Facebook pages
In order to analyze franchisors’ communication to franchise candidates on their
Facebook pages, we created an analysis grid. This was built up in three steps: a literature
review of companies’ use of social networks, benchmarking the Facebook pages of
franchisors from different activity sectors and using focus groups of Internet users.
Firstly and regarding the literature review, two research articles helped to establish a
first draft of our analysis grid. The main article is that of Perrigot et al. (2012) that deals with
franchisors’ Facebook use. These authors also relied on the article by Waters et al. (2009) that
dealt with Facebook use by not for profit organizations.
Next, and because of the constant evolution of the functions of social networks, we
benchmarked the Facebook pages of a sample of French franchisors active on Facebook. This
sample included franchise networks from different sectors of activity: food businesses,
personal equipment, household equipment, various retailers, automobile services,
construction, real estate and energy, hotels, bars, themed and traditional restaurants, fast food,
personal services, beauty and company services. The sample also covered franchise networks
that were heterogeneous in terms of size and age. In all, we examined 21 franchisors’
Facebook pages in detail.
Finally, we lead three Internet user focus groups in order to obtain their experience as
Facebook users, their expectations in terms of company Facebook page content, and their
perceptions of the different franchisors’ Facebook pages in the perspective “if you were a
franchise candidate, what information on [X] ‘s Facebook page would you like to see?” The
participants had a computer in order to visit the franchisors’ Facebook pages. The focus
groups were made up of 7 to 8 people and lasted about one hour and a half. They were
recorded (sound) for further analysis. In short, these focus groups enabled us to add new
items9 to the analysis grid built up from the two previous steps.
In the end, the analysis grid was made 38 items specific to recruiting franchise
candidates (cf. table 6) divided into seven main categories: information on the company and
9

An item corresponds to an element (example: presence or not of company logo) (cf. table 6).
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network, cross-channel, franchisor activity, franchisor likes10, photos of the franchisor,
possibilities for contacts and relationships with franchisees/franchise candidates.
The following process was adapted for the detailed observation of franchisors’
Facebook pages:
For each of the 540 franchise networks:
-

Enter the company name in the « Facebook » search engine;

-

Look at the results of the franchisors’ official Facebook page (created by the
franchisor);

-

Look on franchisors’ Facebook pages for information concerning each of the 38 items

-

For each item, put the value « 0 » when the franchisor gives no information on that
item and the value « 1 » when information is given about this item.
The observation of franchisors’ Facebook pages took place during the first three

weeks of June 2012. The observation was deliberately carried out over a relatively short
period in order to reduce the temporality bias inherent to this type of study based on Internet
sites.

10

To like a Facebook page or comment means you like the page or the comment.
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4.1. Prresence off franchissors on Faacebook
4.1.1. F
Franchisorrs on Faceebook: an overall viiew
T
The empiriccal study sh
howed that under half of the francchisors are oon Faceboo
ok. More
specificcally, 251 frranchisors out
o of the 5440 studied (that is 46.48%) have an official Facebook
F
page (cff. figure 1). It should be
b mentioneed that in 20
009, according to the rresults of a study by
Perrigott et al. (20012), only 21.3% of ffranchisors on the Freench markeet were preesent on
Faceboook.
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nchisors on Facebook
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(31.14%). Franchisors present on Facebook ask for significantly higher entry rights
(18 777.98 euros excl. tax) than those not on Facebook (16 147.10 euros excl. tax). On the
other hand, there are no significant differences in terms of age of network, personal
contribution and duration of the franchise contract between franchisors with Facebook pages
and those without (cf. table 2).

Variables
Age of network**
Size of network
Percentage of company owned units in
network
Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax)*
Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)
Duration of franchise contract (in years)

Presence on
Presence on
Facebook: NO
Facebook: YES
12,62 (13,11)
13,10 (13,15)
N = 283
N=242
62,54 (106,00)
105,01 (146,44)
N = 228
N = 220
31,14 (27,95)
36,83 (29,91)
N = 227
N = 220
16 147,10 (14 013,16) 18 777,98 (13 534,93)
N = 272
N = 225
72,70 (80,10)
76,31 (80,48)
N = 192
N = 170
6,10 (2,15)
6,20 (1,96)
N = 277
N = 239

Table 2: Existence or not of Facebook pages and network characteristics (t-tests)
Key: The values of the standard deviations are shown in brackets
*: Significant to 10%, **: Significant to 5%, ***: Significant to 1%

Franchisors operating internationally are significantly more likely to have Facebook
pages than those operating only on the French national market. Franchisors who are members
of the Fédération Française de la Franchise are significantly more likely to have Facebook
pages than those who are not members. On the other hand, there are no significant
relationships between the franchisors’ sector of activity and the existence of Facebook pages
(cf. table 3).
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Variables
Retailing
Services
Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)
Only national
International
Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)
Non member of FFF
Member of FFF
Pearson’s Chi-2 (sig)

Presence on Facebook:
Presence on
NO
Facebook: YES
observed:112
observed:97
[expected: 111.9]
[expected: 97.1]
observed:177
observed:154
[expected: 177.1]
[expected: 153.9]
0.001 (0.979)
observed:136
observed:99
[expected: 122.1]
[expected: 112.9]
observed:92
observed:112
[expected: 105.90]
[expected: 98.10]
7.139 (0.008)
observed:228
observed:164
[expected: 209.8]
[expected: 182.2]
observed:61
observed:87
[expected: 79.2]
[expected: 68.8]
12.404 (0.000)

Table 3: Existence or not of Facebook pages and network characteristics (Chi-2)
Table 4 and figure 2 show the numbers of franchisors with or without Facebook pages.
Disparities in terms of the existence or not of Facebook pages should be observed. For
example, the sectors of personal equipment and hotel and restaurant business are the only
sectors with over half the franchisors present on Facebook.

Facebook pages: NO
Food business
Personal goods
Household goods
Diverse other stores
Automobile services
Construction, real estate and energy
Hotels and restaurant
Personal services
Beauty
Company services

31
25
23
33
17
32
44
33
33
18

Facebook pages:
YES
16
45
18
18
16
24
52
33
22
7

Table 4: Existence or not of Facebookpages – numbers according to activity sectors
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N

Min

Max

Average

Standard
deviation

Age of network

242

0

105

13,10

13,15

Size of network

220

3

1435

105,01

146,44

Percentage of company owned units in the
network

220

0

100

36,83

29,91

Amount of entry rights (in € excl. tax)

225

0

90000

Personal contribution (in K€ excl. tax)

170

0

600

76,31

80,48

Duration of contract (in years)

239

1

15

6,20

1,96

Industry (0 = retailing, 1 = services)

251

0

1

0,61

0,49

International dimension (0 = No, 1 = Yes)

211

0

1

0,53

0,50

Member of FFF (0 = No, 1 = Yes)

251

0

1

0,35

0,48

Variables

18777,98 13534,93

Table 5: Characteristics of franchise networks with a Facebook page

Even if half of the franchisors are officially present on Facebook, several
improvements can be made in terms of practice. Firstly, the other half of franchisors, (those
that are not on Facebook) would do well to interest themselves in these communication tools.
Secondly, those franchisors who are on Facebook can always improve the content of their
Facebook pages. The descriptive statistics in table 6 underline three main points: items that
are very often present, items that are fairly present and items that are very often absent.

4.2.2. Items very often present on Facebook pages
Certain items are very often found on Facebook pages (in over 50% of cases). These
are essential items that have to appear on franchisors’ Facebook page in order to establish
communication with franchise candidates. They are:
-

The company logo (98.4% of cases);

-

The description of products and/or services ( 84.8% of cases);

-

A link to the franchisor’s virtual store front (98.4% of cases);
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-

Articles, links videos and press releases (98.4%; 92.8%; 66.1% et 55.8% of cases
respectively);

-

Photos posted by the franchisor (92.4% of cases), especially photos of products
(69.7% of cases) and photos of new products (60.1% of cases);

-

Announcements of opening of new points of sale/service units (59.8% of cases).

4.2.3. Items appearing fairly often on the Facebook pages
Certain items appear fairly often on Facebook pages (10 to 50% of cases). They are:
-

The year of company creation (49.8% of cases);

-

The company history (10.4% of cases);

-

The address of a map with the franchisor’s headquarters (25.5% of cases ) and a map
with points of sale/ service units ( 22.3% of cases);

-

The opening hours of points of sale/service units (14.3% of cases);

-

Links to the franchisor’s Twitter and YouTube accounts (16.3% of cases and 10.3% of
cases, respectively);

-

Summaries of advertising campaigns posted by the franchisor (42.6% of cases);

-

Surveys posted by the franchisor (26.7% of cases);

-

A calendar of events (24.3% of cases);

-

Articles on the franchisor’s sponsorship (36.6% of cases);

-

Franchisor’s likes on the Facebook pages of his franchisees (28.3% of cases) and the
franchisor’s likes on the Facebook pages related to Company Social Responsibility or
to Sustainable Development (12.7% of cases);
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-

The franchisor’s contacts with the phone number of the head office (28.3% of cases)
and the e-mail address of the head office (26.7% of cases).

4.2.4. Items very rarely found on Facebook pages
Certain items are very rarely found on the Facebook pages (less than 10% of cases).
These are essential items that could serve as differentiation points for franchisors. They are:
-

The possibility to find a point of sale/service unit from an address, postal code or town
(2.4% of cases);

-

Links towards the franchisor’s special franchise website, and to the franchisor’s blog
(3.6% et 4.8% of cases, respectively);

-

The link to register for the franchisor’s newsletter (5.2% of cases);

-

The link to the franchisor’s LinkedIn du franchisor account (never appears);

-

The franchisor’s like on Facebook pages related to franchising (6.0% of cases) and the
franchisor’s like on Facebook pages related to places and/or locations (3.2% of cases);

-

A catalogue with photos of products and/or services (7.2% of cases);

-

A link to the opportunities related to franchising in the network (7.6% of cases);

-

A virtual tour of points of sale/service units (2.0% of cases);

-

The year the first franchised unit opened (4.0% of cases);

-

The number of franchised units (5.2% of cases).
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Category

Information on
the company and
network

Cross-channel

Franchisor’s
activity

Franchisor’s
« Like »

Franchisor’s
photos
Contact
possibilities
Relationship with
franchisees/franch
ise candidates

Item
Company logo
Description of products/ services
Year of company creation
History of company
Address or map with franchisor’s headquarters
Map with points of sale/service units
Possibility of searching a point of sale /service unit from an address,
postcode or town
Opening hours of points of sale /service units
Link to franchisor’s virtual storefront
Link to franchisor’s « special franchisee » site
Link to franchisor’s blog
Link to register for franchisor’s newsletter
Link to franchisor’s Twitter account
Link to YouTube
Link to LinkedIn
Articles posted by franchisor
Links posted by franchisor
Videos posted by franchisor
Press releases posted by franchisor
Summaries of advertising Campaigns posted by franchisor
Surveys posted by franchisor
Events calendar
Articles on franchisor’s sponsorship
The franchisor “likes” franchisees’ Facebook pages
The franchisor “likes” Facebook pages related to franchising
The franchisor “likes” Facebook pages related to places/locations
The franchisor “likes” Facebook related to CSR and Sustainable
development
Photos posted by franchisor
Photos of products
Photos of new products
Catalog with photos of products and/or services
Phone number of head office
Head office e-mail
Link to opportunities related to franchising in the network
Virtual tour of points of sale/service units
Opening year of first franchised unit
Number of franchised unites
Announcement of opening of new points of sale/service units

Appears
in X% of
cases
98,1%
84,9%
49,8%
10,4%
25,5%
22,3%
2,4%
14,3%
98,4%
3,6%
4,8%
5,2%
16,3%
10,4%
0,0%
98,4%
92,8%
66,1%
55,7%
42,6%
26,7%
24,3%
36,6%
28,3%
6,0%
3,2%
12,7%
92,4%
69,7%
60,2%
7,2%
28,3%
26,7%
7,6%
2,0%
4,0%
5,2%
59,8%

Table 6: Frequency of items for recruiting franchise candidates on franchisor’s’ Facebook
pages
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4.3. Social networks: the professionals’ opinion
4.3.1. Facebook as a tool for communicating with franchise candidates
The qualitative study revealed certain obstacle to using Facebook in the context of
recruiting franchise candidates. It is not easy to target franchise candidates via Facebook.
Franchisors also underline the dangers of social networks in terms of dehumanizing the
formation of the franchise relationship.
4.3.1.1. Facebook does not target the right people
Franchisors and network developers interviewed perceive Facebook as a marketing
tool, a communication tool that enhances visibility and reputation, aimed at the clientele and
rather than at franchise candidates. Facebook does not make sure of «hitting» the right target,
that is, franchise candidates. It is thus not a good vector for applications.
“No. Well, I wouldn’t’ say no, because I think that we’re on it, but for me... We are
really far more on a marketing aspect, then, on the recruitment aspect, no…”
(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)
“For recruiting, no, I don’t particularly want to, on the other hand, for our stores,
it’s quite important. We work on it, there we are really going to start working on it
properly to get traffic into the stores. You feel there is something to be done […] on
the social networks along with our concept. Mainly Facebook, that’s it.”
(Developer, Food business)
“It’s mainly to extend the network and brand reputation for[X] on the social
networks, but then, I myself, am not a fan? Well, if you are at[X]and we didn’t
transfer our head office to the Paris region, it’s because breakfasts, cocktails,
fancy things like that, it’s not for us…”
(Founding Franchisor, Personal services)
“We aren’t going to redefine what social networks are now, and that’s the same.
You could stay on it for hours and then, that’s not the idea, but the idea once again
is to use it for its primary function, that is communication, its a direct link with
clients, employees, and even detractors, why not, with journalists, it doesn’t matter,
it’s still diffusing information in the end. I have the impression that we try from
time to time to group the content of the network. That is, it’s always good to be on
the social networks, it’s always great, we use the latest technology and all that, it’s
fantastic, except, what is it for?”
(Development director Personal services)
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For the franchisors and network developers interviewed Facebook is a tool
“Yes, we’re on Facebook among others. We don’t get any candidates out of it. It’s
not targeted if you like. You get all and nothing, it doesn’t correspond to our
profile. It’s not a job. What we want is a company director, they don’t go on
Facebook, I see Facebook more as if you were looking for a job, any job. It’s more
that sort of thing. Everything to do with social networks, I see it more as....And
when you look at all the kinds of social network, it’s nothing to do with the job.
That’s how I see it.”
(Head of development, Fast food)
“We have a Facebook page, but we haven’t really made it active, well, it doesn’t
bring....well, there isn’t anything, when I say there isn’t anything, it’s that....I
haven’t seen so much as the shadow of a candidate coming from a social network.
We have a page, a whole page, we made it and now it’s true that we didn’t make it
active like something to help with recruitment, nor even for clients, nor
recruitment…”
(CEO, Construction real estate and energy)
“In the area of recruitment, we will contact a lot of people, but there are so many
people who are there just to tell you their life story rather than do something else
that today, I haven’t...but without having studied it, I don’t have a good perception
of Facebook for recruiting franchisees.”

(Developer, Food business)
“You have to know that Facebook, you must know it already, but when you put
communication or advertising, they, in fact their communication, since they have
age groups, they structure their network, the communication, the communication
plans are suited the adverts only appear to certain age groups, it’s not the same for
the whole network. And already I found it wasn’t a good idea. Because for us, we
can have franchisees of 20 or of 60, so it’s not that easy to target. Facebook will
not accept that we do advertising for everyone, so if already we target the 35-44
age group, I think it isn’t relevant. Because we […], we recruit a lot of 25, 26 year
olds. So there, that’s why I say that…”

(Development agent, Fast food)
Besides, fans of Facebook pages are often friends of friends; thus it is a closed circuit
of relationships.
“I don’t know how many people we have on Facebook. I know that a lot [X]
hoteliers are already connected to the page, then there are extensions that are
basically family based. So all that it’s a bit...it is a bit of a closed circuit.”

(Developer Hotel business)
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4.3.1.2. Social networks: dehumanizing the formation of the franchise relationship?
The lack of human relationships implied by using Facebook is an important obstacle
for franchisors.
“For me, I would prefer to go back to things with a bit more of a human
dimension. I think that’s really missing.”

(Developer, Hotel business)
“I’m 30 and I believe in all those things, but they have to stay where they are
meant to be, where finally, you think you know everyone when in fact you realize
you know nobody. No, it’s like candidates, when we recruit candidates, I don’t do
information sessions, that doesn’t exist with us, and I hope, touch wood, that that
will not exist. When a candidate comes to us, he takes an afternoon or a morning,
spends 4 or 5 hours with us. When I am with us, it’s me with two development
agents who are here. We go round the agency, we see, we talk, we sometimes
disagree but we talk. We know if he’s arrived, we know if he’s had an operation for
appendicitis last month, we know if he’s going on holiday, if he has children, how
old they are there, because it’s important in his company creation and if you don’t
know what his project is really, there you are. Whereas if we know that he went to
Mauritius on holiday because it’s on his Facebook account, or Viadeo or Link
thing, I don’t know, doesn’t matter, but what interests me is to know if he liked it,
what he did etc. but that he can tell me face to face.”

(Director of development, Personal services)

4.3.2. Professional social networks
4.3.2.1. Less negatively perceived by franchisors but not really exploited yet. …
Professional social networks such as Viadeo or LinkedIn seem more attractive than
personal social networks like Facebook or Twitter, even if their use is not yet optimized in the
context of recruiting franchise candidates.
“Viadeo maybe a bit more, because there are people who are not necessarily
looking, well, now there are a lot who have Viadeo accounts, because....We could
maybe, be on there, I don’t know, and try to convey messages from time to time, but
I think that it will be next year, for the moment, this year we did a lot of work on
the Internet site and on the I phone app.”

(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
“I don’t believe in Facebook at all, maybe a bit more in Viadeo and LinkedIn, but
well, it’s a question mark really. I’m not sure....In recruitment probably a bit more
Viadeo but it’s the same I think there are a more people looking for work than
people who want to set up as entrepreneurs. But it’s worth a look, because Viadeo,
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effectively, there are in any case a lot of people who are in the professional world
and it’s much more professional, so maybe.”

(Developer, Food business)

“So now I’m more convinced by LinkedIn or Viadeo because you can see that those
networks, I get the feeling that they are beginning to get bigger, more structured,
be more professional.”

(Development agent, Fast food)
“It is all off. Yes, on the other hand, for recruitment in the end, Viadeo is probably
better in the end than Facebook. Facebook, I think that if we started to try to
recruit there, it’s anything goes afterwards. Viadeo is a bit more specialized on job
seeking, on the employee/employer relationship, discussion and all that, so maybe
on that, yes, but I haven’t really thought that deeply about it.”

(Developer, Food business)
Nevertheless, franchisors underline that they have to be vigilant: false CV’s and false
relationships exist on the professional social networks.
“On a social site, you can hide behind the screen and you always worth more than
what you really are. Then if they want to dissect a CV on social sites like Viadeo or
that sort of thing, you say to yourself: there are only Prime Ministers in France.
It’s a bit direct that, maybe.”
(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“Professional networks are a bit...I think it’s good for creating false relationships,
but really false, because you’ve already met someone or you’ve already seen their
name on...anywhere, or at a conference or something, you have nothing with that
person, amazing. I don’t see what it contributes in fact because when you see them
at the next conference, you go and say hello, you go and talk about interesting
things with them and that will help you to get on in business. It’s not sure, it’s just
that when they go on your page, they see that you are a friend of Mr. X or Mrs. Y
and n the end, it doesn’t contribute much more. But in recruitment for example, it
can be dangerous. If you find information on people who you want to recruit and it
doesn’t correspond to what they told you in the, I’m talking about franchisees or
collaborators, but it doesn’t correspond to what they a-wanted to make out on their
CV or during the interview, you can always use it. So it’s a little bit strange. You
have to be careful.”
(Director of development, Personal services)
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4.3.2.2. … and used by franchise candidates
Professional social networks are a source of information used by franchise candidates,
especially to find out more about the profile of directors and developers, but also to obtain
information about the franchise network.
“Besides, yes I think you have to, that Viadeo is French, well actually, I don’t
know, if it’s French… you know? Is it French or what? So yes, that may be why I
go more on that one. What you want to know is how I use it? Because I’ve been on
it for a long time, not always very active, it depends on my professional situation,
that’s why at the moment I’m there quite often. It’s interesting because you can
find information about the networks and even on the people in these networks. I
found presentations of the people who deal with development of those networks.
You can read about them have a look at their photo, I’m not sure if you get their
contacts, you know, find out a bit more about their environment […] It could be
something they could do a bit more with, you know that sort of contacts. Yes, that
sort of relation on Viadeo. The profiles of the people who work in these networks
are specific. Finally, what you find above all, when I looked, above all the people
who are in charge of development. You sometimes find very short profiles of the
network CEO, but it’s above all the developer…”

(Franchise candidate #1)
“It could be on Internet, you learn a lot on Internet. For example now I can see
who a franchisor is, that means knowing his career if he has put it on Viadeo, or if
he’s LinkedIn, if he’s on social networks. You can track them, I found that one
franchisor had set up a franchise, but he had gone out of business in another
franchise about 4 or 5 years ago. And then, effectively, these social networks today,
they can also be tools. It’s true that on Viadeo, I’m a member etc. so I know who
comes to see me, I can contact people, all the people for example who are
franchisors who I’ve been in contact with, I immediately went to see on Viadeo if
they had a profile or if they didn’t. And then effectively, people, you have their
career effectively, you have franchisors who are quite recent and among these
franchisors you see for example the head of development for France, that’s the guy
who created another network of franchise for example. So after that, it’s interesting
to know why he left that network, but that means that there is a real know-how in
how I develop a franchise. You have guys, I’ve also seen franchisors, they left
school 4 or 5 years ago, they were salesmen etc. and then they went into
franchising. You say to yourself it isn’t exactly the same thing, there isn’t the same
experience behind it, because to create networks, franchises, OK, yes, you could be
a little genius and it could start off well, but there is also all the know-how behind
it to set up a distribution network. And that, I have worked enough in distribution
networks and I know what it means. All that is important things that are not on the
information brochures, you have to go and find them. You know that stuff you have
to look for it, because nobody’s going to tell you.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
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Franchise candidates nevertheless complain that this type of tool is not well enough
organized. Indeed, according to them, hubs and forums are still poorly exploited by franchise
networks.
“And then, inside Viadeo there is what they call hubs. It’s a sort of forum on
themes and I think I subscribed to a hub about franchising. […] On the other hand,
it’s not very well used. Well, maybe the....it’s more advertising, it isn’t ....For the
moment I haven’t found anything great in those things. It’s more that someone will
say who will do: « this morning I was... « a guy who is looking for work in
developing ...well, it works by network. It’s a network that will say: we have a new
company and we have a new look. It’s more by fear of missing information that I
subscribed and I keep the subscription, but it could be information about
companies looking to set up in such or such a region ad nit could be information
about how to make the link between networks looking for future franchisees and
franchisees who can’t manage with their tiny personal contribution.”

(Franchise candidate #1)

4.3.3. Social networks and franchisors preoccupations
4.3.3.1. The matter of interest
Franchisors/network developers have varied perceptions of the interest of social
networks, as illustrated by the verbatim below.
“Today, I think it could be a good thing to be on the social networks. After that,
I’m not sure that it’s where you will recruit the best profiles. Finally, I don’t know,
you, as franchising specialists, do you get positive feedback about social networks?
Maybe on professional networks it could be a good idea Viadeo, etc., but
Facebook, etc. I don’t think that that’s where you recruit the most interesting
profiles.”
(Development agent Diverse other businesses)
“You have to be able to measure the impact. For the moment, it’s difficult to
measure the impact of being on Facebook or Viadeo or LinkedIn.”
(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
“Let’s say that our franchise network is very young because we’ve only existed for
three years. So it’s true that today, that is not where our priorities lie, even if,
effectively, it’s obvious that it is a direction worth looking at. Today it isn’t at all
our priority, but it’s true that it should be looked at. But you need to look very
carefully, prudence, especially since on social networks you find absolutely
everything. It’s complicated…”
(Developer, Food business)
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“I’m not convinced, because Facebook, it’s everything and nothing, so we’d have
to see. I think there are other possibilities, other ways, there, we’ll see. So I’ll have
some results at the end of the year. But they all promise miracles but I don’t
believe it. And I’m even less convinced by Facebook because on Facebook there is
absolutely everything. And we did a campaign a year or two ago with Facebook for
marketing, but it was for consumers and it was a fiasco, because communication is
already...”
(Development agent, Fast food)
“It’s great as long as it stays in your home. Really, I find it great, so we have a
Facebook page and a Twitter account yes, because that means you can give
information directly […] It’s for diffusing information. I’m not sure that when you
« like » a thing on Facebook, I’m not sure you actually remember the company’s
last Facebook status, not sure at all. On the other hand, the latest concept of [X]
boutiques, when you actually walk in front of it, it has more impact. I believe more
in that. I believe more in the fact that if you go to, I don’t know, there, imagine I
just walked past the office, an[X] truck, the shape of their truck is far more
important than the fact that they have launched, I don’t know, a new way of
distributing parcels, and they tell you about it on Facebook, because you received
your[X], parcel by[X], and you put « like » on the[X], page of your Facebook
account. I’m not sure. It’s very good, but you have to keep it under control and use
it for it’s true purpose, so, it’s great but to put it more simply, it has never brought
us the slightest candidate.”
(Director of development, Personal services)

4.3.3.2. Questions of competence
Franchisors/network developers also speak about the competences required for a
positive presence on social networks.
“You need a community manager, and that requires resources.”
(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“For the franchise itself, we don’t use that type of social network, because today
we have nobody who can check over the network look at franchisees comments in
case they have complaints or something, even if, for the moment it hasn’t
happened. But you need someone who is dedicated only to that, and that’s also why
on our company website, we don’t have a forum either, because we’d need to have
someone who can look over all that every day and on the clubs here at[X], we have
someone who is there, who is responsible for the clubs and who checks Facebook
every day for example. But for the franchise, no, we don’t do that because of this
problem of having to check on the comments that people might put on the sites
every day.”
(Head of development, Beauty)
“I’m not convinced, I want to be convinced, I’m open to it, but I have nobody in
terms of expertise who can guide me so it could become relevant. For me, I’m
ready to really think about it as long as I have a bit of help, along with a real
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study. Maybe not miss the boat, but for this, I’d ask to be guided, because I don’t
know how to do it. In concrete terms, I would like to do it, but today I don’t know.
So I have two youngsters who are on a professionalization contract […]. We spoke
about it, but effectively, they weren’t that tempted by it, but today, I really don’t
know how to do it, I really don’t know how.”
(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“For the moment, we don’t want to go on the social networks because it’s a bit
hard after that to check the information that will go out on those kinds of networks.
So for the moment, we prefer not to be there. We may have a project to do a page
because of our magazine, because we distribute a magazine[X], to our clients,
maybe do an[X], page on the network, but not use it for recruitment.”
(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)

4.3.3.3. Questions of time and cost
“It’s important but unfortunately....yes, already there is the price. But above all it’s
the time it takes up…”

(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
“In fact, for it to be efficient, it takes up a lot of time, a lot of energy and a lot of
money. It takes a lot of time.”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“It could be good on one condition that it was completely mastered and there, this
type of mastery means a lot of time. It’s not a full time job, but almost, to check all
the social networks. So the day where we finally set it up, it will mean putting up
quite a lot of resources.”

(Developer, Food business)
“So, we listen because we wondered about it for a long time: shall we take the
opportunity of the new website to integrate the impact of social networks, both
professional ones and the friend ones. So far, we haven’t got too many directives or
policy on that subject. We got the information, we wanted to put it on hold because
of the cost, because we would have to create n application or something, but for
the moment, it’s on hold.”

(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
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4.4. Other Internet supports used by franchise candidates
As a complement to the study of franchisors’ Facebook pages, we give a brief outline
of other Internet communication supports aimed at franchise candidates, namely websites
specialized in franchising and diverse other supports.

4.4.1. Websites specialized in franchising
4.4.1.1. Franchisors’ presence on websites specialized in franchising
Franchisors choose websites specialized in franchising because of their referencing in
search engines rather than because of the sites’ quality.
“We also use them because today, you can’t manage without this Internet aspect.
And in terms of referencing, the average client, whether it be to reserve a room or
get information about how to get into franchising in his activity, whatever the
reason, they’ll rarely go beyond the second page and the best sites are often on the
first page. So the ones that come up most often, at least those we looked at are
those that look as if they are the easiest to access. That doesn’t mean that they are
the best, but in any case, they are certainly the ones that are the most visible and
the best way to reach the most people.”

(Developer, Hotel business)
“At the beginning when I arrived, weren’t on all the websites. So, my job was to
get us referenced on new sites, I had experience at Head of development and
facilitation, Personal services , even if it doesn’t get us a lot of candidates in
return, but it’s the one that has the best referencing on Internet, so in any case I
wanted us to be represented on that site. At the beginning, when I arrived, we
weren’t on all the Internet sites...”

(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)
It is necessary to strengthen the presence of the company on sites with news and press
articles, testimonies from successful franchisees etc., in order to maximize the benefits of
communicating on websites specialized in franchising.
“What we also do is that we send out briefs about everything about our network’s
news, we send them to various partners, on various partner sites. That means we
have briefs, press releases, updated information that are to add to our webpages.
That’s it, already and it shows that the network is dynamic.”

(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
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“And also there are a lot of articles, I think this is something that works well press
articles on franchisees, on a franchisee who has succeeded in the network or things
like that, it also attracts candidates, on websites devoted to franchising.”

(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)
Interviews with franchisors and/or network developers, especially those that deal with
network policy, are appreciated if they’re in the form of videos, they can contribute to the
network’s attractiveness.
“Besides, this week we are doing a video on one of the websites […], There’s a
written interview and a video interview with the director of the network and I think
they really like to be able to put a face to the director etc. and what inspired him
and how […] I think he’ll explain you know, something like our plan for the next
five years, what we’re going to do […] I think that reassures candidates, things like
that and I think that videos aren’t bad. I’m the first, if I’m looking for a company to
work in, there, that’s what I do, I go on sites specialized in franchising and I’ll try
to see a bit how they are structured, who they are and then have a look at the
network director , the way he talks, what is the company policy, etc.”

(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)

4.4.1.2. Interest of Internet sits specialized in franchising
4.4.1.2.1. Interests for franchisors
Websites specialized in franchising appear to be essential in franchisors’
communication to franchise candidates, in a similar way to the essential nature of franchisors’
own websites. They enable the franchisor to gain visibility and receive applications from
candidates.
“What the websites bring us above all is mostly visibility, because it lets people
who have an idea in mind and who are looking, whether it is targeted or not,
because you realize that it is not necessarily well targeted, we get requests, so it’s
just an identity card filled in and sent to us. After, we have to give a more detailed;
in depth […] the main objective is to get the contacts of those who have a project
in mind, whether it is at a trade fair or on Internet…”
(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
“Finally, on Internet via Head of development and facilitation, Personal services,
etc., let candidates make applications that are then sent to the company. Almost all
the specialized websites work that way.”
(Developer, Food business)
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4.4.1.2.2. Interests for franchise candidates
These specialized websites enable franchise candidates to preselect the franchise
networks that interest them.
“The specialized sites give a quick history and information on the amount of
personal contribution for the investment, the type of profile they’re looking for.
And then, if you have an initial interest for that particular network, you go on the
network site to dig a bit deeper and find up to the minute information about their
development policy the type of profile, I think it’s more detailed. You get more
detailed information on their site.”
(Franchise candidate #1)

4.4.1.3. Limits of websites specialized in franchising
Websites specialized in franchising are the source of numerous applications. However,
these applications are not always of great quality.
“In the selection we made of websites, we have contacts that are absolutely not
qualified, people who have the money, but who have no project in mind, people
who have the project but not the money, people who have nothing to do and who
call just to get a brochure, that’s it. So there’s a lot of skimming to do at the
beginning and finally, the returns are minimal; I’d say there are about 5 to 7% of
returns compared to the work that goes into it.”
(Developer, Hotel business)
“Franchise websites are an example. I got myself referenced very quickly on [X],
and on [X] too I think, well two or three of them, but it doesn’t bring in anything. I
had a few contacts but not much behind them. I never get anywhere with those
contacts. On the other hand, it’s true that I don’t pay anything for it, so maybe they
don’t push my name either.”
(Developer, Food business)
“On the [X] website, you get less quality more quantity because its people who are
just asking for information on a sector. So the problem we also have is that it’s
beauty, health, fitness, so sometimes we get people who want to set up a beauty
parlor.”
(Head of development, Beauty)

Besides, franchise candidates can feel lost among the enormous number of websites
specialized in franchising and the enormous amount of information they find there.
“So, then, after, I don’t know how they manage to do their thing all these
specialized websites, but to my mind, I think there are too many of them. I think
they are polluted, after a while, it gets a bit much, I think even for someone who is
interested in opening a franchise. You see so much that I think after a while you get
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fed up. With the information that is more or less the same everywhere in any case,
you see [X] on [X] or on [X], in the end, it’s the same information, that’s true.”
(Developer, Food business)

This multitude of websites specialized in franchising also makes it more difficult to
harmonize information.
“On Internet, we try to have the same information on all the sites, that is, that a
brief or a press release whatever you like, we send it to all the sites where either
we have already been referenced and we are no longer there, or we are still
referenced. Then, there are some sites that play the game because on those you
pay, so of course they play the game, but the ones where you don’t pay, let’s say,
they are less reactive. So that means we have to follow them up in detail, that we
ask them to publish the thing as soon as possible. Sometimes they don’t publish
anything, that’s the first point and then there’s a lot of work internally to update
the information, or sometimes is us who react too slowly and that means that we
put let’s say, the main sites and what could e put as specific information, notably
the number of franchisees. It’s true we work with I don’t know between ten and
twelve websites and we pay three or four of them, the other eight, we do them
between times when we have the time and unfortunately, sometimes we forget
things. But mostly, we try to have the same information on each of the sites…”
(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)

Finally, the efficiency of these websites specialized on franchising remains difficult to
measure. Indeed, franchise candidates are generally in search of overall information and they
do not know precisely which information sources they have consulted.
“Then, we don’t know if we have met the other candidates previously with an
Internet tool, but the trade fair worked well for the first contacts. Often, when they
are looking for a franchise, they type « seeking franchise » and they get onto that
site, so that’ often what they tell us, but after that, we can’t really know how many
of them, because often they are really into searching for information and then they
click all over the place…”
(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“When I analyze, and I count the ones who join, after it’s not always easy to really
see who, three quarters of the time they say: « I typed « activity », I came across
you so I called you.”
(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
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4.4.2. Other communication on Internet
4.4.2.1. Other ways of contacting franchise candidates
Online recruitment agencies can be a way of communicating with franchise
candidates.
“This can be anything that will be advertised on sites like regional newspaper
[X].”

(Development agent, Fast food)
However, franchisors are fairly skeptical about the efficiency of such online
recruitment agencies.
“We also found sites specialized in recruitment, well in things like [X], [X], things
like that...I remember, we met them in a group to see what they could do for us,
they tried to persuade me that people, future franchisees, went on [X]. I said:
excuse me, that’s not exactly what I would do first if I put myself in a franchisees
shoes, I wouldn’t’ go and look at [X]. He said: yes, but [X], blah blah ....Someone
who is looking to up his own business, for me, they won’t go looking at websites
about jobs, about finding a job, it isn’t logical. They don’t correspond to the
positioning, so for the moment we haven’t been on this type of support will be go
one day? I don’t know, In any case, for the moment, I am convinced that someone
who is looking to start his own business and looking for a franchise will not go
looking on jobseekers sites, he will go on sites specialized in franchising and try to
find networks, try to see what works elsewhere, what he has seen, etc.”
(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)

4.4.2.2. Information sources that reassure franchise candidates
Online studies of « franchising in general » are also information sources used by
franchise candidates.
“Then you get information for example, I wanted to look for the most profitable
franchise, which are the most profitable franchisees. According to studies I have
read and another one that I found, it’s the network in the services, [X]’s network in
real estate, that guarantee the best return in two or three years. I also came across
a study that talked about franchising, that is, I don’t remember, I think it was,
maybe, or it was a study that was commissioned and you have a study of about ten
pages analyzing franchising, who the franchisee is, who’s the franchisor, what a
franchisee earns on average, the failure rate of franchisees. That’s information
let’s say on the franchising market, but it’s worth it.”
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(Franchise candidate #3)

Websites on companies, such as Infogreffe, societe.com are also information sources
favored by franchise candidates.
“I do an enormous amount of research on franchises, I go on r societe.com, I look
at the balance sheets, I look at the social capital, to download the latest financial
data, I do a thorough financial analysis. So I do a lot of research, I look at who the
person is, what they did before, if they had a company before, if they have ever
been bankrupt, it’s good to know that stuff.”
(Franchise candidate #2)
“I looked Infogreffe for information, obviously at one time or another, you look at
it, in terms of results, what you can earn and then if we can make a living. That’s
already good; it’s the first thing you need to.”
(Recent franchisee [9 months], Food business)
“ Societe.com, there, to see a bit what was happening in [town], at those that I
could have, because there are some that don’t put up their balance sheets, but most
of them do. So that already let me see what works and what doesn’t on all the [X]
in [town]. See what works and what doesn’t and above all if there is any progress.
[...] There, I saw good ones and not so good. Part of what made me say yes in
[town], is the [X] in [place], because in fact, it makes regular progress, it started
from nothing and it is going somewhere. Given that it’s for students, here, we are
students too, all the progress he made, and that shows that the brand works. It
works if you have the right location and if you are there on the spot.”
(Recent franchisee [1 month], Fast food)
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5. Discussion of results
5.1. Contributions to research
This research commissioned by the Fédération Française de la Franchise contributes
to the literature on franchising and social networks. Indeed, as shown in Chapter 4, the
researchers explored this question, in general adopting a perspective of franchisors’ « Virtual
storefronts » (Cedrola and Memmo, 2009; Dixon and Quinn, 2004; Perrigot and Branellec,
forthcoming; Perrigot and Pénard, forthcoming). To our knowledge, only one very recent
academic study has yet dealt with franchisers use of Facebook (Perrigot et al., 2012).
The research by Perrigot et al. (2012) mentions an empirical study carried out in 2009.
This study concerned franchisors’ use of Facebook with an overall objective of
communicating with various stakeholders. It did not focus on information that was useful for
forming of the franchise relationship. On the contrary, this research deals exclusively with
information aimed at franchise candidates. We also worked on 38 items relevant to
information aimed at franchise candidates. Perrigot et al. (2012) limited their observation to
26 items in the context of their overall study. The list of 38 items analyzed here could serve as
a tool for franchisors wishing to enhance their Facebook pages (cf. table 6).

5.2. Contributions to practice – Points to remember …
Social networks are not only reserved to friendly and personal relationships. They are
opening up to professional relationships and franchise relationships. Indeed, the study showed
that 46.48% of franchisors present on the French national market have a Facebook page.
Research by Perrigot et al. (2012), also undertaken on franchisors in France, showed a figure
of 21.3% in 2009. Thus we observe the strong growth of the use of Facebook by franchisors
in France.
Nevertheless, over half of franchisors are still not on Facebook. We can only
encourage those franchisors among the 53.52% absent from the social network, to explore the
opportunities offered by social networks and Facebook among others. Facebook helps to
target clients, potential clients, employees, franchisees and can contribute to attracting
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franchise candidates, the target dealt with in this chapter. Indeed, even if the efforts of
franchisors who are on Facebook are geared more towards the target of current and potential
clients, special attention given to franchise candidates may generate more candidate
applications.
We listed 38 items that could be included on a Facebook page in order to inform
franchise candidates and make them want to go further in the process of forming a franchise
relationship. The observation grid provided in table 6 could be a tool with this in mind. For
example, items such as a map with points of sale/ service units could enable franchise
candidates to get information about available locations, franchisors’ likes on the Facebook
pages of his franchisees could underline the cohesion of the network, announcing the opening
of new points of sale/service units, could underline the growth and dynamism of the network,
thus reassuring franchise candidates.
Besides, a certain disparity was observed in terms of the content of Facebook pages,
some items being very frequently inserted, while on the contrary, others were very rarely to be
seen. There again, franchisors could enhance the content of their Facebook pages by inserting
essential elements as well as more innovative and distinctive elements such as virtual tours of
points of sale/service units, or a link to LinkedIn. Figure 3 shows the top 10 items present on
franchisors’ Facebook pages.
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Finally, it is important to recall that beyond the interests related to the presence of the
company on social networks and the content of Facebook pages, there are certain limits.
Firstly, to communicate efficiently with franchise candidates on social networks, it is
necessary to set up a true strategy and allocate sufficient resources (human, technical and
financial). It is preferable to be absent from social networks than to be present but to convey a
poor brand image through pages that are poor in terms of content, rarely updated etc.
Secondly, social networks are suited to communication with clients and potential clients. The
target of franchise candidates is more difficult to reach. It is therefore necessary to set up a
multi-channel communication strategy, by inserting for example a link to the Facebook page
on the company’s website devoted to recruiting franchise candidates, and vice versa.
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Now we have reached the end of our study, the time has come to present our main
insights and put these into perspective. In our view, the main elements arising from our
research concern the different ways in which the franchise relationship is formed, the
“encounter” between franchisor and franchise candidate, and the role assigned to
communication throughout this process. The theoretical model we constructed and the
empirical elements we gathered allow us to draw conclusions about the stability of models of
the formation of the franchise relationship and how this has evolved over recent years. The
argument for stability is supported by the overlapping strategic, organizational and cultural
criteria within the mechanisms creating of the franchise relationship. The argument for
novelty is supported by the impact of the spread of Internet, the way it has been integrated
into franchisors’ efforts at communication and the consequences of this integration, as well as
by the evolution of the selection criteria used by franchise candidates.
On this last point, the study carried out by the CREPA in 1999, although not grouping
exactly the same items as ours, did use a general typology of selection criteria comparable to
our own. Their study showed that the most important aspects taken into account by franchise
candidates were those related to economic perspectives and the quality of the concept.
Aspects related to trust and the quality of relationships, although already mentioned at the
time, were a little less prominent. For franchise candidates in 2012, these results are inverted.
As we revealed during our “franchise candidates” survey, elements relating to feeling, shared
values and guidance now take priority over those related to economic perspectives.
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The verbatim of developers and franchise candidates illustrate these different
orientations. The commercial orientation is seen in the words of the following professionals,
from

the

points

of

view

of

franchisors/developers

and

from

that

of

recent

franchisees/franchise candidates:
“And of course, we’ll have to sell him the concept, we’ll have to sell it to him, but
we’ll do it differently. I for one will sell it to him differently…”
(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“So, you have to be reactive, a bit of a conqueror, and then never hesitate to sell
the thing according to your convictions, with the satisfaction of a company one is
proud to represent. I’m certainly not selling sand to the desert, so we propose a
service, I think we have an offer that is very relevant, efficient and accessible so
that people in the hotel business will either find it attractive or not.”
(Developer, Hotel business)
“Like any storekeeper or any salesman, they will try to sell their concept as quickly
as possible. That’s what I understood, that they dose it out gradually, that is they
send out documents and stuff, if you really call back and they feel that you’re
interested, then they try to get you hooked a bit more and then they try to get you to
come and then, a bit like some of the banks, once you are there, they have to try
to....well try, it depends.”
(Franchise candidate #3)
“Yes, it’s been there for two, two years. No, it worked very well with M. [X] who is
the sort of salesman, I think, of the franchise. No, we got on well since the
beginning. He knows how to sell his thing.”
(Recent franchisee [4 months], Fast food)

As for the partnership culture, it is illustrated by the following extracts that reflect the
way two stakeholders co-construct a business relationship:
“It’s a partnership relationship where each party contributes his company. So, we
are independent, the franchisee and the franchisor are two entities that are
obviously completely independent, but they collaborate together to satisfy the
client, increase the turnover of each of the parties and above all, satisfy a
maximum of clients. The objective is to generate turnover and satisfy the client, so
its collaboration at every level.”
(Developer, Food business)
“We are not there to....we don’t really do selling, we don’t give discounts on entry
rights or royalties. We have a concept, it is established, if the person identifies with
this concept, fine, they can join as long as we also have the same feeling.”
(Head of development and facilitation, Personal services)
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“In franchising, we are in logic of parity, we don’t recruit, we find each other by
mutual agreement, and so it’s a bit different. So we are not in a logic of interviews,
mutual introductions with all the game of seduction round that, it lasts two, two
and a half hours minimum […] I am much attached to that, to developing this kind
of partnership notion and risk-taking with your eyes open and knowing exactly
what to expect.”
(Director General, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
“It isn’t a job interview, it’s really an interview for a partnership, and it’s trying to
see if we are meant to be together and if we want to develop the thing together.
There is nevertheless the fact that to join the network, you have to pay, you have to
contribute a sum of money and then borrow money to be able to develop the
activity, which means that I don’t only thing k-of....no, and it isn’t a job interview.”
(Franchise candidate #1)
“Yes, for me, it’s clearly a partnership, a long-term partnership. So I test my
franchisor as much as he will test me.”
(Franchise candidate #3)

Finally, the employee culture is illustrated by the following words that show a marked
positioning towards selecting candidates:
“[X] today in its recruitment process, its actually quite a stretch for the
imagination, they give you the impression that you have to deserve the company
and for me, that’s something that always made me sick because whether we are [X]
or [X] or whoever, those people live through the capability of the hotel keepers to
stick to their concept or not. And they arrive, putting you in front of a sort of jury
to make you think that you have to deserve it, when in fact, it’s the hotel keeper that
keeps them alive.[…] So after they come up with the way to proceed, with a
principle of homogeneity in their establishments where it’s quite clear: they tell
you, this will cost you so much, we insist on such and such, and the entry rights
and we take 10% of your turnover every year, and you have nothing to say about
that. That’s why they speak a lot more about recruitment. I think in this franchise
there are questions of who has the power.”
(Developer, Hotel business)

“So, it’s already in our recruitment of candidates.”
(Developer, Bars, themed and traditional restaurants)
“So there, you get more directly to the actual recruitment process. So we decided
to externalize out recruitment. We don’t recruit internally.”
(Developer, Food stores)
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“It’s an interview, like a job interview, it’s the same as when you hire someone, I
think in a company. We have predefined criteria.”
(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)

While these orientations come out clearly in the verbatim, our survey questionnaire
also showed that franchisors’ different approaches exist to varying degrees. What
differentiates the approach of some compared to others is firstly the greater or smaller extent
to which they follow these orientations, and secondly, their use of relevant selection criteria
and their development of specific expectations that are in line with the favored relationship
mode.

Progressive approach
The development philosophy or culture often evolves according to the age of the
network as well as its size, especially because of the natural reputation of the network. Indeed,
in general the larger the network and the denser its coverage, the better it is known and
recognized. Moreover the longer a network has existed in the economic and business
landscape, the better it is known. Developers therefore have less need to go « looking for »
candidates, the latter presenting themselves to the company spontaneously. The notion of
« development life cycle » enables franchisors to adapt their strategy of communication and
development, but also the hire the right developer profiles (at the beginning of the network,
these are salesmen positions, then with time, human resources). Figure 2 illustrates this life
cycle.
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you are when we began, like I said, we had, 150, 200 contacts per year when you
get one; you jump on him right away. Today we have too many, and we can be very
selective, that’s all.”
(Development agent, Fast food)
“That is, before, like any network, when you are very young, if the guy has the
money and seem nice, you take him on and set him up. No, we didn’t have that
many (candidates) and then, we weren’t at all into being selective.”
(Developer, Food businesses)
“Yes, certainly, we could have anticipated it, but it was right at the beginning of
the franchise network and obviously, you also have to get a bit of business, you
have to sign the first contracts, you have to get visibility, reputation.”
(Founder franchisor, Personal services)
“So, some have such enormous structures that they use different means, other ways
of searching etc. They have loads of communication, and they go in for
recruitment. OK, that depends, if you compare it with [X]and [Y], we aren’t in the
same category, you see?”
(Head of development, Fast food)
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The following extract from an interview is significant in this respect.
“There are several ways to develop a franchise network, either you wait quietly
until people come and see you through communication, adverts, publicity, or event
such as maybe trade fairs, meetings or possibly, and today, the technical way is the
net, being on sites that are completely different but that attract people and make
them want to know more. And then you have an approach that not many
franchisors do, which is an approach that I find passive. The passive approach,
that is, you launch contacts through advertising, but you wait for people to contact
you, so if they don’t, you will never get a call from them. And then there is a
position that is completely different, it’s what I do, that is, to tell ourselves every
morning that there are people out there who get up in the morning with desires,
wishes, dreams, objectives that they want to create, create a company, create a tool
for work, get involved professionally, but who don’t necessarily know exactly what
they want to create, or the idea of what they are going to do, so they dream. So,
there are different ways you can go and find them and tell them nicely, Hi there,
I’m here, Hi there, I have an idea, a tool a basis, the knowhow: would you like to
create your own company, have you ever asked yourself, have you thought about it
and have you ever thought of [activity sector]? So, you have a position that I call
« the sitting salesman » The sitting salesman is the person who waits in his sales
office, and you have the standing salesman who goes after people.”

(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)

Communication tools
Table 1 presents the various communication tools franchisors use towards franchise
candidates. Our analysis revealed that online development tools have become more central in
franchisors’ communication with candidates. Whether it is from the franchisors’ point of
view, or that of franchise candidates, this is a major evolution observed over recent years.
“Today, I do the web above all.”

(Development agent, Fast food)
“Yes. It’s really essentially only Internet.”

(Development agent, Diverse other businesses)
“It’s true that today, it’s also an opportunity. Because it gives us a lot of
information and people usually leave something about themselves, because if a
franchisor wants to develop he has to be known, so he has to communicate on the
web today, effectively they are on it more and more.”

(Franchise candidate #3)
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Instigated by franchisors
Instigated by franchise candidates












ONLINE COMMUNICATION

TV (advertising, programs)
Radio
Press:
o Specialized in franchising
o Trade
o Economic
o National and Regional
Les brochures/documents for clients
Les brochures/documents for franchise
candidates
« Lipdubs »
Canvassing current tradesmen
Mail shots






Google referencing
e-mail shots
Webinars
Banners, links (web ads)

The developer and his discourse
Franchise fairs (Franchise Expo Paris et
Top franchise Mediterranean)
Entrepreneurship fairs (Paris and regional
(Rennes, Lyon, Auxerre, La Rochelle ….)
Trade fairs
Information sessions



Franchisor’s website:
o Pages devoted to franchise
candidates on franchisors’ virtual
storefront
o Site devoted to franchise
candidates
Personal social networks
(FACEBOOK and TWITTER)
Professional social networks
(VIADEO and LINKEDIN)
Websites specialized in franchising
Classifieds sites
Online studies on franchising in
general
Online recruitment agencies
Online financial sites (société.com,
info-greffe ….)
Flash-codes:
Discussion forums
Youtube, Dailymotion, etc.
Blogs













Instigated by third parties

RELAYED COMMUNICATION

PULL COMMUNICATION

PUSH COMMUNICATION

OFFLINE COMMUNICATION
















La Fédération Française de la Franchise
Press relations
Companies specialized in franchisee
recruitment
Franchising consultants
Job-seeking organizations: Pôle Emploi et
Agence Pour l’Emploi des Cadres
Chambers of commerce and Industry
Job reclassification agents in companies
undergoing redundancy plans
Points of sale/service units
Word of mouth
Sponsorship, co-optation by existing
franchisees
Tradesmen/directors association
Banks and financial organization (OSEO)
Franchising trade unions
Activity sector associations (i.e.: EHPAD)






Table 1: Communication tools used by franchisors regarding candidates
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Although online communication plays a considerable role in communication to franchise
candidates, it should be mentioned that offline communication remains important. Indeed, Internet
cannot replace human relationships.
“It is very, very important, yes, because, there isn’t, well, today I don’t see on [X]
anywhere where I can go and that lets me meet people and talk to them, which
would be more interesting for me than just Internet. Internet is easy, because you
stay at home, you don’t have to go out, and on the other hand, it really lacks the
human dimension. And effectively, if we could have, well, maybe it exists, it could
be that I don’t know enough about it yet, but if there was an office in the
Fédération de la franchise that I could visit and that could give me advice on all
the questions I have, that would be really worthwhile…”

(Franchise candidate #1)
This is the reason why franchisors’ communication to franchise candidates has to be multichannel, relying on the intertwining of Internet and more traditional complementary means of
communications.
“Yes, it’s a complement in the sense that each channel puts us in touch with a
specific target and then, you have to be able to diversify communication a little, so
there is something for everyone, for Internet clients, for people who listen to the
radio, for those who read the papers and then there is the work of canvassing
which still represents over 80% of all that and all the other types of communication
the other 20%, but the main work is what we do internally and the value of our
supports and the way we put them forward.”

(Developer, Hotel business)
“After, and there we are only at the beginning, so we really try to contact all the
different publics, so we try to have different supports. […] They’re complementary
because yes, we will have links on our website, after, yes, I think so because, and
we may not put all the information everywhere. So that means they’ll go looking
right and left. After that, anything in a magazine is practical, because there are
still people who aren’t really into Internet, so magazines remain… Then I don’t
know, if you glance through a magazine and then you say, hey that’s interesting. So
it’s true that for me, they’re complementary, yes.”

(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“It’s complementary in the sense that the site [sites specialized in franchising]
upstream, they drain a lot of candidate profiles who are looking for an idea, so
they are at a level a bit in the clouds where people are still thinking and in general,
those who start looking at this job, very often, after they Google « [activity] » and
they look at the major actors in the sector.”

(CEO Construction, real estate and energy)
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“Today, there is a good mix between the paper press and Internet. On the various
studies, of course, Internet is making headway, but we don’t target the same
candidates with the paper press and the Internet press, so we can’t afford to only
do Internet or only do paper. So they’re obviously complementary. […]. And then,
being on all the supports, it’s complementary that’s true, but it’s also a matter of
reputation. It lets you get in touch with more people and ensure you’re out
there…”

(Developer, Food business)
It is also necessary to use multiple means of communication because the degree of
information and communication differ depending on which support is used.
“So, information on franchising sites, there’s more information there because we
have a complete identity card. The in magazines, we only have half pages so there
we really explain really the franchise very briefly, we don’t go into details in the
magazines. There, there are inserts too, yes; it’s an insert, exactly. So at the trade
fairs we put our a lip dub a little video we made with our franchisees to show the
convivial side of the network, then there are things we do to really show the
activity, we give them brochures and documents where there is the whole
description of the franchise and there, there might also be a short interview if there
aren’t many people, so it’s true that at the trade fairs, we really meet people. So
there we diffuse more information.”

(Developer, Construction, real estate and energy)
“It’ different depending on what we want to do....That is there’s a common core,
which is the first information, that’s through the site because it can be really
dynamic with testimonies, news, and photos of the network. Then we have the
brochure, which is more institutional and gives the basics in written form, it’s quite
well done, and after that, in information sessions, there we spend 3 hours and we
really explain the job, how it works, how much it costs, how much you earn and
how we guide candidates. What does that bring in? That is, in fact, there are
several levels. The people who go on the site of [specialized in franchising] are
people who have, who are... there are several stages, that means that a candidate
at the beginning, he will be interested, already, they know the job, because it’s a
job that has been around for a bit le than ten years now, it is pretty recent. So we
give them initial information, very short to arouse interest or not, to say: do you
want to go further? In that case look on our website where you will find more
specific information. Then on the site if they want even more specific information,
we ask them to download the brochure that will, I’d say, give them complementary
information. Once they have the brochure, they begin to understand our job: they
say, well, that could be a good idea for me to take further, so we invite them to an
information session. Each time it’s because there are levels of information that are
different depending on the person, depending on the support and the level of
information that is given relative to our job.”

(CEO, Construction, real estate and energy)
“Today it’s a bit complicated to give an idea of the number of candidates who
come from one support or another, because in general, when we ask them how they
got to know of us, finally they look all over the place. So they tell us, paper and
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Internet. So it’s a bit difficult to have a precise study on the support that created
the approach. I think that it’s complicated because in fact, when people are looking
for information they look everywhere, so they’ll look at paper, they’ll look at
Internet, there you are, they’ll go to the Franchising Fair.”

(Developer, Food business)
The huge number of communication tools result in franchisors needing to know how
efficient each of them is. However, it is difficult for networks to assess the value of these
tools accurately and thus to source them effectively. The study we carried out with franchise
candidates does nevertheless give franchisors some indications as to the means of
communication they should favor.
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